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Abstract. We prove central limit theorems for models of network forma-
tion and network processes with homophilous agents. The results hold under
large-network asymptotics, enabling inference in the typical setting where the
sample consists of a small set of large networks. We first establish a general
central limit theorem under high-level “stabilization” conditions that provide a
useful formulation of weak dependence, particularly in models with strategic
interactions. The result delivers a
?
n rate of convergence and a closed-form
expression for the asymptotic variance. Then using techniques in branching
process theory, we derive primitive conditions for stabilization in the follow-
ing applications: static and dynamic models of strategic network formation,
network regressions, and treatment effects with network spillovers. Finally, we
suggest some practical methods for inference.
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1 Introduction
Network models have attracted considerable attention in economics as tractable rep-
resentations of non-market interactions, such as peer effects and social learning, and
formal economic relations, such as financial and trade networks. However, for many
important network models, methods for inference are unavailable due to the lack of
a large-sample theory. The novel feature of network data is that it typically takes
the form of observations on a small set of large networks. Additionally, many net-
work models of interest feature strategic interactions or spillovers, which generate
dependence between network subunits. A large-sample theory must outline condi-
tions under which the amount of “independent information” grows with the number
of nodes or agents in the network, despite network autocorrelation.
The main contribution of this paper is a large-network central limit theorem (CLT)
applicable to a large class of network moments. These moments can be written as
averages of node-level statistics, namely
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ψpXi,Xn,W,Aq,
where Xi is a vector of homophilous attributes for node i,
1 Xn the set of all nodes’
homophilous attributes, W the set of all other node attributes, and A the observed
network or network time series on n nodes. A simple example is the degree of node i,
ψpXi,Xn,W,Aq “
ř
j‰iAij , which is the number of links involving i. More generally,
these moments may be complicated functionals of the network, including the average
clustering coefficient, subnetwork counts, and regression estimators.
There are two main technical contributions of the paper. First, we derive a
new CLT that holds under high-level “stabilization” conditions on the node statistic
ψpXi,Xn,W,Aq. These provide a general formulation of network weak dependence
for which we can derive primitive conditions in a variety of models. The main re-
quirement is that i’s node statistic only depends on a random “relevant set” of nodes
with asymptotically bounded size that effectively constitutes i’s dependency neigh-
borhood. Our conditions are modifications of assumptions used in the stochastic
geometry literature (e.g. Penrose and Yukich, 2001; Penrose, 2003), which focuses on
1Homophily is the pervasive phenomenon in real-world social networks that similar individuals
are more likely to associate (McPherson et al., 2001).
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models of spatial graphs without strategic interactions.
The second technical contribution of this paper is the derivation of interpretable
primitive sufficient conditions for stabilization using branching process theory. The
stabilization concept has particular utility in models that allow for strategic inter-
actions. For instance, in the context of network formation, the stability of a link
may depend on the existence of “neighboring” links, which in turn may depend on
other links, and so on. The longer the length of these chains of dependent links, the
stronger the extent of autocorrelation. We derive new results under low-level weak
dependence conditions showing that the size of the branching process obeys certain
tail conditions needed for a CLT.
As special cases of our main result, we derive new CLTs in four applications. The
first is moments constructed from dynamic network data, where the network is large
and the number of time periods small. These moments include nonparametric bounds
on the average structural function, which measures the impact of network lagged de-
pendent variables on link formation. The second is network regression, which consists
of regressing a node-level outcome on a measure of the node’s network centrality,
which is a common exercise in applied work (Chandrasekhar and Lewis, 2016). We
establish a CLT for the least-squares estimator, allowing for network autocorrelation
in the regressors and errors. The third is moments constructed from a single network
observation realized according to a static model with strategic interactions. These
moments include subnetwork counts, which are important for inference in strategic
models of network formation (Sheng, 2014). The fourth is treatment effects with
network spillovers. We prove a CLT for nonparametric estimators of average treat-
ment/spillover effects when treatments are randomly assigned. A novel feature of the
result is that it holds under network endogeneity.2 To our knowledge, the first three
results are the first of their kind in the literature, while the fourth holds under weaker
conditions than comparable results.
Finally, we suggest several practical methods for inference. With enough infor-
mation on node attributes, we can approximate the “dependency neighborhood” of
each observation and construct a HAC-type variance estimator. Without this infor-
mation, we can instead employ methods for inference with a small number of clusters
2By network endogeneity we mean that the network is correlated with the unobservables in the
outcome equation. A common source of endogeneity is unobserved homophily (Shalizi and Thomas,
2011), a well-known hindrance to identification in models of social interactions.
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due to Canay et al. (2017) and Ibragimov and Müller (2010), provided we observe
several independent large networks. To our knowledge, the most related results in
the stochastic geometry literature concern asymptotic theory and not practical pro-
cedures for inference, so the variance estimator we propose appears to be new.
Related Literature. A growing econometric literature studies frequentist infer-
ence in network formation models when the econometrician observes a single network.
Leung (2019c) and Menzel (2016) develop laws of large numbers for static models with
strategic interactions. Chandrasekhar and Jackson (2015) and Boucher and Mourifié
(2015) respectively study estimation of subnetwork and exponential random graph
models, which are statistical models of network formation distinct from those we
consider. Dzemski (2014) and Graham (2014) focus on dyadic link-formation mod-
els without strategic interactions. Leung (2015) and Ridder and Sheng (2016) study
static models of strategic network formation under an incomplete-information as-
sumption that implies links are independent conditional on observables. In contrast,
the models studied here can be microfounded as games of complete information and
allow for unobserved heterogeneity, which generates potential links that are dependent
even conditional on observables.
The main conceptual ideas of using stabilization conditions and branching process
techniques originate in Leung (2019c). That paper proves a law of large numbers for
static models of network formation under weaker stabilization conditions. The main
contributions of this paper are tackling the more technical problem of a normal ap-
proximation and extending the set of applications. A CLT naturally requires stronger
conditions; in particular the size of the relevant set needs to be not only asymptoti-
cally bounded but satisfy certain tail conditions. The branching process techniques
used to then derive primitive conditions draw arguments due to Turova (2012) for
bounding component sizes of inhomogeneous random graphs.
Several papers estimate dynamic network models. Kuersteiner and Prucha (2018)
study dynamic spatial panels, which can be interpreted as social interactions models
with lagged dependent variables. Graham (2016) studies point identification and
estimation of a parametric model of dynamic network formation. We take a different
but complementary approach in studying nonparametric inference on the average
structural function, which is typically only partially identified.
Outline. The next two sections discuss motivating applications to dynamic net-
work data and network regression. In §3, we introduce a general model for which
4
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our applications are special cases. Next, in §4, we discuss the main idea behind the
stabilization conditions in the context of our motivating applications, state our for-
mal high-level conditions for a CLT, and informally discuss their verification in the
applications. In §5, we present our main result, sketch its proof, and provide for-
mal sufficient conditions for our motivating applications. We then discuss practical
methods for inference in §6. In §7, we study a general static model of network for-
mation and discuss the use of branching process theory to derive primitive sufficient
conditions for a CLT. Finally, §8 concludes.
An index of key notation and outline of the appendix can be found in Appendix A.
The first two sections of the appendix respectively study applications to inference on
dynamic network moments in a more general setup than §2.1 and inference on treat-
ment effects with network spillovers. A simulation study for the inference methods
introduced in §6 can be found in §B.3.
Notation. We introduce some relatively standard notation and terminology for
networks. We represent a network on n nodes as an n ˆ n adjacency matrix, where
the ijth entry Aij , termed the potential link, is an indicator for whether nodes i, j are
connected. Following the usual convention, we require that Aii “ 0 for all nodes i,
meaning that there are no self links. We focus on undirected networks, so Aij “ Aji.
Let A´ij “ tAkl : k, l “ 1, . . . , n, tk, lu ‰ ti, juu, the network excluding the potential
link between i and j. The degree of a node i in the network A is
ř
j‰iAij. For two
networks A,A1, we say that A is a subnetwork of A1 if every link in A is a link in A1.
A path in a network from node i to j is a sequence of distinct nodes starting with
i and ending with j such that for each k, k1 in this sequence, k and k1 are directly
linked in the network. Two nodes i and j are path-connected in a network if there
exists a path from i to j. The length of a path is the number of links it involves. The
path distance between two nodes pi, jq in A, represented by LApi, jq is the length of
the shortest path that connects them; if no path exists, then the length is 8. The
K-neighborhood of a node i in network A, denoted NApi, Kq, is the set of all nodes j
for which LApi, jq ď K. Finally the component of a node i with respect to a network
A is the set of all nodes j for which LApi, jq ă 8. The last definition deviates slightly
from standard use.
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2 Motivating Applications
We introduce two applications that illustrate the relevance of our results for a fairly
broad set of network models. The first application concerns moments computed from
a network time series realized according to a dynamic model of network formation.
The second is regression with network-dependent covariates.
2.1 Dynamic Network Moments
We first formally define a model of dynamic network formation and motivate each
of its elements. We then discuss a simple example of a dynamic network moment to
which our CLT applies.
Model. Let Nn “ t1, . . . , nu be the set of nodes. Suppose a network on Nn evolves
over a finite number of time periods t “ 0, 1, . . . , T , and the econometrician observes
the network from periods t0 to T . Let At be the state of the network at period t and
Aij,t an indicator for the presence of a link between nodes i and j in that period.
Each node i is endowed with a type pXi, Ziq, i.i.d. across nodes, where Xi P Rd is
a continuously distributed, time-invariant characteristic that we call the position of
node i. The component Zi “ pZi0, . . . , ZiT q is an array of potentially time-varying
attributes, where Zit may be a vector, and the econometrician observes Zit0 , . . . , ZiT .
Each node pair is endowed with a random utility shock ζij,t “ ζji,t, which is i.i.d.
across node pairs and time periods and independent of types.
We assume that the evolution of the network from period t ´ 1 to t for t ą 0
satisfies the following dynamics: for every i ‰ j,
Aij,t “ 1
 
V
`
r´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, Sij,t, Zit, Zjt, ζij,t
˘ ą 0( , (2.1)
where || ¨ || is a norm on Rd; rn is a constant; V is unknown to the econometrician,
strictly increasing in its last component; and
Sij,t “
´
Aij,t´1,max
k
Aik,t´1Ajk,t´1
¯
. (2.2)
This setup is similar to that of Graham (2016). Finally, for the initial condition A0,
6
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we consider a simple dyadic-regression model, where for every i ‰ j,
Aij,0 “ 1
 
V0pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, Zi0, Zj0, ζij,0q ą 0
(
. (2.3)
Interpretation. The model has four main features of interest. First, if V is eventu-
ally decreasing in its first component, this captures homophily in positions. Positions
are possibly latent variables that may be potentially correlated with Zit and Sij,t.
Consequently, this setup allows for unobserved homophily, a well-known obstacle to
identification in observational network data (Shalizi and Thomas, 2011). Since po-
sitions are continuously distributed, the model corresponds to a dynamic version of
a latent-space model, where nodes are situated on an underlying “social space” and
socially proximate nodes are more likely to associate (Hoff et al., 2002).3
Second, to capture strategic interactions, specification (2.2) allows the latent in-
dex to depend on the previous state of the network At´1 through two sufficient
statistics. The first is Aij,t´1, which captures state dependence. The second is
maxk Aik,t´1Ajk,t´1, an indicator for whether i and j shared a common friend last pe-
riod. This generates network clustering, the well-known stylized fact that nodes with
common friends are more likely to become friends (Jackson, 2008). Homophily and
transitivity generate observationally similar local network structures, and Graham
(2016) discusses the policy relevance of distinguishing between the two.
Third, most social networks are sparse, meaning that the number of connec-
tions formed by the typical node is of much smaller order than the number of nodes
(Chandrasekhar, 2016). Mathematically, this is commonly modeled in the random
graph literature by scaling the sequence of models such that the expected degree any
node has a finite limit:
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ErAij,ts ă 8.
In our model, under certain regularity conditions discussed later (see §5.3), this holds
if the sparsity parameter rn tends to zero at a certain rate. Intuitively, as n increases,
the number of opportunities to form links grows, which promotes density, whereas as
rn decreases, the number of attractive partners decreases due to homophily, which
promotes sparsity. Our choice for rn will balance these two forces to obtain a finite
3In the econometric literature, Breza et al. (2017) use latent-space models to identify network
structure in the absence of data on individual network links.
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limiting expected degree.
Fourth, the initial conditions model has no strategic interactions. As such, we
view this as a representation of the initial “meeting process” prior to creation of social
connections.
Models of network formation are useful for understanding the incentives for form-
ing social connections, for example the formation of risk-sharing networks in the rural
Philippines (Fafchamps and Gubert, 2007) and research partnerships in the biotech-
nology industry (Powell et al., 2005). More broadly, they nest and can be used distin-
guish between numerous theoretical mechanisms for link formation proposed in the
networks literature (Overgoor et al., 2018). These models are also useful for forecast-
ing the effects of counterfactual interventions (Mele, 2017a) and as selection models
for social interactions (Badev, 2013). Dynamic models of the sort studied here exploit
variation from a short time series of a large network. Static models, discussed in §7,
are useful when only a single network snapshot is observed.
Moments. A simple example of a dynamic network moment is the average degree
in period t,
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ψi, where ψi “
ÿ
j‰i
Aij,t. (2.4)
This measures the typical number of connections formed by a node in a given period.
By varying t, we obtain a measure for changes in network density over time. For
a central limit theorem, we require some form of weak dependence for node degrees
tψiuni“1. In §4.1, we provide an intuitive discussion of the dependence structure of
node degrees in this model to illustrate the challenges of proving a CLT. Then in §5.3
we state formal conditions for a CLT in this simplified example.
In §B.1, we prove a general CLT, and as an example, we consider nonparametric
inference on the average structural function (ASF),
PpV pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, s, z, z1, ζij,tq ą 0q,
where s, z, z1 are constants and varying their values reveals the impact of attributes
and strategic interactions for link formation. In general, the ASF is not point-
identified (Chamberlain, 2010), so we consider bounds on the ASF due to Chernozhukov et al.
(2013) and show that our CLT applies to their sample analogs. We also substantially
generalize the setup here along a number of dimensions in §B.1. In particular, we
8
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allow Sij,t to include more complicated network statistics and permit the fixed effect
r´1n ||Xi ´Xj || to be a vector that includes potentially discrete and non-homophilous
latent factors. We also allow for strategic interactions in the initial condition, so
that V0 may be a function of A0, which we argue can be interpreted as the long-run
equilibrium of the dynamic model.
2.2 Network Regression
Suppose the econometrician observes a single network snapshot and node-level out-
come data. A common empirical exercise is to regress outcomes on a set of network-
dependent statistics. For example, Hochberg et al. (2007) study the association
between VC firm performance and their “centrality” in VC syndication networks.
Cai et al. (2015) estimate the treatment spillover effect of having more friends knowl-
edgeable about an insurance product on own insurance take-up. Both can be modeled
as follows.
The econometrician observes a single cross-section of a network A on nodes Nn “
t1, . . . , nu. Suppose A is formed according to model (2.3), where we drop the 0
subscripts for convenience, since we only observe a single network. For example,
we simply write Zi in place of Zi0 for node-level attributes. Outcomes are realized
according to the linear model
Yi “ SipA,Zq1β0 ` εi,
where Z “ tZ1, . . . , Znu, SipA,Zq is a vector of node-specific statistics and εi ”
εipA,Zq is unobserved. For instance, in Hochberg et al. (2007), SipA,Zq is a measure
of node centrality, such as the degree of node i. In Cai et al. (2015),
SipA,Zq “
˜
Di,
ř
j AijDjř
j Aij
¸
,
where Di is a subvector of Zi representing a binary treatment indicator. The first term
in the vector captures an individual-level treatment effect. The second is the fraction
of treated neighbors and captures treatment spillovers from network neighbors.
Let βˆ denote the OLS estimator of β0, and define SpA,Zq “ pS1pA,Zq, . . . , SnpA,Zqq1
and likewise εpA,Zq. Under restrictions on the network formation model and the de-
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pendence of SpA,Zq and εpA,Zq on A,Z, we will show that
?
npβˆ ´ β0q dÝÑ N p0,Ωq
as the network size n tends to infinity. In §4.1, we provide an intuitive discussion of
the dependence structure of the components of SpA,Zq and εpA,Zq to illustrate the
challenges of proving a CLT. Then in §5.4, we state formal conditions for a CLT for βˆ.
The result is a special case of the CLT in §7, which generalizes the network formation
model to allow for strategic interactions. Finally, §B.2 generalizes the special case of
inference on treatment and spillover effects, removing parametric restrictions on the
outcome equation.
3 General Model and Objective
This section presents an abstract model that nests the motivating applications. The
next section, states high-level conditions for a CLT under this model. Let tpXi, ZiquiPN
and tζijuti,juĎN be i.i.d. and mutually independent sets of random vectors, with po-
sitions Xi continuously distributed and ζij “ ζji for all i, j. Let Xn “ tXiuni“1 Ď Rd
and W “ tpZi, Zj, ζijq : i, j P Nnu. For a universal constant κ ą 0, define the sparsity
parameter
rn “ pκ{nq1{d, (3.1)
where d is the dimension of X1. Finally, let f be the density of X1, which we assume
is continuous and bounded away from zero and infinity.
We are interested in network moments of the general form
1
n
Λpr´1n Xn,W q ”
1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q, (3.2)
where the node statistic ξ has range Rm. We assume that ξ satisfies the translation-
invariance property
ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q “ ξpy ` r´1n X, y ` r´1n Xn,W q (3.3)
for any y P Rd. This will trivially hold in our applications.
The payoff from using the condensed notation in (3.2) will be clearer in the next
10
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two sections. In particular, it is useful for deriving a general but compact expression
for the limit variance Σ of a large class of moments and for economy of notation when
stating the high-level conditions. On the first point, Σ will involve integrals of ξ with
r´1n Xn replaced by a certain Poisson point process. The scaling by r
´1
n implies that
in the limit, the number of positions in any ball in Rd is finite a.s., due to the Poisson
limit. This feature is important for network sparsity, as discussed in §2.1.
Initially this setup may appear less general because ξ does not have the network
as one of its arguments. However, the network can be embedded in ξ because it can
be represented as a deterministic functional of ξ’s arguments. The following examples
illustrate this point in the context of the motivating applications.
Example 3.1 (Dynamic Network Moments). In the dynamic model of §2.1, we have
Zi “ pZi0, . . . , ZiT q, and ζij “ pζij,0, . . . , ζij,T q. Note that under the initial conditions
model, A0 is a deterministic functional of r
´1
n Xn andW . By the best-response model,
A1 is a deterministic functional of these quantities and A0, so the same is true of At
for any t. Since the network moment of interest is the period-t average degree, node
i’s period-t node statistic is
řn
j“1Aij,t. This is a functional of At and can therefore
be written as ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q for some ξ. (The first argument of ξ effectively
functions as the label of node i, since positions are a.s. unique.) Therefore, the
period-t average degree can be written in the form (3.2). Finally, (3.3) follows from
the fact that positions enter the model in only two possible ways: “directly” through
differences r´1n ||Xi´Xj ||, and “indirectly” through attributes W (note that positions
may be arbitrarily correlated with attributes).
Example 3.2 (Network Regression). Recall that the network formation model follows
the initial conditions model in the dynamic network moments application. Hence, by
the previous example, the observed network A is a deterministic functional of r´1n Xn
and W . The network moment of interest is βˆ, which is a ratio of two averages,
n´1
řn
i“1 SipA,ZqSipA,Zq1 and n´1
řn
i“1 SipA,Zqεi. Consider the second average.
Under a mild peer-exchangeability condition stated in §5.4, SipA,Zqεi is a determin-
istic functional of r´1n Xi, r
´1
n Xn andW . Hence, we can write it as ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q
for some ξ, so the second average can be written in the form (3.2). Finally, (3.3) holds
for the same reasons stated in the previous example. Similar arguments apply to the
first average.
11
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The main contribution of the paper is a large-network CLT for (3.2):
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,W q ´ ErΛpr´1n Xn,W qs
˘ dÝÑ N p0,Σq,
as the network size n diverges. We also explicitly characterize the asymptotic variance
Σ and provide conditions under which it is positive definite (see §5 for details).
4 Weak Dependence Assumptions
In time series and spatial econometrics, weak dependence is often defined in terms of
how fast a certain dependence measure (e.g., mixing) decreases to zero as the temporal
or spatial distance between observations increases. Instead of using the conventional
notion of weak dependence, we use modifications of stabilization conditions used in
stochastic geometry, which are more convenient for our applications. To convey the
main idea, let us first introduce a highly simplified and informal notion of stabilization.
Definition 4.1. The node statistic ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q is stabilizing if we can con-
struct a (random) relevant set of nodes Ji Ď Nn such that the following hold.4
(a) The value of the statistic is invariant to the removal of nodes NnzJi from the
model, i.e.
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q “ ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n XJi,WJiq, (4.1)
for XJi “ tXj : j P Jju and WJi “ tWjk : j, k P Jiu.
(b) The size of the relevant set is asymptotically bounded, or better yet, has a dis-
tribution with exponential tails.
Note that the right-hand side of (4.1) is the counterfactual value of i’s node statistic in
the model where the set of nodes is given by only Ji. For comparison, M-dependence
states that an observation is only correlated with neighbors in some neighborhood
with nonrandom radius M . Stabilization is similar in spirit in demanding that node
statistics are primarily determined by a small set of observations Ji. However, this
set is random and typically a complicated function of r´1n Xn and W , and bounding
the size of this set can be nontrivial. Asymptotic boundedness of the size of this set is
4The choice of i is immaterial as types are identically distributed.
12
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enough for a law of large numbers (Leung, 2019c), but for a CLT, we use exponential
tails.
We next informally discuss verification of Definition 4.1 in our motivating applica-
tion. Then we formally state our high-level weak dependence conditions and explain
their verification in more detail. These arguments are later formalized in §5.
4.1 Motivating Applications
Network Regression. The linear regression estimator βˆ in §2.2, depends on an av-
erage of the node statistics tSipA,Zqεiuni“1 and tSipA,ZqSipA,Zq1uni“1. The challenge
of obtaining a CLT is that both SipA,Zq and εi may exhibit network autocorrelation
across nodes. For SipA,Zq, this is evident even in the simple case where SipA,Zq is
i’s degree, since the degrees of two nodes both depend on the presence of a shared
link. For εi, we can have heteroskedasticity in degree, or more challenging, unob-
served homophily. For a simple model of the latter, suppose V0p¨q in (2.3) is strictly
decreasing in ||εi ´ εj||. Then nodes with similar unobservables are more likely to
form links, so conditional on A, the εi’s have a complex dependence structure.
5
To see how to verify stabilization, let us specialize to the unobserved homophily
case where εi is a subvector of Zi and thus may determine link formation. Let us also
assume that SipA,Zq “
ř
j‰iAij , so βˆ is obtained from a regression of outcomes on
degrees. We are interested in a CLT for averages of the node statistics tSipA,Zqεiuni“1,
so
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q “ εi
ÿ
j‰i
Aij .
This clearly is a function of A,Z only through nodes in the 1-neighborhood of i in A,
denoted NApi, 1q. Furthermore, by inspection of the network formation model (2.3),
Aij is a deterministic function of pXi, Xj , Zi, Zj, ζij) for each j P Nn. Hence, if we
were to remove all nodes NnzNApi, 1q from the model, it would not change the value
of εi or Aij for any j, and therefore would not affect εi
ř
j‰iAij . We thus define the
relevant set as
Ji “ NApi, 1q.
5When SpA,Zq exhibits network autocorrelation, conditioning on tεiuni“1, as in finite-population
models, does not eliminate the dependence problem. On the other hand, conditioning on SpA,Zq, as
in fixed-regressor models, does not eliminate the problem in the presence of unobserved homophily
because of the conditional dependence structure of the unobservables.
13
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This verifies the first requirement of stabilization. The second requirement is asymp-
totic boundedness. This follows because, under assumptions stated later, A is a
sparse network, which means that the expected degree tends to a finite limit. Since
the degree is just the 1-neighborhood size, stabilization follows.
Dynamic Network Formation. Recall that our running example in this model
is the average degree in period t. We simplify here to the period-1 average degree,
letting
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q “
nÿ
j“1
Aij,1.
Let At be the network in period t. In light of the network regression application, an
initial idea is to define Ji “ NA1pi, 1q. However, due to strategic interactions, this
generally will not satisfy the first requirement of stabilization. Recall from model
(2.1) that Aij,1 is a function of maxk Aik,0Ajk,0. Then if all nodes k connected to i
and j in period 0 are not also connected to i in period 1, i.e., k R Ji, then clearly
removing NnzJi from the model changes the value of maxk Aik,0Ajk,0.
We can fix this definition of Ji by enlarging the set to account for period 0:
Ji ” NA1pi, 1qY ď
jPNA1pi,1q
NA0pj, 1q. (4.2)
By model (2.1), for any j P Nn, Aij,1 is a function of A0 only through Aij,0 and
maxk Aik,0Ajk,0. These statistics, in turn, are functions of A0 only through the 1-
neighborhoods of i and j in period 0, which are the sets newly added to (4.2). By
inspection of the initial conditions model (2.3), Akl,0 is a deterministic function of
pXk, Xl, Zk, Zl, ζkl) for any k, l P Nn. Hence, if we were to remove all nodes NnzJi
from the model, it would not change the 1-neighborhoods of i and j in period 0. Since
we have argued that these neighborhoods determine Aij,1 this potential link would
also remain unchanged. Because j is arbitrary, we have established that the removal
of NnzJi would not affect
ř
j‰iAij,1.
This verifies the first requirement of stabilization. To verify |Ji| “ Opp1q, under
assumptions stated later, At is sparse in each period t, which means the sizes of each
1-neighborhood in (4.2) is Opp1q.
General Models. The network formation model (2.3) is important for the previ-
ous arguments. If we generalize this model to allow for contemporaneous strategic
14
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interactions in period 0, then Akl,0 can be a function of the 1-neighborhoods of k
and l, which in turn may be functions of the 1-neighborhoods of nodes in the latter
neighborhoods, and so on, ad infinitum. Hence, removing NnzJi will typically alter
i’s 1-neighborhood. In §7 we consider a general static model with strategic interac-
tions and show that stabilization holds under restrictions on the strength of strategic
interactions and the selection mechanism.
For the dynamic example, another important assumption used is T ă 8. If we
instead imagine a long-run “T “ 8” model and consider the average degree in some
period t long after the initial period, then we would have to construct Ji by starting
with NAtpi, 1q, then expanding this set to include 1-neighborhoods in period t´ 1 as
in (4.2), then repeating this for period t ´ 2, and so on, ad infinitum. Then even if
1-neighborhoods are bounded at each of these periods, |Ji| can be arbitrarily large
if t is large. In the general model in §B.1, we accommodate this “long-run” T “ 8
case by modeling the initial condition as a draw from a static model with strategic
interactions, which we argue represents the long-run outcome of a dynamic process,
in light of the parallels between this and the previous paragraph.
4.2 Formal Assumptions
In §C.5, we prove a CLT under Assumptions C.1–C.5. In order to more easily convey
the main ideas, this section presents slightly simplified versions of these assumptions.
Let X denote a generic element of Xn and Qpx, rq be the cube in Rd centered at
x with side length r. Also for any H Ď Rd, define
WH “ tpZi, Zj, ζijq : i, j P Nn, r´1n Xi, r´1n Xj P Hu,
the attributes of nodes with (scaled) positions in H . The first definition is a simplified
version of Definition C.1.
Definition 4.2. Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q P R` is a radius of stabilization for the node
statistic ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q if for any setH containingQpr´1n X,Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W qq,
ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q “ ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn XH,WHq a.s.
The radius of stabilization is a crucial object for what follows. The set r´1n Xn X
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Qpr´1n X,Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W qq is analogous to the relevant set Ji in part (a) of Definition 4.1.
More precisely, this cube will contain the positions of nodes in the relevant set, as
Definition 4.2 demands that the removal of nodes whose positions lie outside of this
set does not affect the value of ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q. As discussed in the next sub-
section, the key step to constructing the radius of stabilization is to first define the
relevant set Ji in Definition 4.1. Then one can take the radius simply to be the
maximum distance between i’s position and that of any j P Ji.
Remark 4.1. Note that the definition allows the addition of new nodes positioned
outside Qpr´1n X,Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W qq to potentially affect the value of ξ. Indeed, this
is one of the key differences between our definition and notions of stabilization used
in the stochastic geometry, which require ξ to be invariant both to the removal and
addition of new nodes (Penrose, 2003, 2007; Penrose and Yukich, 2001). Weakening
this definition is crucial in our applications. A second key difference relative to the
stochastic geometry literature is that we allow ξ to depend on attributes W that may
be node- or pair-specific and that may be correlated with node positions.
The next definition is a simplified version of Definition C.5.
Definition 4.3. Given a radius of stabilization Rξ, we say ξ is Rξ-exponentially
stabilizing if for some n˜, c, ǫ ą 0,
sup
nąn˜
P
`
Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q ě r
˘ ď c exp t´crǫu .
This is analogous to part (b) of Definition 4.1. It certainly implies that the ra-
dius Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q is asymptotically bounded, which is a simplified version
of Definition C.3. For a LLN, Leung (2019c) only requires asymptotic bounded-
ness, but we impose the stronger requirement of exponential tails because our goal
is a CLT. Analogous conditions are used in the stochastic geometry literature (e.g.
Baryshnikov and Yukich, 2005; Penrose, 2007; Penrose and Yukich, 2005).
The next definition is a simplified version of Definition C.2.
Definition 4.4. The radius of stabilization Rξ is increasing if for any n sufficiently
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large and H Ď Rd,
Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q ě Rξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn XH,WHq a.s.
This says that removing nodes can only shrink the radius of stabilization, which will
be trivially satisfied in our applications.
The last definition is a simplified version of Definition C.4. For economy of nota-
tion, define QX1 “ Qpr´1n X 1,Rξpr´1n X 1, r´1n Xn,W qq.
Definition 4.5. We say ξ is Rξ-externally stabilizing for radius of stabilization Rξ if
for all n, there exists a radius of external stabilizationRenpXq ” Repr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q P
R` such that the following properties hold. (a) R
e
npXq “ Opp1q. (b) Rep¨q is increas-
ing in the sense of Definition 4.4. (c) For n sufficiently large, QX1 Ď Qpr´1n X,RenpXqq
for all X 1 P Xn such that
ξ
`
r´1n X
1, r´1n Xn XQX1 ,WQX1
˘ ‰ ξ`r´1n X 1, r´1n pXnztXuq XQX1 ,WQX1ztr´1n Xu˘. (4.3)
Exponential stabilization limits the degree to which alters affect the ego’s node statis-
tic. External stabilization instead limits the degree to which the ego affects alters’
statistics. It states that removing the node positioned at X only affects an asymp-
totically bounded number of other nodes’ statistics, namely those positioned at X 1
in part (c). Specifically, equation (4.3) states that the node statistic of X 1 is affected
by the removal of X, and the set of such “affected” nodes is asymptotically bounded
by part (a).6 We can now state our high-level weak dependence condition.
Assumption 4.1 (Stabilization). There exists an increasing radius of stabilization
Rξ such that ξ is Rξ-exponentially and -externally stabilizing.
This is a simplification of Assumptions C.1 and C.2. The remaining two assumptions
are regularity conditions, which are respectively simplifications of Assumptions C.3
and C.4.
Assumption 4.2 (Bounded Moments). supnErξ pr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q8s ă 8.
6External stabilization is used to verify a higher-level stabilization condition often employed in
stochastic geometry, in particular stabilization of an “add-one cost” defined in §5. See Lemma H.11.
Also see the literature review in Penrose (2007) for more discussion of external stabilization.
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Assumption 4.3 (Polynomial Bound). There exists c ą 0 such that for any n,
|ξpX, r´1n Xn,W q| ď cnc a.s.
The polynomial bound is commonly used to prove limit theorems in stochastic geom-
etry (e.g. Penrose and Yukich, 2001; Penrose, 2003).
The main difference between the simplified assumptions presented here and the
actual conditions required in §C.5 is that the latter are imposed not only on the “bi-
nomial model” with n nodes but also on “Poissonized” models where r´1n Xn is replaced
with a certain Poisson point process. We discuss the importance of Poissonized mod-
els in §5.1. In our applications, the recipe for verifying stabilization, discussed in the
next subsection, is the same for both.
The two regularity conditions (Assumptions 4.2 and 4.3) largely have to be ver-
ified on a case-by-case basis. In §I.3, we discuss primitive sufficient conditions for
Assumption 4.2 for most of the applications in this paper. The main assumptions
are tail conditions on the primitives also used to verify exponential stabilization.
Assumption 4.3 is trivially satisfied for many moments of interest, for example sub-
network counts, a special case of which is the period-t average degree in the dynamic
network moments application. For network regression, some additional bounded sup-
port assumptions are required. Formal primitive conditions for the applications are
detailed in §5.
4.3 Verifying Stabilization Conditions
We informally discuss our approach to verifying the high-level stabilization conditions
in the context of the motivating applications.
Exponential Stabilization. This is the main assumption to verify. We first show
that under appropriate lower-level weak dependence conditions, ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q
only depends on its arguments through a “relevant set” of nodes Ji Ď Nn whose size
has exponential tails, uniformly in n. Recall from §4.1 that in the dynamic network
moments application example, Ji is given by (4.2), and in network regression, it is
i’s 1-neighborhood in the observed network. In both cases, Ji consists of a set of
(indirectly) connected nodes, which we have argued is asymptotically bounded in
size due to sparsity. Under some conditions discussed in the next section, we can
strengthen asymptotic boundedness to uniformly exponential tails.
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With this result in hand, we define the radius of stabilization
Rξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q “ max
jPJi
r´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||. (4.4)
Having shown that |Ji| has exponential tails, it is mostly technical matter to show
that the radius of stabilization also has this property. Intuitively, since nodes are
homophilous, in order for them to be connected, the largest distance between the
positions of i and any j P Ji must not be too large. At the very least we would expect
this radius to be asymptotically bounded if |Ji| is.
The general models in §7 and B.1 allow for strategic interactions in the initial con-
ditions model. This significantly complicates the construction of Ji, which will depend
on the components of a certain latent network, as discussed in §7.3. Recalling the
definition in §1, node i’s component consists of all nodes connected to i either directly
or indirectly through any finite path of links. Thus, compared to the 1-neighborhoods
used to define Ji in our motivating applications, components are substantially more
complicated objects because we need to consider paths to i of any length, not just
length one. To bound the number of paths, we use a common technique in random
graph theory, which is to traverse i’s component using a breadth-first search (see e.g.
Bollobás et al., 2007, section 9). This has a similar structure to growing a branching
process. We can then draw on techniques in branching process theory to estimate
the total offspring generated by the process and derive a tail bound on the number
of nodes in the components. We discuss the branching process idea in more detail in
§7.3 and B.1.3.
External Stabilization. We construct the radius of external stabilization as follows:
RenpXiq “ max
 
r´1n ||Xi ´Xk|| : Dj P Nn such that i P Jj
and r´1n Xk P Qpr´1n Xj,Rξpr´1n Xj , r´1n Xn,W qq
(
. (4.5)
This is an upper bound on the largest distance between i and the relevant set of any
node j potentially affected by i’s removal, Qpr´1n Xj,Rξpr´1n Xj , r´1n Xn,W qq, which
are precisely those j for which i P Jj . Since Rξpr´1n Xj, r´1n Xn,W q has uniformly
exponential tails by exponential stabilization, the key step is to show that
|tj : i P Jju| “ Opp1q. (4.6)
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Having shown this, it is mostly a technical matter to verify RenpXiq “ Opp1q.
For network regression, note that i P Jj if and only if j P Ji, since Ji is i’s
1-neighborhood. By the argument for exponential stabilization, this set is asymp-
totically bounded. For dynamic network moments, i P Jj implies either that i is
connected to j in A1, or connected to some k in A0 who is in turn connected to j in
A1. For a fixed i, the set of all j for which this is true is asymptotically bounded,
since both A1 and A0 are sparse. Hence, (4.6) holds.
Increasing Radius. This holds trivially from the definitions of the radii above. By
removing nodes from the network, we potentially remove nodes from this set, which
clearly decreases the set of nodes over which we take the maximum in (4.4) and (4.5).
Remark 4.2 (Role of Homophily). In principle, it seems possible to define a notion of
weak dependence that does not require homophily. The key step from the discussion
in this section is showing that |Ji| has exponential tails. Furthermore, the primitive
conditions we state in later sections for bounding the tails of |Ji| can be easily stated
for models without homophily. The motivation for imposing homophily is to draw
on techniques in stochastic geometry used to derive a general CLT for functionals
of network components. To our knowledge, for graphs without a spatial structure,
there is no general method available for deriving such a CLT. For this reason, we
primarily view the homophily assumption as a technical condition and conjecture
that it is ultimately inessential for a large-sample theory. That said, homophily is
very useful for practical inference, since if positions are observed, they can be used
to approximate Ji, which is typically unobserved, and construct a variance estimator;
see §6.1.
5 Main Result
This section states our CLT, sketches its proof, and presents primitive sufficient con-
ditions for the high-level assumptions in the motivating applications. In order to
simplify the presentation, we assume that tZiuni“1 is i.i.d. conditional on Xn for any
n. The general result in §C.5 dispenses with this assumption at the cost of additional
notation and a regularity condition. Since the expression for the variance does not
change substantively, we consider the simpler setting here.
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We need some notation to state the asymptotic variance. Recall that f is the
density of X, and for x P Rd, let Pκfpxq be a homogeneous Poisson point process on
R
d with intensity κfpxq. Let S P ttx, yu, txuu for x, y P Rd. The variance involves
integrals of ξ evaluated under limit models in which we replace r´1n Xn with PκfpxqYS.
We need to define attributes for these models. Let X denote a random, at-most
countable subset of Rd. Conditional on X , we draw i.i.d. node-level attributes tZpx1q :
x1 P X u and i.i.d. pair-level shocks tζpx1, y1q : tx1, y1u Ď X u independently of X , where
ζpx1, y1q “ ζpy1, x1q for all x1, y1. Let W8pX q “ tpZpx1q, Zpy1q, ζpx1, y1qq : x1, y1 P X u.
The asymptotic variance will depend on node statistics of the form ξpx,Pκfpxq Y
S,W8q. These are generated under a limit model of network formation in which the
set of node positions is given by the second argument of ξ and the attribute array by
the third argument; all other aspects of the model remain the same. Note that we
suppress the argument of W8, which is implicitly given by the second argument of ξ.
The asymptotic variance is a difference of two terms. The first term is
σ2 ”
ż
Rd
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8q2
‰
fpxq dx
` κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ˆ
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,W8qξpy,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,W8q
‰
´ E “ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8q‰E “ξpy,Pκfpxq Y tyu,W8q‰
˙
fpxq2 dx dy.
This term is somewhat reminiscent of a long-run covariance. The integral over y is
analogous to a sum, since it is not weighted by a density fpyq. Finiteness of this
integral can be viewed as summability of the covariances, which is guaranteed by
exponential stabilization (see Lemma H.4). Next define the “add-one cost”
Ξx “ Λ
`
Pκfpxq Y txu,W8
˘´ Λ `Pκfpxq,W8˘ . (5.1)
This measures the change in the network moments due to the addition of a single
node positioned at x. Let
α ”
ż
ErΞxsfpxq dx “
ż
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8q
‰
fpxq dx
` κ
ż ż
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,W8q ´ ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8q
‰
fpxq2 dx dy,
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where the equality is proven in Lemma G.2. We can now state our main result for
the case in which ξ is real-valued.
Theorem 5.1 (CLT). Suppose Assumptions C.1–C.5 hold. Then σ2 ě α2, and
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,W q ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,W q
‰˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2 ´ α2˘ . (5.2)
Moreover, if Ξx has a non-degenerate distribution for any x P supppfq, then σ2 ą α2.
Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem C.2, which considers the general case in
which attributes may be non-identically distributed conditional on positions and ξ is
vector-valued.
Remark 5.1. As supporting evidence for this result, in §B.4, we consider a simple
dyadic regression model and calculate the asymptotic variance of the average degree
from first principles, showing that it coincides with the expression in the theorem
above. This is a model with no strategic interactions, so the addition of a node
positioned txu mechanically increases the total degree by twice this node’s degree.
Therefore, α in this example equals twice the limit of the expected degree of any node.
Also, in a simulation study reported in §B.3, we show that the normal distribution
provides a good approximation to the finite-sample distribution of centered network
moments.
Remark 5.2. Non-degeneracy of the add-one cost seems to be a mild condition.
When a node txu is added to the model, it increases ΛpPκfpxq,W8q by its own node
statistic, which is the “direct effect.” The “indirect effect” of x’s addition is that it may
change the node statistics of other nodes. If, for example, these two effects exactly
cancel, then Ξx “ 0. Non-degeneracy demands that the sum of these effects varies
with the attributes and positions of other nodes in the model, which essentially just
demands that the choice of network moment is nontrivial.
Remark 5.3. Leung (2019c) proves a law of large numbers
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q L2ÝÑ
ż
E
“
ξ
`
x,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8
˘‰
fpxq dx
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under weaker stabilization and moment conditions (see Theorem 3 in his §D). This
result does not deliver a rate of convergence, unlike Theorem 5.1. The integrand on
the right-hand side corresponds to a node statistic evaluated under a limit model in
which we replace r´1n Xn with Pκfpxq Y txu and W with W8, but all other aspects
of the model remain the same. Likewise, the expression for σ2 ´ α2 corresponds to
the variance under a similar limit model. This expression is consistent with Theo-
rem 2.2(iii) of Baryshnikov and Yukich (2005) and Theorem 2.16 of Penrose (2003),
although the class of models considered here is more complicated. We discuss the
intuition behind the α2 term in the proof sketch in §5.1.
Remark 5.4. Theorem 5.1 is one of two main contributions of this paper. The
second is a series of new lemmas drawing on branching process theory that can be
used to verify stabilization in empirical network models. The formal results are given
in Appendix I and applied to models of static and dynamic network formation in
Appendix D and E. In §5.3 and 5.4, we present special cases of these results for our
motivating applications. We discuss more general results and the main ideas behind
our branching process argument in §7 and B.1.
5.1 Proof Sketch
The proof of Theorem 5.1 proceeds in two broad steps that draw on a set of tech-
niques used to prove limit theorems in stochastic geometry. The arguments need
to be substantially modified due to differences in our setup discussed in §4.2. This
subsection provides a brief sketch of the proof. For a detailed sketch, see §H.1.
The first step of the proof is to establish a CLT for “Poissonized” moments in
which we replace Xn with XNn, where Nn „ Poissonpnq and Nn is independent of
all other quantities. Note that XNn
d“ Pnf , an inhomogeneous Poisson point process
on Rd with intensity nfp¨q (e.g. Penrose, 2003, Proposition 1.5). Let W pXNnq “
tpZi, Zj, ζijq : i, j P 1, . . . , Nnu. By Theorem H.1,
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq
‰˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2˘ . (5.3)
It is simpler to directly prove a CLT for Poissonized moments because, unlike the
“binomial process” Xn, the Poisson process Pnf possesses a well-known spatial inde-
pendence property: for any two disjoint subsets S1, S2 Ď Rd, |Pnf XS1| K |Pnf XS2|.
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There are several techniques available for proving (5.3).7 We employ the martingale
method used in, e.g., the proof of Theorem 13.27 in Penrose (2003), which writes the
network moment as a telescoping sum of martingale differences.
With a CLT for Poissonized moments, we would expect a similar result for the
original moments. Certainly we expect Xn
d« XNn , since Nn{n pÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8. The
second step of the proof “de-Poissonizes” showing that this approximation is good up
to the extra factor α2 in the asymptotic variance.8 Intuitively, Poissonized moments
have larger variances because n´1{2Nn has a non-degenerate asymptotic variance. The
polynomial bound (Assumption C.4) plays an important role in this step, allowing us
to compare the Poissonized and original moments.
Lastly, to understand why σ2 depends on Pκfpxq, first note that
ξpr´1n X, r´1n XNn,W pXNnqq d“ ξpX,X ` r´1n pPnf ´Xq,W pPnfqq
by (3.3). Second, by the mapping theorem for Poisson processes (e.g. Kingman, 1993),
x ` r´1n pPnf ´ xq has the same distribution as Pnrdnfpx`rnp¨´xqq. Third, nrdn Ñ κ and
fpx` rnp¨´xqq Ñ fpxq, and therefore x` r´1n pPnf ´xq
d« Pκfpxq. More generally, the
key idea behind the objective method in Penrose and Yukich (2003) is the observation
that, when restricted to any cube in Rd centered at x, the processes x` r´1n pXn´ xq,
x ` r´1n pPnf ´ xq, and Pκfpxq are asymptotically equivalent in a certain sense (see
Lemma H.1).
5.2 NED Comparison
Jenish and Prucha (2012) prove a CLT for spatial moments under near-epoch depen-
dence (NED) and increasing domain asymptotics. It states that a node statistic can
be closely approximated in an Lp sense by its expectation conditional on the set of
nodes positioned within a fixed radius R of the ego. For a CLT, the approximation
error is usually required to tend to zero at an exponential rate as R Ñ 8. This is
similar in spirit to exponential stabilization, which states that the radius of stabiliza-
tion essentially delineates a random dependency neighborhood whose size is required
to have exponential tails. Ours is a functional notion of dependence, as is clear from
7See Yukich (2013) for a survey of limit theorems in stochastic geometry, in particular p. 18–19
for CLT techniques.
8As discussed in §H.1.2, α can be viewed as the “derivative” of network moments with respect to
the network size.
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(4.1), whereas NED is a predictive notion of dependence, since it approximates node
statistics with their conditional means. We find stabilization to be more technically
useful for several reasons.
First, all existing results on NED, to our knowledge, require non-random positions
to define distances between observations, analogous to NED in time series settings
where positions correspond to time periods. Exponential stabilization applies to ran-
dom positions. This is advantageous for our applications because it can be verified
using techniques in branching process theory (§I.1.3), which do not apply when the ap-
propriate variables are non-identically distributed, as under non-random positions.We
discuss the use of branching processes in §4.3 and 7.3.
Second, with random, identically distributed positions, unlike Jenish and Prucha
(2012), we can explicitly characterize the asymptotic variance and derive lower-level
conditions under which it is non-degenerate. This is needed to show that the rate of
convergence is
?
n.
Third, the results in Jenish and Prucha (2012) hold under increasing domain
asymptotics where the distance between any two positions always exceeds some min-
imum value. This is reasonable when units are sampled from a large geographic
region. We instead assume that positions lie in a bounded region, which, if positions
correspond to geographic location, seems more appropriate for network applications
in economics where units correspond to students in a school or members of a small
village. Furthermore, by dispensing with the assumption of a minimum distance be-
tween each pair of observations, we can consistently estimate the asymptotic variance
without imposing first-order stationarity; see §6.1.
5.3 Application to Dynamic Network Formation
This section applies Theorem 5.1 to prove a CLT for the period-t average degree
introduced in §2.1. The result is a corollary of Theorem E.1, which applies to a more
general model and larger class of moments. We first clarify the sequence of dynamic
network formation models along which we take limits. The network formation model
is fully characterized by the tuple
pV, V0,Xn,W, rnq,
where V is the latent index that determines network formation in periods t ą 0, V0
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determines the initial condition, and pXn,W, rnq are defined as before. We assume the
observed network is realized according to the nth element of the sequence of models
tpV, V0,Xn,W, rnqunPN. Then the induced set of period-t degrees t
řn
j“1Aij,tuni“1 is a
triangular array. We take limits of the row-wise average of this array, sending nÑ8.
We can verify the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 under the following primitive con-
ditions. As discussed in §2.1, most social networks are sparse. In this model, sparsity
holds under the rate (3.1) for rn and the following assumption.
Assumption 5.1 (Regularity).
(a) (Bounded Regressors) There exists ps¯, z¯, z¯1q such that V pδ, s, z, z1, ζq ď V pδ, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ζq
for any δ P R`, s P RangepSq, and pz, z1, ζq P suppppZi, Zj, ζijqq.
(b) (Random Utility) supppζijq Ď R, and for any δ, s, z, z1, V pδ, s, z, z1, ¨q is strictly
monotonic.
(c) (Tails) Let V˜ ´1pr, ¨q be the inverse of V pr, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ¨q. There exist constants c1, c2, ǫ ą
0 such that
Φ˜ζ
´
V˜ ´1pr, 0q
¯
ď c1e´c2rǫ,
where Φ˜ζ denotes the complementary CDF of ζij.
Analogs of part (a) are often used in the literature (e.g. de Paula et al., 2018; Leung,
2019c; Menzel, 2016). Part (c) restricts the tails of ζij,t and the nonlinearity of V . It
holds, for example, if V is linear in its arguments and the distribution of ζij,t lies in
the exponential family.
To see that (3.1) and Assumption 5.1 ensure that At is sparse for any t, note that
the expected degree of node i equals
ÿ
j‰i
ErAij,ts ď nPpζij,t ą V˜ ´1pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, 0qq
“ nrdn
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
Ppζij,t ą V˜ ´1p||x´ x1||, 0qqfpxqfpx` rnpx1 ´ xqq dx1 dx
Ñ κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
Φ˜ζpV˜ ´1p||x´ x1||, 0qqfpxq2 dx1 dx, (5.4)
since f is continuous, where the second line uses a change of variables. The right-hand
side is finite by Assumption 5.1.
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For the last assumption, let Φp¨ | xq be the conditional distribution of Zi given
Xi “ x and Φtp¨ | xq the conditional distribution of Zit given Xi “ x.
Assumption 5.2 (Regularity). (a) Φpz | xq is continuous in x for any z. (b) The
density f of X1 is continuous and bounded away from zero and infinity. (c) V is
continuous in its arguments, and ζij,t is continuously distributed.
Theorem 5.2. Let ψi be the period-t degree of node i (2.4). Under Assumptions 5.1
and 5.2, there exists a finite, positive, semi-definite matrix Σ such that
n´1{2
nÿ
i“1
pψi ´ Erψisq dÝÑ N p0,Σq.
Proof. See Appendix F. This a special case of Theorem E.1, which also provides
conditions under which Σ is positive definite.
5.4 Application to Network Regression
We derive a CLT for βˆ in §2.2 under mild restrictions on SipA,Zq and εipA,Zq. Recall
from the introduction that NApi, Kq is the K-neighborhood of node i in the network
A. The next assumption states that Si and εi only depend on types and potential links
involving nodes in i’s K-neighborhood. This is a fairly mild assumption, although it
rules out SipA,Zq including more complicated notions of centrality that depend on
a node’s entire component, such as Katz-Bonacich centrality. Let ANApi,Kq “ tAij :
i, j P NApi, Kqu and ZNApi,Kq “ tZi : i P NApi, Kqu.
Assumption 5.3 (Neighborhood Dependence). There exists K ě 0 such that for
any node i, SipA,Zq “ SipANApi,Kq, ZNApi,Kqq and εipA,Zq “ εipANApi,Kq, ZNApi,Kqq.
For εipA,Zq, a special case is εi equal to a subvector of Zi, which can be viewed as
unobserved heterogeneity that is i.i.d. across nodes, as in the unobserved homophily
example in §4.1.
Let π be a bijection on Nn (a permutation function). Let Aπ “ tAπpiqπpjq : i, j P
Nnu and Zπ “ tZπpiq : i P Nnu. The next assumption states that SipA,Zq, εipA,Zq
have the same values for different nodes with identical types and network positions.
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This is a very mild requirement satisfied by most statistics of interest.
Assumption 5.4 (Peer Exchangeability). For any node i and permutation π, SipA,Zq “
SπpiqpAπ, Zπq and εipA,Zq “ επpiqpAπ, Zπq.
Many conditions are possible for identification; we focus here on a simple selection
on observables assumption. Partition SipA,Zq “ pSi1pA,Zq, Si2pA,Zqq1 and likewise
β0 “ pβ01, β02q1. Define S¨1pA,Zq “ tSi1pA,Zq; i P Nnu and likewise S¨2pA,Zq.
Assumption 5.5 (Selection on Observables). S¨1pA,Zq K ε |S¨2pA,Zq, and
Erε |S¨2pA,Zqs “ 0.
The second part of this assumption holds if
Erε |S¨2pA,Zqs “ S¨2pA,Zq1β˜
for some β˜, and we renormalize the model. That is, the selection bias can take a
linear form, which is needed for linear regression to be consistent. The first part of
this assumption is a network version of selection on observables. For example in a
treatment spillovers setting where treatments are randomized and independent of the
network, we have pDi,
ř
j AijDjq K εi |
ř
j Aij without imposing any restrictions on
the correlation between ε and A.9 In particular this allows for unobserved homophily.
This condition is used in Leung (2019c) and the treatment spillovers application in
§B.2.
Recall that our model for A is the initial conditions model in §2.1. To state this
formally, let Xi be a vector of continuously distributed homophilous attributes, and
tpXi, Ziquni“1 be i.i.d. Each pair of nodes is endowed with a random-utility shock ζij
that is i.i.d. across pairs.
Assumption 5.6 (Network Formation). For any i ‰ j,
Aij “ 1
 
V pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, Zi, Zj, ζijq ą 0
(
.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose SipA,ZqSipA,Zq1 and SipA,Zqεi satisfy the polynomial bound
9This is because conditional on
ř
j Aij “ k, the regressors
ř
j AijDj is the just the sum of k
treatment indicators, which are independent of εi.
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and have uniformly bounded 8th moments (Assumption D.4). Under Assumptions
5.1–5.6, there exists Γ such that n´1SpA,Zq1SpA,Zq pÝÑ Γ, and there exists a finite,
positive semi-definite matrix Σ such that
?
npβˆ ´ β0q dÝÑ N p0,Γ´1ΣΓ´1q,
assuming Γ is invertible.
Proof. See Appendix F.
This is a corollary of Theorem 7.1, which applies to a more general model and larger
class of moments. The high-level regularity conditions are imposed directly, since
they hold under a number of different primitive conditions. For example, if SipA,Zq
represents the share of treated neighbors then it is uniformly bounded. If it equals
i’s degree, then the polynomial bound holds trivially, while 8th moments follow from
Assumption 5.1. Additionally, if εi is a subvector of Zi, as in the unobserved ho-
mophily microfoundation discussed in §4.1, and εi has bounded support, then the
conditions are satisfied.
6 Methods for Inference
Inference procedures for network data is a developing area of research, and existing
results do not apply to our setup. This section suggests several viable alternatives,
which have their pros and cons in terms of data requirements. See §B.3 for a simula-
tion study comparing the finite-sample performance of the procedures. We emphasize
that the following suggestions are intended as starting points for the literature. The
development of more powerful and robust procedures is an important topic for future
research but beyond the scope of this paper.
6.1 HAC Estimator
The main difficulty with estimating the asymptotic variance σ2´α2 is that the corre-
lation structure depends crucially on the radius of stabilization, but this is generally
unknown to the econometrician because it depends on unobservables such as ζij . How-
ever, when positions are observed, we can approximate the radius using a HAC-type
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estimator.
Let ξX “ ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q. We first assume the existence of an estimator θˆpxq
for ErξX |X “ xs that is consistent at the usual rate, for example a kernel estimator.
Assumption 6.1 (Mean Estimator). supxPsupppfq n
1{4|θˆpxq ´ ErξX |X “ xs| pÝÑ 0.10
Next, let hn be a bandwidth and Kp¨q a real-valued kernel function. Define
σˆ2 “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ξ2X `
1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
`
ξXξY ´ θˆpXqθˆpY q
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq ,
αˆ “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ξX ` 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
`
ξX ´ θˆpXq
˘
Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq.
The estimator σˆ2 is a direct analog HAC estimator of the variance of the Poissonized
process σ2 and αˆ of the add-one cost α; compare with the expressions in §5. Our
variance estimator is given by σˆ2 ´ αˆ2 for the case where ξ is real-valued. For a
generalization to the vector-valued case, see Appendix G.
Assumption 6.2 (HAC Kernel). Kp0q “ 1; Kpxq “ 0 for all x P Rd such that
||x|| ą 1; ş |Kpxq| dx ă 8; K is continuous at zero; and K˚ ” supx |Kpxq| ă 8.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that hn “ snh˜n, where sdn{nÑ c P p0,8q, h˜dn “ Opn1{4q, and
h˜n Ñ8. Under Assumptions C.1–C.4, 6.1, and 6.2, σˆ2 ´ αˆ2 pÝÑ σ2 ´ α2.
Proof. See Appendix G.
Remark 6.1. The simulation results in §B.3 indicate that the finite-sample perfor-
mance of the t-test can be sensitive to bandwidth choice. Moreover, as with con-
ventional HAC estimators, the test tends to over-reject in smaller samples. Also,
σˆ2 ´ αˆ2 can be negative in finite samples, although this occurs in only 0.03 percent
of our simulations. For use in practice, it would be important to develop analogous
positive-definite estimators, data-dependent bandwidths, or robust tests in the vein
10We state this as a high-level condition because while pointwise consistency can be established
under the usual smoothness conditions using our CLT, uniform consistency typically requires an
appropriate concentration inequality. No such result is presently available for stabilization.
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of Kiefer and Vogelsang (2005). However, these go beyond the scope of this paper,
and the proof of consistency is already fairly involved in our case.
Remark 6.2. Compared to consistency proofs of standard HAC estimators, e.g.
Theorem 4 of Jenish (2016), the proof in our setting is more complicated because
we use a different weak dependence concept (stabilization rather than near-epoch
dependence) and we treat positions as random. Our proof technique mimics the
CLT proof: we first show consistency of a Poissonized version of the estimator that
replaces Xn with XNn (see §5.1) and then de-Poissonize, showing that the Poissonized
estimator closely approximates the original estimator.
Remark 6.3. HAC variance estimators in time series and spatial econometrics re-
quire first-order stationarity. In our setting, this is analogous to assuming that the
conditional (on X) mean of the node statistic ErξX |X “ xs is invariant to changes in
x. Our setting is generally non-stationary, but this can be handled because positions
are continuously distributed, so it is possible to estimate the conditional means. In
contrast, under the increasing domain asymptotics of Jenish and Prucha (2012) and
Jenish (2016), all observations are some fixed minimum distance apart, so a kernel
estimator, for example, cannot be used. In the stationary case, we can take θˆpxq to
be the sample mean n´1
ř
XPXn
ξX and relax the rate condition in Theorem 6.1 to
h˜dn “ opn1{3q.
Remark 6.4. The rate conditions imply hn “ Opn´3{4q, which may seem counter-
intuitive. Observe however that rn has the same asymptotic order as sn, and therefore
||X´Y ||{hn and ||r´1n X´ r´1n Y ||{h˜n also are of the same order. The scaling by r´1n is
akin to increasing domain asymptotics in the spatial literature. Thus if we reinterpret
r´1n Xn as the set of node positions, then the rate condition on h˜n is standard given
that θˆpxq is a nonparametric estimator and conforms with the rate in Jenish (2016);
see the discussion after her Theorem 4.
6.2 Inference Without Variance Estimation
If positions are unobserved, there are several available alternatives. If only a single
network (or network time series) is available, we can implement the dependence-
robust test due to Leung (2019a). This test only requires a
?
n-consistent estimator
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of the network moments, and our CLT establishes the
?
n rate. However, this test
has a slower than
?
n rate of convergence because it only exploits the assumption of?
n-consistency and not the particular dependence structure of network data.
If multiple independent networks are available, then more powerful procedures
are available. In the case where Λpr´1n Xn,W q is scalar, we can implement the robust
t-test proposed by Ibragimov and Müller (2010). If it is a vector, we can use the
randomization test proposed by Canay et al. (2017) to test H0. The first test requires
a normal limit, while the second requires an asymptotically symmetric distribution.
Our CLT provides sufficient conditions for both. We next provide some additional
detail for the randomization test.
Let µ0 “ ErΛpr´1n Xn,W qs, and consider testing the hypothesis H0 : µ0 “ µ
for some µ P Rm.11 Suppose the data consists of multiple independent networks (or
network time series) labeled A1, . . . , Aq, with respective sizes n1, . . . , nq, and positions
and attributes pXn1 ,Wn1q, . . . , pXnq ,Wnqq. Let Λ1pr´1n Xn1 ,Wn1q, . . . ,Λqpr´1n Xnq ,Wnqq
be the corresponding network moments. We take limits under a sequence such that
the sizes of all networks are of the same asymptotic order. Stack the moments in an
mq-dimensional vector Λn “ Λpr´1n Xn,W q, where Xn collects the node positions of
all q networks and likewise W . Then the asymptotic variance has a block-diagonal
structure, so the Canay et al. (2017) test is applicable.
Define the test statistic
TWaldpΛnq “ qΛ¯1qΣˆ´1q Λ¯q, where
Λ¯q “ q´1
qÿ
j“1
?
npΛjpr´1n Xnj ,Wnjq ´ µq, and
Σˆq “ q´1
qÿ
j“1
npΛjpr´1n Xnj ,Wnjq ´ µqpΛjpr´1n Xnj ,Wnjq ´ µq1.
The test compares this statistic against a randomization critical value. Let G be
the set of functions g : Rmq Ñ Rmq such that for x “ px1, . . . , xqq with xi P Rm
for all i “ 1, . . . , q, we have gpxq “ p˘x1, . . . ,˘xqq, meaning that we multiply each
component of x with either `1 or ´1. The critical value is the 1 ´ α quantile of the
distribution of tTWaldpgpΛnqq : g P Gu. See equation (6) of Canay et al. (2017).
11Strictly speaking, µ0 depends on n since this is a triangular-array setting, so we could allow µ
to depend on n as well.
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For testing moment inequalities, one possibility is to modify the two-step proce-
dure of Romano et al. (2014), replacing their bootstrap confidence regions with those
obtained by inverting the randomization test above.
7 CLT for Static Network Data
In this section, we assume the observation of a single network snapshot, realized
according to a static model of strategic network formation. We prove a CLT for
a general class of moments that includes, for example, moments used for inference
in network formation models and network regressions. The result highlights our
second main contribution, the use of branching process theory to derive primitive
sufficient conditions for Theorem 5.1. Building on the results here, §B.1 studies a
generalization of the dynamic model in §2.1 that allows for strategic interactions in
the initial conditions model. The model in this section follows Leung (2019c).
The econometrician observes a single large network A that satisfies the pairwise
stability condition
Aij “ 1
 
V
`
r´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, Sij,Wij
˘ ą 0( , (7.1)
for every i ‰ j, where the endogenous statistics
Sij “ SijpXn,W,Aq “ Spr´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, tr´1n ||Xk ´Xℓ|| : k, ℓ P Nnu,W,A´ijq
capture strategic interactions. The presence of Sij is the only difference relative to
Assumption 5.6, but it significantly complicates the dependence structure of network
moments. As discussed in Leung (2019c), this model can be microfounded as a
game of complete information under the solution concept of pairwise stability with
transferable utility. Then V p¨q corresponds to the sum of the marginal utilities of
agents i and j of forming a link. For this reason, we refer to any network satisfying
(7.1) as a pairwise stable network.
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Example 7.1. Consider the model
V pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, Sij ,Wijq “ θ1 ` θ2 max
k
AikAjk
` θ3
˜ÿ
k‰j
Aik `
ÿ
k‰i
Ajk
¸
` r´1n ||Xi ´Xj|| ` ζij.
Then Wij “ ζij and Sij “ pmaxk AikAjk,
ř
k‰j Aik `
ř
k‰iAjkq. The parameter θ2
captures clustering, discussed in §2.1, and θ3 captures a popularity or “preferential
attachment” effect (Jackson, 2008).
The example satisfies a more general restriction on strategic interactions common
in the literature. Recall that NApi, 1q “ tj P Nn : Aij “ 1u, and let NAppi, jq, 1q “
NApi, 1qYNApj, 1q, the union of the 1-neighborhoods of i and j in A. For anyH Ď Nn,
let XH “ tXi : i P Hu, WH “ tWij : i, j P Hu, and AH,´ij “ tAkl : k, l P H, tk, lu ‰
ti, juu.
Assumption 7.1 (Local Externalities). For any node pair i ‰ j,
SijpXn,W,Aq “ SijpXNAppi,jq,1q,WNAppi,jq,1q, ANAppi,jq,1q,´ijq.
This states that Sij only depends on the network, positions, and attributes through
nodes directly linked to either i or j. This is clearly satisfied in Example 7.1. Most of
the models studied in the econometric literature obey local externalities because they
focus on variants of the statistics in Example 7.1 that capture transitivity and prefer-
ential attachment (e.g. Christakis et al., 2010; Goldsmith-Pinkham and Imbens, 2013;
Graham, 2016; Leung, 2019c; Mele, 2017b; Sheng, 2014).
Let ApXn,W, rnq be the set of pairwise stable networks, that is, the set of net-
works satisfying (7.1). Since this set is typically non-singleton (Sheng, 2014), we
complete the model by introducing a selection mechanism, following the empirical
games literature.
Assumption 7.2 (Selection Mechanism). (a) |ApXn,W, rnq| ě 1 almost surely (a.s.)
for any n. (b) There exists a function λpXn,W, rnq ” λptr´1n ||Xk ´ Xℓ|| : k, ℓ P
Nnu,W q with range ApXn,W, rnq such that A “ λpXn,W, rnq for any n.
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This assumption is standard. The first part requires existence of a pairwise stable
network. The second defines the selection mechanism λ and states that the observed
network A is a pairwise stable network chosen by λ.
7.1 Moments
We prove a CLT for a general class of network moments of the form (3.2), with node
statistics given by
ξpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W q ” ψpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W,Aq.
This is well-defined because A is a deterministic function of r´1n Xn andW by Assumption 7.2.
The only restriction we impose on this class is K-locality for some finite K, meaning
that the node statistic depends on its arguments only through i’s K-neighborhood.
Assumption 7.3 (K-Locality). For any node i,
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq “ ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n XNApi,Kq,WNApi,Kq, ANApi,Kqq.
We next discuss some examples of K-local moments.
Example 7.2 (Network Regression). The moments SpA,Zq1SpA,Zq and SpA,Zq1ε
from §2.2 can be written in the form of (3.2) (see §3). Under Assumption 5.3, the
node statistics SipA,Zq1SipA,Zq and SipA,Zqεi satisfy K-locality.
Example 7.3 (Subnetwork Counts). The average degree n´1
řn
i“1
ř
j Aij is a net-
work moment where the node statistic
ř
j Aij satisfies 1-locality. This mean can be
viewed as a scaled count of the number of dyads (linked pairs). More generally, we
can count any other subnetwork, such as the number of triangles, k-stars, or com-
plete networks on k-tuples. So long as the number of nodes in the subnetwork is
fixed with respect to n, this satisfies K-locality. For the case of the triangle countř
i‰j‰kAijAjkAik, the node statistic is
ř
j,k:i‰j‰kAijAjkAik, which satisfies 2-locality.
Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015) develop inference methods for subnetwork counts
when A is generated according to a stochastic block model, which is a model without
strategic interactions. Sheng (2014) derives moment inequalities based on subnetwork
counts that partially identify structural parameters in a static model with strategic
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interactions. These counts can be used to construct confidence intervals for the struc-
tural parameters using our CLT.12
7.2 Conditions for Stabilization
We state primitive conditions for verifying stabilization. Define
prpXi, Zi, Xj, Zjq “ P
ˆ
sup
s
V pr´1||Xi ´Xj||, s,Wijq ą 0
X inf
s
V pr´1||Xi ´Xj||, s,Wijq ď 0
ˇˇ
Xi, Zi, Xj, Zj
¯
, (7.2)
assuming measurability. For h : Rd ˆ Rdz Ñ R, define the mixed norm
||h||m “ sup
xPRd
ˆż
Rdz
hpx, zq2 dΦ˚pzq
˙1{2
,
where Φ˚p¨q is given in the next assumption. Also let f¯ “ supxPRd fpxq.
Assumption 7.4 (Subcriticality). For any x, x1 P Rd and z P Rdz , there exists a
distribution Φ˚pzq on Rdz such that
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q dΦpz1 | x1q ď
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q dΦ˚pz1q.
Furthermore,
||hD||m ă 1 for hDpx, zq ” κf¯
ż
Rd
ˆż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q2 dΦ˚pz1q
˙1{2
dx1.
This is a slightly stronger version of (9) in Leung (2019c). As discussed extensively
in that paper, it may be interpreted as a restriction on the strength of strategic
interactions, fully analogous to standard weak dependence conditions for linear spatial
and temporal autoregressive models that bound the magnitude of the autoregressive
12de Paula et al. (2018) use a different set of moments to construct an identified set, namely the
distribution of network types. These moments also fall within the class considered here (Leung,
2019c, Example 5).
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parameter below one.13 For some intuition, note that
p1pXi, Zi;Xj, Zjq “
„
P
ˆ
sup
s
V p||Xi ´Xj||, s,Wijq ą 0
ˇˇ
Xi, Zi, Xj, Zj
˙
´P
´
inf
s
V p||Xi ´Xj||, s,Wijq ą 0
ˇˇ
Xi, Zi, Xj, Zj
¯ı
.
The difference in probabilities may be interpreted as the strength of strategic inter-
actions. It corresponds to the effect on link formation of increasing the value of Sij
from its “lowest” to its “highest” possible value, conditional on the type of node i,
in a model where the sparsity parameter is set to one. Subcriticality restricts its
magnitude.
Our model typically has multiple equilibria, unlike autoregressive models in time
series and spatial econometrics. This complicates the dependence structure if the
equilibrium selection mechanism is fully unrestricted. As discussed in Leung (2019c),
one can construct examples of pathological selection mechanisms such that the per-
turbation of a single node’s attributes shifts the entire network to a substantially
different pairwise stable equilibrium. Assumption 7 of that paper rules out selection
mechanisms of this type, requiring λ to be sufficiently “decentralized.” This is satisfied
by variants of myopic best response dynamics. We next provide an example of these
dynamics that is similar to the dynamic model in §2.1, run indefinitely. To keep the
presentation brief, we leave the statement of the decentralized selection assumption
to Assumption D.1.
Example 7.4 (Myopic Best Response Dynamics). The most widely used selection
mechanism in the theory literature and econometric literature on dynamic network
formation is myopic best response dynamics, a version of which may be defined
as follows. Initialize the network A according to the dyadic regression model in
Assumption 5.6. As in §2.1, we interpret this as the initial meeting process that takes
place prior to the formation of social connections. Consider a discrete-time process
where in each period, each potential link Aij that fails to satisfy the pairwise stability
condition (7.1) is replaced with its complement 1 ´ Aij . This process is repeated
13The widely used linear-in-means model of peer effects requires the same bound on the endogenous
effect (Bramoullé et al., 2009). Our condition only looks more complicated due to the nonlinearity
of discrete-choice models. Also note that subcriticality only bounds the partial equilibrium effect.
Simulations in Leung (2019c) show that general equilibrium effects can still be large and that a law
of large numbers can fail to hold if subcriticality is violated.
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indefinitely until convergence to a pairwise stable network, which is guaranteed by
Lemma 1 of Jackson and Watts (2002) under Assumption 7.2(a). Note that this pro-
cess corresponds to the dynamic model in §2.1, except Wij does not vary across time.
Since the process outputs a pairwise stable network, it constitutes a mapping λ from
Xn,W, rn to ApXn,W, rnq and therefore satisfies Assumption 7.2(b).
7.3 Central Limit Theorem
We can now state the main result.
Theorem 7.1. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.1–7.4, D.1, and regularity conditions (As-
sumptions D.2–D.4), there exists a positive semidefinite matrix Σ such that
n´1{2
ÿ
iPNn
`
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq ´ E
“
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0,Σq .
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem D.1, which also provides a sufficient
condition for Σ to be positive definite.
Sufficient conditions for Assumptions D.3 and D.4 for the case of subnetwork counts
can be found in §I.4 and I.3.
The remainder of this section discusses the key steps of the proof, which concern
the verification of Assumption 4.1 using branching process theory. We consider a
simple example where the node statistic is
ř
j‰iAij so the network moment of interest
is the average degree. We also assume that λ follows myopic best response dynamics
(Example 7.4), although more generally we only need Assumption D.1 to hold. For
a sketch of the argument in the fully general case, see §D.4.
To construct a radius of stabilization (Definition 4.2), following the intuition in
§4.1, we define a relevant set Ji Ď Nn such that if we were to remove nodes in NnzJi
from the network, this would not affect the realization of ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq.
Given such a set Ji, we can then define the radius of stabilization as in (4.4).
The construction of Ji is significantly more complicated than §4.1 due to contem-
poraneous strategic interactions. Following Leung (2019c) we introduce the following
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definitions. Let
Dijprnq “ 1
"
sup
s
V pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, s,Wijq ą 0
X inf
s
V pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, s,Wijq ď 0
)
. (7.3)
If Dijprnq “ 0 and Aij “ 1, we say that the link between i and j is robust. This is
because Aij “ 1 would be pairwise stable in the sense of (7.1) under regardless of the
state of A´ij , since the latter enters V only through Sij. Likewise, if instead Aij “ 0,
we say the link is robustly absent. If instead Dijprnq “ 1, we say Aij is non-robust
because changes to A´ij may well affect the stability of Aij.
The basic problem, as discussed at the end of §4.1, is that ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q
is a function of i’s 1-neighborhood, which by Assumption 7.1 may be a function of
the 1-neighborhoods of nodes in i’s 1-neighborhood, and so on. Hence, the removal
of any j P Nn from the model also removes her links, which may cause her neigh-
bors’ links to change in best-response, which in turn could affect other links in the
network, etc. The key observation made in Leung (2019c) is that this sequence of
best-responses can only be transmitted along non-robust potential links; it terminates
upon encountering any robust potential link, since by definition such links are already
pairwise stable regardless of the ambient network’s state. Thus the key observation
is that the removal of node j has no impact on the value of ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q if
every sequence of adjacent potential links Aik1 , Ak1,k2, . . . , Akm,j from i to j contains
a robust potential link.
This argument implies that Ji can be constructed as follows. We first include all
nodes directly or indirectly connected to i through any path of non-robust potential
links. In network parlance, this corresponds to the set of nodes in i’s component in
the network Dprnq, where the ijth element of the network is given by (7.3). Denote
this component by Ci. Then add to this set each node j that is connected to some
k P Ci through a robust link. That is,
Ji ” Ci Y !j P Nn : inf
s
V pδjk, s,Wjkq ą 0 for some k P Ci
)
.
Then if j R Ji, every sequence of adjacent potential links from j to i contains a
robust potential link, so by the argument in the previous paragraph, removing j
does not change ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q. Lemma D.1 formally verifies that Ji constitutes
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a relevant set in the sense of (4.1). Then the radius (4.4) is trivially increasing
because removing nodes from the network necessarily decreases the size of C`i .
Now, for exponential stabilization to hold, the main step is to show that |Ji| has
exponential tails. We will focus on this step below, as subsequently establishing that
Rξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q has exponential tails is mostly a technical matter, as discussed
in §4.3. The key idea is to explore Ji using the following breadth-first search of a
network, which may be viewed as a branching process, and then to use techniques
in branching process theory to estimate its size. Initialize the search at some node
i. We explore i’s Dprnq-component by discovering nodes in her 1-neighborhood, then
branching out to their 1-neighborhoods in Dprnq, and so on, terminating the search
once no new nodes are found. The set of nodes thus found is Ci. To obtain C
`
i , we
add one more step in this search; for each node j P Ci, we uncover the set of nodes k
connected to j through a robust link, i.e. those for which infs V pδjk, s,Wjkq ą 0.
To bound the size of this process, consider the following two facts. First, under
Assumption 5.1, the set of robust links emanating from any node j is sparse by
(5.4), and better yet, the number of robust links has exponential tails. Second, the
branching process on Dprnq just described is subcritical under Assumption 7.4, which
implies that the expected number of neighbors of any node in Dprnq is asymptotically
less than one. That is, each node i is superseded in the next step of the search by
less than one node on average. In this sense, the process is below the replacement
rate, and the search terminates in a finite number of steps, even with n large. Hence,
|Ci| “ Opp1q, which, combined with the first fact, results in |Ji| “ Opp1q. We can
strengthen this claim to exponential tails with an additional regularity condition
(Assumption D.2), thus verifying exponential stabilization.
The argument for external stabilization is similar. We need to construct
RenpXiq “ Opp1q such thatQpr´1n Xi,RenpXiqq containsQpr´1n Xj,Rξpr´1n Xj , r´1n Xn,W qq
for all nodes j such that the removal of i from the network changes j’s node statistic.
Since (4.1) holds, all such nodes j must have i in their relevant set, so we can define
RenpXiq as in (4.5). Similar to the argument for exponential stabilization, the key
steps to proving that this is Opp1q are to show (i) |tj P Nn : i P Jju| “ Opp1q and (ii)
|Jj | “ Opp1q for any j. Claim (ii) is a consequence of exponential stabilization. To
show claim (i), recall the breadth-first search exploration of Jj above. We construct
tj P Nn : i P Jju by running this process in “reverse.” Starting at i, we branch out
to the set of nodes whose potential link with i is either a robust link or non-robust.
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Then for each j in the latter set, repeatedly branch out to neighbors and neighbors
of neighbors in Dprnq to explore Cj . Call the set of nodes thus explored Jei . By the
arguments for exponential stabilization, each of the sets explored in this process is
Opp1q in size, and therefore |Jei | “ Opp1q. Since tj P Nn : i P Jju Ď Jei , claim (i)
follows.
8 Conclusion
This paper develops large-sample theory for network models when the data consists
of a small sample of large networks, or possibly a single network. We prove that a
large class of network moments converge to normal limits as the sizes of the observed
networks grow. As special cases of our main result, we derive new CLTs for static
and dynamic models of strategic network formation, network regressions, and non-
parametric estimators of treatment/spillover effects under network interference. In
several of these models, we can allow for unobserved homophily.
There are several directions for future work. One is the application of the CLT to
models of social interactions, which we are studying in a separate project. Another
is the development of inference procedures based on resampling or methods that may
be used when positions are unobserved.
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A Outline and Notation Index
We first highlight that, to get the gist of our technical approach, the main sections
to read are §C.2 and H.1 in addition to §4.3 and 7.3 in the main text.
This appendix is organized as follows. Appendix B collects additional results.
The first subsection states a CLT for dynamic network data with an application to
structural inference on the average structural function. These results generalize §2.1.
The next subsection presents an application to inference on treatment and network
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spillover effects. Then §B.3 provides simulation evidence on the accuracy of our nor-
mal approximation and the performance of our proposed inference methods. The final
subsection considers a simple example where we calculate the asymptotic variance
from first principles and show that it coincides with the expression in Theorem 5.1.
Appendix C states the general setup and high-level CLT, which extends §5 of the
main text. First, §C.1 presents a generalization of the setup in §3, introducing new
notation that is more convenient for the proofs. We illustrate the payoff of moving to
the new setup and how it compares to the old in §C.2. Under this setup, §C.5 states
the CLT, which is the main theoretical result underlying all of our applications.
Appendix D and E apply the high-level CLT to derive general CLTs for static
and dynamic network data under lower-level conditions. All the applications in the
main text and Appendix B are special cases of these results; proofs for the CLTs
in these sections can be found in Appendix F. Appendix G proves consistency of
the HAC-type variance estimator introduced in §6.1. Appendix H provides a proof
sketch and formal proof of the high-level CLT in Appendix C. Finally, Appendix I
collects lemmas used to verify high-level conditions for the high-level CLT utilized in
the proofs in Appendix D and E.
The following tables list important notation used in the paper. Standard network
terms (link, subnetwork, path distance, K-neighborhood, component) are defined at
the end of §1.
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Table 1: Notation Index for Main Text
Symbol Description Section | (Eq.)
Nn t1, . . . , nu, the set of observed nodes
Xi position (homophilous, continuously dist.) 2.1
Zit node-level attributes at time t 2.1
Zi static: attributes; dynamic: pZi0, . . . , ZiT q
ζij,t random utility at time t 2.1
ζij static: random utility; dynamic: pζij,0, . . . , ζij,T q
Xn tXiuni“1
Wij pZi, Zj, ζijq
W tWij : i, j P Nnu
rn pκ{nq1{d, sparsity parameter (2.1), (3.1)
f¯ supx fpxq
A static: observed network; dynamic: pA0, . . . , AT q
Dprnq “non-robust” potential links (7.3)
Ci i’s component in Dprnq 7.3
prp¨q conditional link probability in Dprq (7.2)
Qpx, rq cube in Rd centered at x with side length r
Zpxq node-level attribute of node with position x 5, C.1
ζpx, x1q random-utility shock for position pair px, x1q 5, C.1
W8 tpZpx1q, Zpy1q, ζpx1, y1qq : x1, y1 P X u 5
ξpx,X ,W q shorhand for ξpx,X Y txu,W q when x R X
Rξ radius of stabilization (4.2), (C.12)
Ξx add-one cost (5.1), (C.5)
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Table 2: Notation Index for Appendix
Symbol Description Section | (Eq.)
X Ď Rd, at most countable with unique elements a.s.
tX˜nunPN sequence of X ’s (C.3)
τx,r x` r´1p¨ ´ xq (dilation operator) C.1
px,r x` rp¨ ´ xq (contraction operator) C.1
Wpx,r attribute process (C.1)
Wtpx,r period t attribute process (E.2)
W˚px,r modified attribute process (C.2)
ξpy, τx,rX ,Wpx,rq shorthand for ξpy, τx,rX Y tyu,Wpx,rq (C.4)
∆x resampling cost (C.6)
µpsq ASF in dynamic model (B.2)
s ps, z, z1q (B.2)
Sij,t pSij,t, Zit, Zjtq (B.2)
Stpsq element in partition of support of Sij,t (B.3)
Aˆijpsq used to define ASF bounds (B.4)
Pijpsq used to define ASF bounds (B.5)
µupsq upper bound on ASF (B.6)
µˆupsq sample analog of µupsq (B.7)
N TA pi, Kq dynamic K-neighborhood (B.8)
Mp1q potential links that aren’t robustly absent (D.6)
p˜1p¨q conditional link probability in Mprq (I.4)
Xrpx1, z1q branching process, intensity dϕx,r (I.1)
X˜
K
r px1, z1q branching process, intensity dϕ˜x,r (I.5)
BKr px1, z1q particles generated by X˜Kr px1, z1q (I.7)
Xˆ
K
r px1, z1q composite of multiple branching processes I.1.2
T tpx, zq : x P Rd, z P supppΦp¨ | xqqu (D.3)
Cx1 component of node x
1 in Dp1q I.1.2
C`x1 strategic neighborhood of node x
1 I.1.2
NMp1qpx1, Kq K-neighborhood of node x1 in Mp1q I.1.2
Jy shorthand for relevant set Jypτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq (D.7)
Rnpxq shorthand for radius Rpx, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq (D.9)
Ztpxq period t node-level attribute of x (E.3)
ζtpx, x1q period t pair-level attribute of px, x1q (E.3)
Jx1T shorthand for relevant set Jx1T pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq (E.5)
RnT pxq shorthand for radius RT px, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq (E.6)
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B Additional Results
B.1 CLT for Dynamic Network Data
Suppose the data consists of a short time series of a large network. We prove a CLT
for dynamic network moments under a model of network formation that generalizes
the setup in §2.1 in two ways. First, we consider a general class of network-dependent
regressors Sij,t. Second, we allow for strategic interactions in the initial conditions
model, which significantly complicates the argument in §4.1. Third, the result applies
to a large class of moments that includes the period-t average degree, as well as more
complicated network moments that are useful for nonparametric inference on the
average structural function.
Consider the setup in §2.1, and let Wij,t “ pZit, Zjt, ζij,tq and Wt “ tWij,t : i, j P
Nnu. We assume link formation follows the best-response dynamics given in (2.1),
except Sij,t takes the general form
Sij,t “ Sij,tpXn,Wt, At´1q “ Spr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, tr´1n ||Xk ´Xℓ|| : k, ℓ P Nnu,Wt, At´1q.
(B.1)
This is analogous to Sij in §7, except interactions enter through the lagged network
At´1. The main restriction we impose on Sp¨q is that only depends on its arguments
through the K-neighborhoods of i and j in At´1. Formally, let NAtppi, jq, Kq “
NAtpi, Kq YNAtpj,Kq, the union of the K-neighborhoods of i and j in At. For any
H Ď Nn, let AH,t “ tAij,t : i, j P Hu and likewise WH,t.
Assumption B.1 (K-Local Externalities). For any node pair i ‰ j,
Sij,tpXn,Wt, At´1q “ SijpXNAt´1ppi,jq,Kq,WNAt´1ppi,jq,Kq,t, ANAt´1ppi,jq,Kq,t´1q.
This is a very mild condition, as most applications choose statistics Sij,t satisfying
this condition for K “ 1. For example, see specification (2.2).
To complete the model, we need to specify the initial condition. The next as-
sumption generalizes (2.3) to allow for strategic interactions. Let ApXn,W0, rnq be
the set of pairwise stable networks A˚0 on n nodes. That is, there exist functions V0
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and S0 such that for all A
˚
0 P ApXn,W0, rnq and i ‰ j,
A˚ij,0 “ 1
 
V0
`
r´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, Sij,0,Wij,0
˘ ą 0( , where
Sij,0 “ S0pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||, tr´1n ||Xk ´Xℓ|| : k, ℓ P Nnu,W0, A˚´ij,0q.
Assumption B.2 (Initial Condition). (a) |ApXn,W0, rnq| ě 1. (b) There exists a
function λpXn,W0, rnq ” λptr´1n ||Xk´Xℓ|| : k, ℓ P Nnu,W0q with range ApXn,W0, rnq
such that the realized initial condition satisfies A0 “ λpXn,W0, rnq.
This states that the initial conditions model is a static model of network formation,
as in §7. As in Assumption 7.2, the initial network A0 is a pairwise stable equilibrium
of the model, selected by the equilibrium selection mechanism λ.
We view the static model as a representation of a long-run outcome of a dynamic
process. While this interpretation is informal, we consider this a reasonable model
for the following reasons. First, (2.1) is a model of myopic best-response dynamics,
and it is well-known that such dynamics starting from any initial network eventually
converge to a pairwise stable equilibrium (Jackson and Watts, 2002).14 Second, to
our knowledge, the only available formal characterization of the stationary distribu-
tion of a dynamic network formation model is Mele (2017b). This characterization is
only available for a limited set of payoff functions, in particular those that can be mi-
crofounded as potential games. Under the more general model considered here, there
are no available results on the stationary distribution to our knowledge. Third, for
payoff functions in this limited class, Mele (2017b) shows that the stationary distri-
bution of the long-run network takes the form of an exponential random graph model.
The dependence structure of graphs generated by such models under large-network
asymptotics has long been an open question in the statistics literature. However,
they appear to be a close cousin of the static model of §7, a model for which we can
actually prove a CLT. Finally, as discussed in §7.2, the subcriticality condition in the
static model controls dependence due to arbitrarily long sequences of best-responses,
which is reminiscent of a long-run dynamic process and therefore captures features
that are likely quite similar to that of a true realization of the long-run outcome.
Note that V0 and S0 in Assumption B.2 may differ from V and S in the specifi-
14However this result assumes that all node- and pair-level attributes are time-invariant, unlike
(2.1).
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cation of (2.1) and (B.1). This allows for a structural break after a long period of
stable evolution. For instance, V0 and S0 might dictate the formation of an interbank
lending network prior to a financial crisis, while V and S model post-crisis incentives.
B.1.1 Structural Inference
Before we present the CLT, we consider an application. As discussed in §2.1, network
formation models are useful for distinguishing between various theoretical mecha-
nisms for link formation, among other purposes. These mechanisms are encoded in
the model through pSij,t, Zit, Zjtq; see the discussion in the main text for examples.
One estimation approach is to parameterize V , which is the route taken by Graham
(2016). Here we instead consider inference on the average structural function (ASF)
without parametrizing V , which provides a nonparametric measure of the significance
of different mechanisms. Unlike in Graham’s setting where V may be point identified,
the ASF is typically not (Chamberlain, 2010). However, we can construct nontrivial
bounds on the ASF with respect to the components of pSij,t, Zit, Zjtq that change over
time, assuming they are observed.
Let Sij,t consist of Sij,t and the time-varying components of pZit, Zjtq and αij the
time-invariant components of pZit, Zjtq. Write
V pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, Sij,t, Zit, Zjt, ζij,tq “ V pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj||,Sij,t, αij , ζij,tq.
Using the right-hand side representation above, the object of inference is the ASF,
given by
µpsq “
ż
1tV pδ, s, α, ζq ą 0u dF pδ, α, ζq, (B.2)
where F is the joint distribution of pr´1n ||Xi ´Xj ||, αij, ζij,tq.15
Differences between ASFs recover various marginal effects of interest. For exam-
ple, consider specification (2.2). In the simple case where V does not depend on
pZit, Zjtq, Sij,t “ pAij,t´1,maxk Aik,t´1Ajk,t´1q. Then pµp1, 0q ´ µp0, 0qq{µp0, 0q is a
nonparametric measure of state dependence, the effect on link formation of being
linked in the previous period. Likewise, the marginal effect pµp0, 1q ´ µp0, 0qq{µp0, 0q
is a nonparametric measure of transitivity. Note that, under a sparsity assumption
15Note that by definition r´1n ||Xi ´Xj || depends on n and therefore so do F and µ, although we
suppress this in the notation.
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imposed later, µpsq Ñ 0 as nÑ8. For this reason, we consider percentage marginal
effects, scaling by µp0, 0q to obtain an asymptotically non-degenerate estimand.
We derive bounds on the ASF using a result due to Chernozhukov et al. (2013).
These bounds require Sij,t to be discretely supported, so we henceforth maintain this
assumption. We can then partition the support of Sij,t into
 
S¯psq,St0psq, . . . ,ST psq
(
,
where for Sij “ pSij,t0, . . . ,Sij,T q,
Stpsq “ tSij : Sij,t “ s,Sij,r ‰ s @r ă t, r “ t0 ` 1, . . . , T u , (B.3)
S¯psq “ tSij : Sij,t ‰ s @t “ t0 ` 1, . . . , T u .
That is, Stpsq is the set of values of Sij for which the tth component first equals s at
time t. Define
Aˆijpsq “
Tÿ
t“t0`1
1tSij P StpsquAij,t, (B.4)
Pijpsq “ 1tSij P S¯psqu. (B.5)
Chernozhukov et al. (2013) show that
µℓpsq ď µpsq ď µupsq (B.6)
for µℓpsq “ ErAˆijpsqs and µupsq “ µℓpsq`ErPijpsqs. They also show that these bounds
are often quite narrow in practice because they collapse to a point at an exponential
rate as T Ñ 8 (see their Theorem 4). Using (B.6), we obtain the following upper
and lower bounds on percentage marginal effects:
µℓps1q ´ µupsq
µupsq ď
µps1q ´ µpsq
µpsq ď
µups1q ´ µℓpsq
µℓpsq .
We estimate the lower and upper bounds on the ASF using their scaled sample
analogs
µˆℓpsq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
Aˆijpsq and µˆupsq “ µˆℓpsq ` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
Pijpsq. (B.7)
Strictly speaking, µˆℓpsq is an estimate of nµℓpsq; the scaling by n is needed to obtain
a non-degenerate limit due to sparsity. Inference on the ASF requires a joint CLT for
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pµˆℓpsq, µˆupsqq.
B.1.2 Dynamic Network Moments
We next define a general class of dynamic network moments for which we prove a
CLT. We also discuss mild restrictions on Sij,t and s under which the sample ASF
bounds (B.7) fall within this class.
We require the node statistic ψ to satisfy a dynamic analog of the K-locality
property in Assumption 7.3. Define
N TA pi, Kq “
Tď
t“0
ď
jPNAt pi,Kq
Tď
t1“0
NAt1 pj,Kq. (B.8)
That is, for a given node i, initialize the set of all nodes j that lie in i’sK-neighborhood
in At in any period t. For each such j, add to this set all nodes k the lie in j’s K-
neighborhood in At1 for any period t
1. We call this set the dynamic K-neighborhood
of node i (with respect to A). We say ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq is dynamically K-local
if it only depends on its arguments through i’s dynamic K-neighborhood.
Formally, let WNTA pi,Kq “ tWjk,t; j, k P N TA pi, Kq, t “ 0, . . . , T u, ANAt1 pj,Kq,t1 “
pAij,t1; i, j P NAt1 pj,Kqq, and
ANTA pi,Kq “
Tď
t“0
ď
jPNAtpi,Kq
Tď
t1“0
ANA
t1
pj,Kq,t1.
Assumption B.3 (Dynamic K-Locality). For any node i,
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq “ ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n XNTA pi,Kq,WNTA pi,Kq, ANTA pi,Kqq.
The next examples discuss how this assumption can be satisfied by the sample
ASF bounds.
Example B.1 (Lower ASF Bound). In the case of µˆℓpsq,
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq “
nÿ
j“1
Aˆijpsq. (B.9)
Suppose Assumption B.1 holds, so that Sij,t depends on its arguments only through
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the K-neighborhood of i and j at period t´ 1. Then for any s, (B.9) is dynamically
pK ` 1q-local because it depends on all Sij for all j P NAtpi, 1q for some period
t “ t0, . . . , T , and Sij depends on the K-neighborhoods of i and j in At from periods
t “ t0, . . . , T .
Example B.2 (Upper ASF Bound). In the case of µˆupsq,
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq “
nÿ
j“1
´
Aˆijpsq ` Pijpsq
¯
. (B.10)
Suppose that Sij,t “ Aij,t´1, so that the only externality is state dependence. Set
s “ 0. Then Pijpsq “ 1 means that i and j are linked in some observed period. Hence,
under Assumption B.1,
ř
j Pijpsq and therefore (B.10) are dynamically pK ` 1q-local
by the argument for the lower ASF bound. On the other hand, suppose we set s “ 1,
so that the induced ASF is the (scaled) counterfactual linking probability when nodes
i and j were linked in the previous period. Then Pijpsq “ 1 means i and j are not
linked in any period observed by the econometrician. Thus,
ř
j Pijpsq depends on the
K-neighborhoods of nodes j who are never linked to i during the observation window
and therefore (B.10) is not dynamically K-local for any K.
Remark B.1. The first example shows that the lower bound on the ASF automati-
cally satisfies Assumption B.3 under Assumption B.1, but due to the second example,
care needs to be taken for the upper bound. A simple solution to the problem in the
latter example is to include in our specification of Sij,t a transitivity statistic, for
example maxk Aik,t´1Ajk,t´1. Suppose transitivity occupies the second component of
Sij,t and state dependence the first component. Then if we set the second component
of s to zero, Pijpsq “ 1 implies that for some t, node j is in i’s 2-neighborhood in At.
Therefore, (B.10) is dynamically pK ` 2q-local under Assumption B.1.
More generally, an easy way to ensure dynamic K-locality is to set
Sij,t “ pAij,t´1,max
k
Aik,t´1Ajk,t´1, Sˇij,tq, (B.11)
where Sˇij,t is any vector of statistics satisfying Assumption B.1, and to restrict atten-
tion to values of µpsq where s is such that s1 and/or s2 is zero, si denoting the ith
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component of s.16 This allows for bounds on, for example,
µp1, 0, 0q ´ µp0, 0, 0q
µp0, 0, 0q ,
µp0, 1, 0q ´ µp0, 0, 0q
µp0, 0, 0q , and
µp0, 0, s´12q ´ µp0, 0, 0q
µp0, 0, 0q
where 0 is a vector of zeros the same dimension as Sˇij,t. These marginal effects
capture state dependence, transitivity, and the impacts of the remaining components
s´12, respectively.
17
B.1.3 Central Limit Theorem
To put dynamic network moments in the framework of §3, recall that A “ pA0, . . . , AT q
is the full history of the network time series. By Assumption B.2, A0 is a de-
terministic functional of r´1n Xn and W0, and by (2.1), At is a deterministic func-
tional of r´1n Xn, W0, . . . ,Wt, and A0, . . . , At´1. As in §3, we can therefore write
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q ” ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq and
Λpr´1n Xn,W q ”
ÿ
XPXn
ψpr´1n X, r´1n Xn,W,Aq.
We can then apply Theorem 5.1.
Assumption B.4 (Regularity). The following hold for any latent-index function
V˜ p¨q P tV p¨q, V0p¨qu.
(a) (Bounded Regressors) There exists ps¯, z¯, z¯1q such that V˜ pδ, s, z, z1, ζq ď V˜ pδ, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ζq
for any δ P R`, s P RangepSq, and pz, z1, ζq P suppppZi, Zj, ζijqq.
(b) (Random Utility) supppζij,tq Ď R, and for any δ, s, z, z1, V˜ pδ, s, z, z1, ¨q is strictly
monotonic.
(c) (Tails) Let V˜ ´1pr, ¨q be the inverse of V˜ pr, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ¨q. There exist constants c1, c2, ǫ ą
0 such that
Φ˜ζ
´
V˜ ´1pr, 0q
¯
ď c1e´c2rǫ,
16Note that other statistics for transitivity are possible, for example mintřk AikAjk, K¯u for some
K¯ ě 0.
17This is assuming 0 is the appropriate baseline value of Sˇij,t and that the statistics in Sij,t are
not conflicting in the sense that pAij,t´1,maxk Aik,t´1Ajk,t´1q P tp1, 0q, p0, 1qu is consistent with
Sˇij,t “ 0.
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where Φ˜ζ denotes the complementary CDF of ζij,t.
(d) (Attribute Distribution) There exists a distribution Φ˚˚p¨q on Rdz such that for
pr,tpXi, Zit, Xj, Zjtq ” P
ˆ
sup
s
V pr´1||Xi ´Xj ||, s, Zit, Zjt, ζij,tq ą 0
X inf
s
V pr´1||Xi ´Xj ||, s, Zit, Zjt, ζij,tq ď 0
ˇˇ
Xi, Zit, Xj, Zjt
¯
,
for all t P t0, . . . , T u, x, x1 P Rd, and z P Rdz , we have
ż
Rdz
p1,tpx, z; x1, z1q dΦtpz1 | x1q ď
ż
Rdz
p1,tpx, z; x1, z1q dΦ˚˚pz1q.
Parts (a)–(c) are the same as Assumption 5.1, while (d) is analogous to the definition
of Φ˚p¨q in Assumption 7.4 in the static case.
Theorem B.1. Suppose ψ satisfies Assumption B.3 and that Assumption B.4 holds.
Suppose the best-response model satisfies Assumption B.1. Further suppose the initial
conditions model defined in Assumption B.2 satisfies Assumptions 7.1, 7.4, D.1, and
D.2.18 Then under regularity conditions (Assumptions D.3 and D.4), there exists a
positive semidefinite matrix Σ such that
n´1{2
nÿ
i“1
`
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq ´ E
“
ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0,Σq .
Proof. This is a simplified statement of Theorem E.1, which also provides an explicit
characterization of Σ and a sufficient condition for Σ to be positive definite.
Sufficient conditions for Assumptions D.3 and D.4 are discussed in Appendix I for
the case of the ASF bounds.
B.1.4 Sketch of Proof
We discuss the key step in the proof of Theorem B.1, the use of branching process
theory to verify the stabilization conditions. We focus on the simple two-period
18To be precise, in these assumptions we replace V with V0 and Φ
˚ with Φ˚˚, the latter defined
in Assumption B.4.
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example in §4.1, where t0 “ 0, T “ 1, Sij,t is given by (2.2), and the node statistic
is the period-1 degree, ψpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W,Aq “
ř
j Aij,1. In this case, the network
moment of interest corresponds to the average degree in period 1. This argument
builds on §7.3, so it is recommended that the reader understand that section first.
The difference between this section and §4.1 is the initial conditions model. Whereas
the relevant set in (4.2) is defined under the assumption that any potential link in A0
does not depend on other potential links in the network, this is no longer true in the
presence of strategic interactions. Indeed, the perturbation of any Aij,0 may trigger
a sequence of best-responses that changes the global structure of A0.
Recall from §7.3 the definition of a strategic neighborhood C`i in the static model.
In the dynamic model, we let C`0i be the strategic neighborhood of node i in period
0. The main idea is that, as in §7.3, the realization of NA0pi, 1q is entirely determined
by C`0i if λ corresponds to myopic best response dynamics (or more generally satisfies
Assumption D.1). This means that removing NnzC`0i from the model does not affect
the realization of i’s 1-neighborhood. We therefore redefine (4.2) as
Ji ”
ď
jPNA1pi,1q
C`0j.
By construction, the removal ofNnzJi does not affect the realization of
ř
j Aij,1. Thus
we let
Rξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q “ max
jPJi
r´1n ||Xi ´Xj||
Our previous arguments imply that Rξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q is a radius of stabilization.
It is trivially increasing because removing nodes from the network decreases the size
of Ji.
As discussed in §7.3, the key to showing exponential stabilization is proving |Ji|
has exponential tails; it is then mostly a technical matter to showRξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q
also has exponential tails. Since the network is sparse, |NA1pi, 1q| “ Opp1q, and bet-
ter yet, it can be shown to have exponential tails under Assumption 5.1. By the
branching process argument in that section, |C`0j | also has exponential tails under
Assumption 7.4 and a regularity condition. Consequently, we can expect that |Ji| has
exponential tails. We formalize this argument in Lemmas E.2 and E.3.
It remains to show external stabilization. This requires us to constructRenpXiq “
Opp1q such that Qpr´1n Xi,RenpXiqq contains Qpr´1n Xj ,Rξpr´1n Xj , r´1n Xn,W qq for all
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nodes j such that the removal of node i from the model changes the value of j’s
node statistic. By construction of Ji, all such nodes j satisfy i P Jj, so we can define
RenpXiq as in (4.5). Since Rξpr´1n Xj, r´1n Xn,W q has uniformly exponential tails by
exponential stabilization, the key step to proving RenpXiq “ Opp1q is to show that
|tj P Nn : i P Jju| “ Opp1q. This is plausible under our conditions for the follow-
ing reasons. If i P Jj, then by definition i P C`0k for some k P NA1pj, 1q. This set
is asymptotically bounded, since |C`0i| “ Opp1q by the branching process argument
discussed in §7.3. Thus, claim (1) follows, as desired. We formalize these arguments
in Lemma E.2.
B.2 Inference on Treatment and Spillover Effects
This section considers a generalization of the standard potential outcomes model,
where we allow for violations of the stable unit treatment assumption through network
spillovers. The model follows §6.2 of Leung (2019c). The econometrician observes n
nodes. Each node i P Nn “ t1, . . . , nu is endowed with a binary treatment indicator
Di and unobserved heterogeneity εi. Treatment responses are given by
Yi “ rpDi, Ti, γi, εiq,
where Ti “
ř
j AijDj is the number of treated neighbors, γi “
ř
j Aij is the de-
gree, and rp¨q is an unknown, real-valued function. The econometrician observes
tpYi, Di, Ti, γiquni“1. A few remarks are in order.
• The presence of Ti in rp¨q captures network spillovers, while γi functions as a
control variable, as will be clear from the proposition below.
• Linear versions of this model are widely used in applied work (e.g. Bandiera et al.,
2009; Cai et al., 2015; Miguel and Kremer, 2004; Oster and Thornton, 2012).
This case is an example of network regression discussed in §2.2. Unlike that
section, we will provide below a condition for identification that allows for un-
restricted network endogeneity.
• tpYi, Di, Ti, γiquni“1 is a set of dependent observations due to autocorrelation in,
for example, Ti and γi.
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• Much of the statistics literature studies a finite-population analog of this model,
where all elements are non-random except treatment assignments (e.g. Aronow and Samii,
2017). The super-population model is more useful for extensions to sampled
network data (Leung, 2019b).
We assume the network is realized according to the static model of network for-
mation in §7. In particular, we can allow for strategic interactions. Recall from that
section that Zi is a vector of node-level attributes that potentially influence link for-
mation. To fit the current setup within the framework of §3, we can treat pDi, εiq as
a subvector of Zi.
B.2.1 Identification
Our estimand of interest is the (conditional) average structural function
µpd, t, γq “ Errpd, t, γ, ε1q | γ1 “ γs,
which, controlling for degree γ1, captures treatment and spillover effects by taking
differences and varying d and t, respectively. Our first result concerns identification.
Proposition B.1 (Identification). Under the selection on observables assumption
pD1, T1q K ε1 | γ1, (B.12)
the average structural function is “identified”:
µpd, t, γq “ ErY1 |D1 “ d, T1 “ t, γ1 “ γs. (B.13)
The proof is trivial and therefore omitted.
Equation (B.12) holds, for example, if treatment is randomly assigned (D K ε)
and the treatment does not affect the network (D K G).19 In this case, the as-
sumption allows for arbitrary dependence between ε and A, i.e. unrestricted network
endogeneity, which is a well-known hindrance to identification in observational data
(Shalizi and Thomas, 2011). It is also an obstacle to inference because the joint dis-
tribution of pDi, Ti, γi, εiq is complicated even for simple models of network formation
19Following standard notation, ε “ tεiuni“1 and likewise for D.
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without strategic interactions.
B.2.2 Central Limit Theorem
A natural estimator of µpd, t, γq is the sample analog
µˆpd, t, γq ”
ř
i Yi1tDi “ d, Ti “ t, γi “ γuř
i 1tDi “ d, Ti “ t, γi “ γu
.
Leung (2019b) proves that the estimator is asymptotically normal, conditional on
the network, under restrictions on network sparsity. By conditioning on A, this
result requires substantial restrictions on the extent of network endogeneity because
without such restrictions, it is difficult to characterize the dependence structure of
ε conditional on A. In contrast, Leung (2019c) proves consistency of this estimator
unconditionally, using a law of large numbers for moments satisfying a stabilization
condition. The upshot is that this requires no restrictions on network endogeneity.
Our next result establishes asymptotic normality, also without such restrictions.
Theorem B.2. Suppose outcomes have bounded support and (B.12) holds. Under
Assumptions 5.1, 7.1, 7.2, 7.4, and D.1 and regularity conditions (Assumptions D.2
and D.3), there exists σ2 ě 0 such that
?
n pµˆpd, t, γq ´ µpd, t, γqq dÝÑ N p0, σ2q.
Proof. See Appendix F.
The only new condition here placed on the outcome model is bounded support.
The remaining conditions concern the static network formation model and follow
Theorem 7.1.
Existing approaches in the econometric literature that allow for network endo-
geneity typically impose parametric restrictions on the network formation model (e.g.
Badev, 2013; Goldsmith-Pinkham and Imbens, 2013; Hsieh and Lee, 2016; Johnsson and Moon,
2017; Uetake, 2012). Our approach only imposes nonparametric restrictions to ob-
tain weak dependence. On the other hand, many of these structural models allow
for endogenous peer effects, whereas our model only permits exogenous peer effects
through Ti.
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B.3 Monte Carlo
We conduct a simulation study to assess the quality of the normal approximation and
inference procedures proposed in §6. The data-generating process is a static model of
network formation, using a design that follows Leung (2019c). Let Xi „ Upr0, 1s2q,
Zi „ Berp0.5q, and ζij „ N p0, θ24q, all jointly independent. Let || ¨ || be the Euclidean
norm. We assume the latent index V in the static model (7.1) is given by
θ1 ` pZi ` Zjqθ2 `max
k
AikAjkθ3 ´ ρnp||Xi ´Xj ||q ` ζij, (B.14)
where ρnpxq equals zero if x ď rn and equal to8 otherwise. The structural parameters
are given by θ ” pθ1, . . . , θ4q “ p´1, 0.25, 0.25, 1q. A key weak dependence condition
is Assumption 7.4, which jointly imposes restrictions on κ, θ, V , and the distribution
of ζij. Since we have already chosen all but the first, we set
κ “ `πˇˇˇˇP p´θ3 ă θ1 ` pZi ` Zjqθ2 ` ζij ď 0 |Zi, Zjq ˇˇˇˇ2˘´1 ´ 0.3
to impose Assumption 7.4.
The selection mechanism λ is specified as follows. For any strategic neighborhood,
we randomly initialize the subnetwork on this neighborhood either at the “empty” sub-
network, which consists only of robust links, or the “complete” subnetwork, where all
pairs are connected except those with robustly absent links. We then fix an arbitrary
ordering of node pairs and iterate through the pairs, having them myopically form or
sever their links according to (B.14), until the process converges to a pairwise stable
network. This is a variant of myopic best response dynamics similar to Example 7.4.
We randomize the initial network according to the following rule. Given a strategic
neighborhood, let ν be the attribute Zi assigned to the node with the largest in-
teger label i P t1, . . . , nu in that neighborhood. We pick the “empty subnetwork” if
ν “ 0 and otherwise pick the “complete” subnetwork. This entire process is performed
for each strategic neighborhood, which gives us A, and by construction, λ satisfies
Assumption D.1.
We consider two network moments: average clustering and average degree, which
are widely used network summary statistics. For the former, ψi is the individual
clustering coefficient
ř
j‰k‰iAijAjkAik{
ř
j‰k‰iAijAik (Jackson, 2008).
Approximation Quality. To assess the quality of the limit approximation, we
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simulate expectations and variances of the moments and their limit analogs. The
first few rows of Table 3 displays means and variances of the three moments for three
different network sizes (n “ 500, 1000, 2000), where
µn “ Ern´1Λpr´1n Xn,W qs, σ2n ´ α2n “ Varpn´1{2Λpr´1n Xn,W qq,
µ “ Erm´1Λpr´1m Pmf ,W qs, σ2 “ Varpm´1{2Λpr´1m Pmf ,W qq,
α “ ErΛpr´1m pPmf Y tXuq,W q ´ Λpr´1m Pmf ,W qs.
That is, µn and σ
2
n´α2n are respectively the expectation and variance of the network
moment under the finite model with n nodes, which we approximate by simulation
using 3000 simulation draws. The second and third lines above display the limit
(nÑ8) analogs. These are computed in a manner similar to µn and σ2n´α2n, except
we simulate the Poissonized model discussed in §5.1, where the number of nodes is
Nm „ Poissonpmq, rather than n. The proof of Theorem G.1 shows that as mÑ 8,
the corresponding moments converge to the desired limits given in Theorem 5.1 and
(5.3), so we take m “ 8000.
The quantity µ is the expected moment under the Poissonized model and is com-
pletely analogous to µn. The quantity σ
2 is computed in a manner analogous to
σ2n ´ α2n. As discussed in §5.1, the variance under the Poissonized model is larger
than that of the finite model by a factor of α2 in the limit. To simulate α, we draw
Pmf and then independently draw X from f .
20 Then for each pair of elements in
Pmf Y tXu, we draw attributes and generate the network as in the finite model. The
resulting moment corresponds to Λpr´1n pPmf Y tXuq,W q. Then we remove node X
from the model and generate the new network to obtain Λpr´1n Pmf ,W q. Finally, we
obtain α by repeating this procedure many times and averaging the result. For the
limit moments, we used 5000 simulation draws.
The last row in Table 3 displays the rejection rates from the “oracle” two-sided t-
test with a 5 percent level, where the test statistic is n´1{2pΛpr´1n Xn,W q´µnq{
a
σ2n ´ α2n.
The purpose of this row is to show the quality of the normal approximation. The
denominator and µn are obtained from simulations used to compute row “σ
2
n ´ α2n.”
These simulations are drawn independently of Λpr´1n Xn,W q. The rejection rates are
computed using 3000 simulation draws.
20To draw Pmf , we use the fact that it has the same distribution as X1, . . . , XNm , i.e. Nm i.i.d.
draws from f .
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Table 3: Moments.
Clustering Degree
n 500 1000 2000 500 1000 2000
µn 0.190 0.192 0.192 2.763 2.830 2.875
µ 0.193 2.932
σ2n ´ α2n 0.155 0.155 0.158 9.804 9.695 9.510
σ2 ´ α2 0.142 9.560
Oracle Test 0.059 0.053 0.045 0.050 0.043 0.050
µn “ expected moment, µ “ limnÑ8 µn, σ2n ´ α2n “ variance of
moment, σ2 ´ α2 “ limnÑ8pσ2n ´ α2nq, “oracle test” “ rejection
rates for two-sided t-test with known population variance with 5
percent level.
From Table 3, we see that the oracle t-test is very close to the nominal level. The
means and variances are also well approximated by their limit analogs.
Inference Methods. For each moment, we next test the null that the population
analog µn “ Erψis is equal to its true value (simulated as in Table 3). We implement
two-sided t-tests using different variance estimators and the randomization test in
§6.2. For the randomization test, we draw six independent networks per simulation,
whereas for the t-test we draw a single network.
For the HAC variance estimator proposed in §6.1, we experiment with different
bandwidths for σˆ2 and αˆ. Let hn1 (hn2) be the bandwidth for the former (latter).
We find that αˆ can be quite biased and αˆ2 therefore more so. Ultimately we set
hn2 “ 2n1{p4dq´1{d (recall d “ 2 here), which best controls bias across the different
network moments. The news for σˆ2 is less inspiring as choosing hn1 “ hn2 leads σˆ2 to
substantially underestimate σ2. In the tables below, we report hn1 “ h1 ˚ n1{p4dq´1{d
for h1 P t2.5, 3u, which perform substantially better. These choices all accord with the
rate conditions in Theorem 6.1. Finally, for θˆpxq, we use a kernel estimator and choose
the “optimal” bandwidth for a n1{4 uniform convergence rate (optimal according to
results for i.i.d. data), namely plogn{nq´1{p2p`dq for smoothness p “ d{2` 1.
Tables 4 and 5 report the bias (relative to σ2n´α2n) and standard deviation of our
HAC estimator across 3000 simulation draws for the two respective moments. They
also report rejection rates from the corresponding two-sided t-test for H0 at levels 0.1
and 0.05. The test statistic is n´1{2pΛpr´1n Xn,W q ´ µnq{sˆ, where sˆ2 is the variance
estimator. For comparison, we report rejection rates from the “naive” t-test that sets
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sˆ2 equal to the sample variance.
Table 4: t-test rejection rates for average clustering.
h1 “ 2.5 h1 “ 3
HAC
n 500 1000 2000 500 1000 2000
Bias -0.011 -0.008 -0.005 -0.004 0.0004 0.003
Std 0.032 0.026 0.020 0.046 0.037 0.029
0.1 0.152 0.131 0.113 0.149 0.129 0.105
0.05 0.091 0.075 0.062 0.095 0.075 0.059
Neg Var 0 0 0 0 0 0
Naive
0.1 0.262 0.242 0.226
0.05 0.177 0.169 0.159
Displays bias and standard deviation of different variance estimators and
rejection rates for the corresponding two-sided t-test at levels 5 and 10 per-
cent. “Neg Var” counts the number of simulations (each cell out of 3000)
for which the estimator is negative.
From Tables 4 and 5, we see that the HAC estimator tends to over-reject at smaller
samples sizes, which is common for such estimators, although in larger samples we
approach the nominal level. The bias and standard deviation of the HAC estimator
largely tend to zero, although for h1 “ 3, the bias remains substantive for the average
degree, which makes the estimator conservative. This contrasts with the results for
h1 “ 2.5, which performs much better, echoing our earlier point about the sensitivity
of the estimator to the bandwidth choice. For h1 “ 3 and the average degree, the
source of the bias is σˆ2, which is overestimated, as we can see from the rejection
rates for n “ 2000. While h1 “ 2.5 performs substantially better for average degree,
h1 “ 3 performs a bit better for average clustering. This indicates the importance of
developing data-dependent tuning parameters.
The tables show the naive test is highly anti-conservative, as expected. Also,
the realization of our HAC estimator is negative in only twelve of the 36 thousand
simulations.
Lastly, Table 6 reports rejection rates for the randomization test in §6.2 for a
level of 0.05. Row “n” of the table indicates the size of each of the six independent
networks drawn per simulation draw. Hence the total sample size is six times the
displayed n. The randomization test controls size very well compared to the HAC
estimator, although it is somewhat conservative. Also the comparison is not apples-to-
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Table 5: t-test rejection rates for average degree.
h1 “ 2.5 h1 “ 3
HAC
n 500 1000 2000 500 1000 2000
Bias -1.404 -0.789 -0.324 3.562 4.448 4.862
Std 2.879 2.352 -1.937 5.435 4.622 3.816
0.1 0.154 0.120 0.109 0.081 0.061 0.052
0.05 0.092 0.069 0.059 0.044 0.030 0.025
Neg Var 10 0 0 2 0 0
Naive
0.1 0.303 0.301 0.296
0.05 0.223 0.217 0.210
Displays bias and standard deviation of different variance estimators and
rejection rates for the corresponding two-sided t-test at levels 5 and 10
percent. “Neg Var” counts the number of simulations (each cell out of
3000) for which the estimator is negative.
apples, since the former exploits independence across six network observations, while
the latter uses only a single network. In unreported simulations, we find that the
power of the t-test is substantially higher than the randomization test, even roughly
accounting for the tendency of the former to over-reject.
Table 6: Randomization test rejection rates.
Clustering Degree
n 100 250 500 100 250 500
0.05 0.030 0.029 0.032 0.041 0.037 0.025
Actual sample size is 6n because we draw six networks
of the same size per simulation.
B.4 Variance Example
In this subsection, we consider a simple model and network moment and compute
the asymptotic variance two ways. First, we use the formula given in Theorem 5.1.
Second, we compute it from first principles, and show that it coincides with the first
method. The second method may shed some additional light on the form of the
asymptotic variance.
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We consider the following model of link formation. For every i, j P Nn with i ‰ j,
Aij “ 1t´r´1n ||Xi ´Xj|| ´ ζij ą 0u,
and Aii “ 0 for all i. As in §3, rn “ pκ{nq1{d, Xn “ tXi : i P Nnu is i.i.d. with
continuous and bounded density f , and tζij : ti, ju Ď Nnu is i.i.d. and independent
of Xn, with ζij “ ζji for all i, j.
Recall from the start of §5 the definition of the stochastic process ζp¨, ¨q on RdˆRd,
where ζpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xjq “ ζij. Since there are no attributes Zi in this model, we have
W ” tpZi, Zj, ζijq : i, j P Nnu “ ζ ” tζij : i, j P Nnu. Moreover, since the random-
utility shocks ζij are independent of positions, we also have W “ W8pXnq, where
W8 is defined at the start of §5.
The network moment we consider is the average degree
1
n
Λpr´1n Xn,W q “
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
Aij “ 1
n
ÿ
XPr´1n Xn
ÿ
Y Pr´1n Xn,Y‰X
1t´||X ´ Y || ´ ζpX, Y q ą 0u
loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ξpr´1n X,r
´1
n Xn,W q
.
Our goal is to calculate limnÑ8Varpn´1{2Λpr´1n Xn,W qq using two different methods.
B.4.1 Limit Variance
The first method simplifies the expressions in σ2´α2 using Lemma H.2. The sufficient
condition required in the lemma is always satisfied under Assumption 4.2 (or more
generally Assumption C.3). Let Φp¨q be the CDF of ζpx, x1q for any x, x1 P Rd. In the
context of the present example, a primitive condition for the assumption is
ż
Rd
Φp´||x||q dx ă 8, (B.15)
as will be clear from the calculations in the proof of the next proposition. By a change
of variables to polar coordinates, a sufficient condition for this is (B.15) is Φp¨q having
exponential tails.
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Proposition B.2. Suppose (B.15) holds. Then
σ2 “ 4κ2
ż
Rd
fpxq3 dx
ˆż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙2
` 2κ
ż
Rd
fpxq2 dx
ż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
All proofs can be found at the end of this subsection. Next we calculate the mean
add-one cost α defined in §5.
Proposition B.3. Suppose (B.15) holds. Then
α “ 2κ
ż
Rd
fpxq2 dx
ż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz.
This expression is very intuitive because in a model without strategic interactions,
the impact of adding a node on the total degree is just twice the degree of the added
node. From the proof of this proposition, the right-hand side of the previous equation
is precisely twice the limiting expected degree of an arbitrary node.
Proof of Proposition B.2. We calculate the integrands in σ2 and plug them
into the expression for σ2. For any x, y P Rd, we have
E
“
ξpy,Pκfpxq Y tyu,W8q
‰ “ E„ ÿ
XPPκfpxqYtyu,X‰y
1t´||y ´X|| ´ ζpy,Xq ą 0u

“ κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||y||q dy,
where the last line uses Lemma H.2. Also,
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8q2
‰ “ E„ ÿ
Y PPκfpxqYtxu,Y‰x
1t´||x´ Y || ´ ζpx, Y q ą 0u2

`E
„ ÿ
Y PPκfpxqYtxu,Y‰x
ÿ
ZPPκfpxqYtxu,Z‰x,Y
1t´||x´Y ||´ζpx, Y q ą 0u1t´||x´Z||´ζpx, Zq ą 0u

“ κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||x´ y||q dy
`
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E r1t´||x´ y|| ´ ζpx, yq ą 0u1t´||x´ z|| ´ ζpx, zq ą 0us pκfpxqq2 dz dy
“ κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||y||q dy ` pκfpxqq2
ˆż
Rd
Φp´||y||q dy
˙2
,
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where the last second line uses Lemma H.2.
Similarly, for x ‰ y,
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,W8qξpy,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,W8q
‰
“ E r1t´||x´ y|| ´ ζpx, yq ą 0u1t´||y ´ x|| ´ ζpy, xq ą 0us
` E
„ ÿ
ZPPκfpxqYtx,yu,Z‰x,y
1t´||x´ Z|| ´ ζpx, Zq ą 0u1t´||y ´ Z|| ´ ζpy, Zq ą 0u

` E
„ ÿ
Z 1PPκfpxqYtx,yu,Z 1‰y
1t´||x´ y|| ´ ζpx, yq ą 0u1t´||y ´ Z 1|| ´ ζpy, Z 1q ą 0u

` E
„ ÿ
ZPPκfpxqYtx,yu,Z‰x
1t´||x´ Z|| ´ ζpx, Zq ą 0u1t´||y ´ x|| ´ ζpy, xq ą 0u

` E
„ ÿ
ZPPκfpxqYtx,yu,Z‰x,y
ÿ
Z 1PPκfpxqYtx,yu,Z 1‰x,y,Z
1t´||x´ Z|| ´ ζpx, Zq ą 0u
ˆ 1t´||y ´ Z 1|| ´ ζpy, Z 1q ą 0u

“ Φp´||x´ y||q ` κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||x´ z||qΦp´||y ´ z||q dz
` κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||x´ y||qΦp´||y ´ z||q dz ` κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||x´ z||qΦp´||y ´ x||q dz
` pκfpxqq2
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
Φp´||x´ z||qΦp´||y ´ z1||q dz1 dz
“ Φp´||x´ y||q ` κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||x´ z||qΦp´||y ´ z||q dz
` 2κfpxqΦp´||x´ y||q
ż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz `
ˆ
κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙2
.
Plugging this into the formula for σ2 in §5, we obtain the result.
Proof of Proposition B.3. We calculate the integrands in α and plug them
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into the expression for α. For any x, y P Rd, we have
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,W8q
‰ “ E„ ÿ
XPPκfpxqYtx,yu,X‰x
1t´||x´X|| ´ ζpx,Xq ą 0u

“ Φp´||x´ y||q ` κfpxq
ż
Rd
Φp´||y||q dy,
where the last line uses Lemma H.2. Likewise,
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,W8q
‰ “ κfpxq ż
Rd
Φp´||y||q dy.
Plugging these into α, we obtain the result.
B.4.2 First Principles
The next proposition calculates the asymptotic variance from first principles.
Proposition B.4. Under (B.15),
lim
nÑ8
1
n
Var
`
Λpr´1n Xn,W q
˘ “ 4κ2 ż
Rd
fpxq3 dx
ˆż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙2
` 2κ
ż
Rd
fpxq2 dx
ż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz ´ 4κ2
ˆż
Rd
fpxq2 dx
ż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙2
.
Notice that this is the same result obtained by the previous two propositions.
Proof of Proposition B.4. Define δn “ ErAijs and γn “ ErAijAiks for i ‰ j ‰
k. Notice that this is well-defined, as the expectations do not depend on the indices,
since attributes and random-utility shocks are identically distributed. Trivially we
have the following:
• E rřni“1 ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W qs “ npn ´ 1qδn,
• E rřni“1 ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q2s “ npn´ 1qpn´ 2qγn ` npn´ 1qδn,
• E
”řn
i“1
ř
j‰i ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W qξpr´1n Xj , r´1n Xn,W q
ı
“ npn ´ 1qpn ´ 2qpn ´
3qδ2n ` 3npn´ 1qpn´ 2qγn ` npn´ 1qδn.
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Using the fact that rn “ pκ{nq1{d, it is straightforward to compute the following
limits, taking nÑ8:
• nδn Ñ κ
ş
Rd
fpxq2 dx ş
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz,
• n2γn Ñ κ2
ş
Rd
fpxq3 dx `ş
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz˘2.
For illustration, see e.g. (5.4) for explicit computation of nδn. Using these facts, we
have
1
n
Var
`
Λpr´1n Xn,W q
˘
“ 1
n
E
„ nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W qξpr´1n Xj , r´1n Xn,W q

` 1
n
E
«
nÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q2
ff
´ 1
n
«
E
˜
nÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q
¸ff2
“ pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3qδ2n ` 3pn´ 1qpn´ 2qγn ` pn´ 1qδn
` pn´ 1qpn´ 2qγn ` pn´ 1qδn ´ npn ´ 1q2δ2n
“ 4pn´ 1qpn´ 2qγn `
`pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3q ´ npn ´ 1q2˘ δ2n ` 2pn ´ 1qδn
“ 4pn´ 1qpn´ 2qγn ´ 4pn ´ 1qpn´ 3{2qδ2n ` 2pn´ 1qδn
Ñ 4κ2
ˆż
Rd
fpxq3 dx
˙ˆż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙2
´ 4κ2
ˆż
Rd
fpxq2 dx
˙2ˆż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙2
` 2κ
ˆż
Rd
fpxq2 dx
˙ˆż
Rd
Φp´||z||q dz
˙
.
B.4.3 Comparison with Poissonized Variance
Recall from the discussion in §5.1 that σ2 is the limiting variance of the Poissonized
model in which we replace r´1n Xn with r
´1
n XNn. The variance of the average degree
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under this model can be obtained by computing the expectations in the identity
1
n
Var
`
Λpr´1n XNn,W q
˘ “ 1
n
E
„ Nnÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n XNn ,W qξpr´1n Xj , r´1n XNn ,W q

` 1
n
E
«
Nnÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n XNn ,W q2
ff
´ 1
n
«
E
˜
Nnÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n XNn ,W q
¸ff2
using Lemma H.2, calculations which are similar to those in the proof of Proposition B.2.
The key term that generates the difference between the “binomial” model (with
r´1n Xn) and the Poissonized model is
E
«
1
n
Tÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
k‰i,j
ÿ
ℓ‰i,j,k
AikAjℓ
ff
, (B.16)
where T “ n in the binomial model and T “ Nn in the Poissonized model. In the
latter case, this term works out to be
1
n
E
«
Nnÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
k‰i,j
ÿ
ℓ‰i,j,k
AikAjℓ
ff
“ 1
n
E
«
Nnÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
k‰i,j
ÿ
ℓ‰i,j,k
1t´r´1n ||Xi ´Xk|| ´ ζik ą 0u1t´r´1n ||Xj ´Xℓ|| ´ ζjℓ ą 0u
ff
“ 1
n
E
«
Nnÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
k‰i,j
ÿ
ℓ‰i,j,k
Φp´r´1n ||Xi ´Xk||qΦp´r´1n ||Xj ´Xℓ||q
ff
“ n3
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
Φp´r´1n ||x1 ´ x2||qΦp´r´1n ||x3 ´ x4||qfpx1qfpx2qfpx3qfpx4q dx1 dx2 dx3 dx4
“ 1
n
E
«
Nnÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n XNn ,W q
ff2
,
which is n´1 times the square of the expected total degree. In contrast, in the binomial
case, the term instead equals
E
«
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
k‰i,j
ÿ
ℓ‰i,j,k
AikAjℓ
ff
“ pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3qδ2n,
where δn “ ErAijs for i ‰ j. On the other hand, n´1 times the square of the expected
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total degree is npn ´ 1q2δ2n under the binomial model. The difference between this
and the previous equation is
1
n
E
«
nÿ
i“1
ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q
ff2
´ 1
n
E
«
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
k‰i,j
ÿ
ℓ‰i,j,k
AikAjℓ
ff
“ pn ´ 1q2δ2n
ˆ
n´ pn ´ 2qpn´ 3q
n´ 1
˙
“ pn ´ 1q2δ2n
ˆ
4n´ 6
n ´ 1
˙
,
whose limit is exactly α2 because pn´ 1qδn is just the expected degree.
C Master Theorem
C.1 General Model and Coupling
This section defines the general model used in the remainder of the appendix. Much
of the exposition follows Leung (2019c). Unlike §5, we allow attributes to be corre-
lated with positions. The reader should be aware that the notation used here
and in the remainder of the appendix differs in important aspects from the
main text. This is because we need a sufficiently general setup that can accommo-
date both the finite model, which was the focus of most the main text, and the limit
model introduced in §5, where the number of nodes is infinite, in order to explicitly
characterize the asymptotic variance. In the next section, we clarify through a simple
example the relation between the setup here and that of the main text.
The proof of the CLT relies on a coupling between the finite and limit models,
where all attributes and positions are constructed on a common probability space.
Let X be a random vector with density f continuous on Rd, bounded above, and
bounded away from zero. Let P1 be a Poisson process of rate one on R
d ˆ r0,8q
independent of X. As in the main text, define rn “ pκ{nqd. Essentially, X will
correspond to the position of the “ego” node, e.g. X in Definition 4.3, and P1 will be
used to construct the positions of most other alters.
Positions. We define a coupling for the processes tXn;n P Nu and PκfpXq following
Penrose and Yukich (2003) (section 3).
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• Finite Model. Let P˚nf be the restriction of P1 to the set
 px, tq P Rd ˆ r0,8q : t ď nfpxq(
and Pnf the image of P
˚
nf under the projection px, tq ÞÑ x for x P Rd and
t P r0,8q. Then Pnf is an inhomogeneous Poisson point process with intensity
function nfp¨q by the mapping theorem for Poisson processes (e.g. Kingman,
1993).
The process Pnf can be represented as a set of Nn ” |Pnf | i.i.d. random vectors
X1, . . . , XNn with density f , where Nn is a Poisson random variable with inten-
sity n, and X1, X2, . . . are independent of Nn (Penrose, 2003, Proposition 1.5).
We remove from this set maxtNn ´ pn ´ 1q, 0u vectors chosen at random and
then add maxtpn ´ 1q ´ Nn, 0u vectors drawn i.i.d. from f . Call the resulting
set X 1n´1, and for any n P N, define Xn “ X 1n´1 Y tXu. By construction, this is
a set of n random vectors drawn i.i.d. from f .
• Limit Model. For any x1 P Rd and λ P R`, let P˚nλ be the restriction of P1 to
tpx, tq : t ď nλu and Pnκλ the image of P˚nλ under px, tq ÞÑ x1` r´1n px´x1q. Then
for all n, Pnκλ is a Poisson point process on R
d with intensity κλ by the mapping
theorem. We define Pκλ “ Pκκλ.
Attributes. In the main text, W is defined as a finite set of attribute vectors. In
order to accommodate models with an infinite number of nodes, we next define an
attribute process W that, for any given set of positions X Ď Rd, maps any pair of
elements in X to an attribute vector. This is analogous to the definition of W8 in §5,
except we allow attributes to be non-identically distributed conditional on positions.
To construct W, first let Z˜ be a stochastic process on Rd such that tZ˜pxq; x P Rdu
is i.i.d. and ζ a stochastic process on RdˆRd such that tζpx, x1q : tx, x1u Ď Rdu is i.i.d.,
and ζpx, x1q “ ζpx1, xq for all x, x1. Assume Z˜ K ζ K P1, X. Define Z as a stochastic
process on Rd such that Zpxq “ Hzpx, Z˜pxqq for some function Hz : Rd`dz˜ Ñ Rdz .
This represents the node-level attribute vector associated with the node positioned at
x, which is distributed according to Φp¨ | xq (defined prior to Assumption 5.2). Note
that this construction is without loss of generality and allows for arbitrary dependence
between a node’s attribute vector and her position. Likewise, ζpx, x1q P Rdζ is the
pair-level attribute associated with two nodes respectively positioned at x and x1. For
any X Ď Rd, the attribute process WpX q ” Wp¨, ¨;X q is the mapping from X ˆ X
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to Rdz ˆ Rdz ˆ Rdζ given by
Wpy, y1;X q “ `Hzpy, Z˜pyqq, Hzpy1, Z˜py1qq, ζpy, y1q˘.
Dilation. We often take a (quasi-) composition of W and certain operators. Let
r P R` and x P Rd. Define the dilation operator τx,r : y ÞÑ x ` r´1py ´ xq and its
inverse, the contraction operator, px,r : y ÞÑ py ´ xqr ` x. Abusing notation, we let
τx,rX “ tx` r´1py´xq : y P X u and likewise for px,rX . These operators will be used
extensively in the proofs. For example, in the main text, the quantity r´1n Xn appears
frequently. This is equal to τ0,rnXn. Often it will be convenient to dilate relative
to some other value x rather than 0. To reduce notation, we will sometimes write
τx,rX X S to mean τx,rpX q X S. That is, the order of operations is to prioritize
τx,r before set operations.
Define the stochastic processes Wpx,r and W
˚px,r on R
d ˆ Rd where for any
y, y1 P Rd,
Wpx,rpy, y1q “
`
Hzppx,ry, Z˜ppx,ryqq, Hzppx,ry1, Z˜ppx,ry1qq, ζppx,ry,px,ry1q
˘
, (C.1)
W˚px,rpy, y1q “
`
Hzppx,ry, Z˜pyqq, Hzppx,ry1, Z˜py1qq, ζpy, y1q
˘
. (C.2)
Observe that the corresponding finite dimensional distributions of the two processes
are identical because the marginals of ζ are i.i.d. conditional on positions. For in-
stance, Hzppx,ry, Z˜ppx,ryqq andHzppx,ry, Z˜pyqq have the same distribution Φp¨ |px,ryq.
Functionals. Let X Ď Rd, y P Rd, and r P R`. We prove a central limit theorem
for functionals of the form
Λpτy,rX ,Wpy,rq “
ÿ
xPτy,rX
ξpx, τy,rX ,Wpy,rq,
where ξ has range Rm and satisfies the (quasi-) translation-invariance property that
ξpτy,rx, τy,rX ,Wpy,rq “ ξpτy1,rx, τy1,rX ,Wpy1,rq (C.3)
for any y1 P Rd. The latter equation will be used repeatedly in the proofs. It holds in
our applications because positions only enter the model directly through differences
r´1n ||X 1 ´ X2|| “ ||X 1 ´ τX,rnX2|| or indirectly through attributes W. Also, for
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x R τy,rX , we abbreviate
ξpx, τy,rX Y txu,Wpy,rq “ ξpx, τy,rX ,Wpy,rq. (C.4)
For any random set X Ď Rd, let X 1 be an independent copy of X . For x P Rd, let
Qpx,Rq Ď Rd be a cube with side length R centered at x. Finally, define
Ξxpτx,rX ,Wpx,rq “ Λ pτx,rX Y txu,Wpx,rq ´ Λ pτx,rX ,Wpx,rq , (C.5)
∆xpτx,rX ,Wpx,rq “ Λ pτx,rX ,Wpx,rq ´ Λ pτx,r ppX zQpx, 1qq Y pX 1 XQpx, 1qqq ,Wpx,rq .
(C.6)
(C.7)
The quantity Ξx is the add-one cost, the change in Λ from adding a new node with
position x, while ∆x is the resampling cost of redrawing the positions of all nodes
lying in Qpx, 1q. The definitions of Ξx and ∆x are analogous, respectively, to the
definitions of ∆ in Penrose and Yukich (2001), p. 1008 and ∆x in equation (3.1) of
the same reference. The difference is that we allow for dependence on attributes W.21
The add-once cost shows up in the asymptotic variance, while high-level conditions
on the resampling cost are used to prove a CLT for the Poissonized model.
C.2 Illustrative Example for Notation
This section works through an example comparing the notation in the main text
and the functional notation of §C.1. While nothing apparently insightful occurs in
switching to functional notation, in fact, it simplifies the proofs by including both
finite and limit models in the same setup and provides a compact way to express
limits in closed form, especially the asymptotic variance. The second subsection
below illustrates this point. We avoid functional notation in the main text in order
to connect the presentation to conventional setups.
21Other papers in stochastic geometry allow Λ to depend on a “marked” binomial process, e.g.
Baryshnikov and Yukich (2005) and Penrose and Yukich (2003). This assumes attributes are only
node-specific (ruling out ζ) and also i.i.d. conditional on positions, which is unrealistic in our appli-
cations.
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Recall that n indexes network size. Consider the dyadic regression model where
Aij “ 1t´r´1n }Xi ´Xj} `HzpXi, Z˜jqlooooomooooon
Zi
`HzpXj , Z˜iqlooooomooooon
Zj
`ζij ą 0u
for i ‰ j. Consistent with the previous section, we assume Xn ” tXiuni“1 Ď Rd is i.i.d.
with a continuous density function f with bounded support, tZ˜iuni“1 is i.i.d., tζijuni,j“1
is i.i.d., and Xn K tZ˜iuni“1 K tζijuni,j“1. Note that Zi may be correlated with Xi. The
representation of Zi is without loss of generality and follows §C.1.
We consider an example where the node statistic of interest is the degree
ψi “
ÿ
j‰i
Aij .
The next subsection shows that we can write
řn
i“1 ψi in the form
Λpτx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq “
ÿ
XPτx,rnXn
ξpX, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq
for any x P Rd.
C.2.1 Functional Notation
First, we clarify the functional notation introduced in §C.1. Recall that in the main
text, we defined W “ tpZi, Zj, ζijq : i, j P Nnu. The process W is just a functional
analog. Since positions Xi are continuously distributed, we can use them as node
indices, since Xi ‰ Xj almost surely if and only if i ‰ j. For a node pair pi, jq whose
node positions are Xi “ X and Xj “ X 1, we associate Z˜pXq “ Z˜i, ZpXq “ HzpX,
tildeZiq, ζpX,X 1q “ ζij, and WpX,X 1;Xnq “ pZpXq, ZpX 1q, ζpX,X 1qq. Recall that
WpXnq is shorthand for the random functional Wp¨, ¨;Xnq. We can then express the
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node statistic of interest as
ψi “
ÿ
j‰i
Aij
“
ÿ
jPNn,j‰i
1t´||r´1n Xi ´ r´1n Xj|| ` Zi ` Zj ` ζij ě 0u
“
ÿ
X1Pr´1n Xn,
X1‰r´1n Xi
1t´||r´1n Xi ´X 1|| ` ZpXiq ` ZprnX 1q ` ζpXi, rnX 1q ě 0u (C.8)
“ ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,Wprnpr´1n pXnqqqq.
The last line is just new notation for ξpr´1n Xi, r´1n Xn,W q in the main text.
Recall the dilation and contraction operators τx,r and px,r from §C.1. For r ă 1,
application of the linear operator τx,r to a set “dilates” the set by the magnitude of r
with a shift by x. The transformation px,r is the inverse transformation of τx,r. When
it is applied to a set with r ă 1, it “contracts” the set by the magnitude of r with
a shift by x. Notice that τ0,rx “ r´1x and p0,rx “ rx. With this notation, we can
write
(C.8) “
ÿ
X1Pτ0,rnXn,
X1‰τ0,rnXi
1t´||τ0,rnXi ´X 1|| ` ZpXiq ` Zpp0,rnX 1q ` ζpXi,p0,rnX 1q ě 0u
“
ÿ
X1Pτx,rnXn,
X1‰τx,rnXi
1t´||τx,rnXi ´X 1|| ` Zppx,rnτx,rnXiq ` Zppx,rnX 1q ` ζpXi,px,rnX 1q ě 0u
“ ξ pτx,rnXi, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnpτx,rnXnqq
Then
nÿ
i“1
ψi “
ÿ
XPτx,rnXn
ξ pX, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnpτx,rnXnqq ” Λpτx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq,
where the argument of Wpx,rn on the right-hand side is given by the first argument
of Λ.
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C.2.2 Computing Limits
To give a sense of why the new functional notation is useful for computing limits in
closed form, consider the conditional expected degree. We can compute its limit from
first principles as follows. Recall that Φpz | xq be the conditional distribution of Zi
given Xi. For ψi “
ř
j‰iAij ,
Erψi |Xi “ xs
“ nP `´r´1n ||x´Xj|| ` Zi ` Zj ` ζij ě 0˘
“ n
ż
Rdz
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
P p´||x´ τx,rnx1|| ` z ` z1 ` ζij ě 0q dΦpz1 | x1qfpx1q dx1 dΦpz | xq
“ nrdn
ż
Rdz
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
P p´||x´ y|| ` z ` z1 ` ζij ě 0q dΦpz1 |px,rnyqfppx,rnyq dy dΦpz | xq
nÑ8ÝÑ κfpxq
ż
Rdz
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
P p´||x´ y|| ` z ` z1 ` ζij ě 0q dΦpz1 | xq dy dΦpz | xq,
(C.9)
where the third line uses the change of variables y “ τx,rnx1 and the fourth line uses
Assumption 5.2.
On the other hand, using the previous subsection, Erψi |Xi “ xs “ Erξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnqs.
Below we sketch a general argument showing that this converges to
Erξpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,0qs
“ E
»
——– ÿ
X1PPκfpxq,
X1‰x
1t´||x´X 1|| `Hzpx, Z˜pxqq `Hzpx, Z˜pX 1qq ` ζpx,X 1q ě 0u
fi
ffiffifl .
(C.10)
The payoff is that (C.10) is precisely equal to right-hand side of (C.9) by directly
applying results for calculating the expectation of sums of functionals of Poisson
processes (Lemma H.2).
We next sketch the argument for why (C.10) is the right limit. This argument
applies to much more complicated examples of ξ than the degree. The key assumption
is internal stabilization (defined immediately after Definition 4.3) and regularity
conditions. First note that internal stabilization intuitively holds for degree ψi for
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reasons discussed in §4.3: the value of ψi is invariant to the removal of nodes in the
network not connected to i, and this is a model without strategic interactions. Hence,
following the line of argument in §7.3, we can define the radius of stabilization as
Rξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq
“ max
X1Pτx,rnXn
t||x´X 1|| : ´||x´X 1|| ` Zpxq ` Zppx,rnX 1q ` ζppx,rnx,px,rnX 1q ě 0u ,
which is the largest distance between node i’s position and that of any node in her
1-neighborhood. Since this neighborhood is asymptotically bounded by sparsity, in-
tuitively Rψ should inherit this property, since nodes would not be connected if their
distance is large. Hence, ψi satisfies internal stabilization.
Having verified stabilization, we use this property to show that Erξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnqs
converges to (C.10). The argument below holds for any functional satisfying internal
stabilization (and other regularity conditions to be discussed). To show convergence,
for any R ą 0, define the event
Enx pRq “
 
τx,rnXn XQpx,Rq “ Pnκfpxq XQpx,Rq
(
,
the event that the set of node positions in the finite and limit models coincide in a
neighborhood of x. Define
Rn “ maxtRξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq,Rξpx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnqu,
the largest of the radii of stabilization in the finite and limit models. For states of
the world in the event Enx pRq X tR ą Rnu,
ξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx, τx,rnXn XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq
“ ξpx,Pκfpxq XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnq,
where the first and third equalities use the definition of the radius of stabilization Rξ
(Definition C.1), and the second equality uses the definition of Enx pRq. Therefore, for
any ǫ ą 0,
P
`ˇˇ
ξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq ´ ξpx,Pnκfpxq,Wpx,rnq
ˇˇ ą ǫ˘ ď PpEnx pRqcq `PpRn ą Rq,
(C.11)
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where Enx pRqc is the complement of Enx pRq. Internal stabilization means
lim
RÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
PpRn ą Rq “ 0.
Furthermore, for any R ą 0, the binomial and Poisson processes asymptotically
coincide:
lim
nÑ8
PpEnXpRqcq “ 0
(see Lemma H.1). Combining these with (C.11), we have
ˇˇ
ξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq ´ ξpx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnq
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
Since Pnκfpxq
d“ Pκfpxq, by uniform bounded moments (Assumption C.3) and the dom-
inated convergence theorem,
ˇˇ
E rξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnqs ´ E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnq
‰ ˇˇÑ 0.
Finally under a continuity condition, (Assumption C.5),
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnq
‰ “ E “ξpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,rnq‰Ñ E “ξpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,0q‰ ,
so by the triangle inequality, the right-hand side is the limit ofE rξpx, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rnqs,
as desired.
C.3 Definitions
Before stating the high-level conditions for a CLT, we first need several definitions.
Definition C.1. Let X Ď Rd be a random set of a.s. unique elements and x P Rd.
We say Rξpx,X ,Wpx,rq22 is a radius of stabilization of ξ if
ξpx,X ,Wpx,rq “ ξpx,X XH,Wpx,rq (C.12)
for any r P R`, and H Ě Qpx,Rξpx,X ,Wpx,rqq, and
Rξpx, τx,rX ,Wpx,rq “ Rξpτy,rx, τy,rX ,Wpy,rq (C.13)
22If x R X , we abbreviate Rξpx,X ,Wpx,rq ” Rξpx,X Y txu,Wpx,rq.
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for any y P Rd.
The first requirement is the main definition of a radius of stabilization, that the
removal of nodes outside this radius does not affect x’s node statistic. Equation
(C.13) imposes the same translation invariance property required of ξ in (C.3). It is
convenient to maintain the same property for Rξ, and this will be trivially satisfied
in our applications.
In what follows, let tX˜nunPN be a sequence of random subsets of Rd with a.s.
unique elements.
Definition C.2. A radius of stabilization Rξp¨q is increasing on tX˜nunPN if for all
x P Rd, n sufficiently large, and H Ď Rd,
Rξpx, τx,rnX˜n XH,Wpx,rnq ď Rξpx, τx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq.
This says that removing nodes can only shrink the radius of stabilization.
Definition C.3. Let Rξp¨q be a radius of stabilization and G ” Gp¨q ” tGnp¨qunPN,
where for any x P Rd, Gnpxq Ď Rd. We say ξ is pRξ, Gq-stabilizing on tX˜nunPN if for
any x P Rd and x1 P τx,rnpX˜n YGnpxqq,
Rξpx1, τx,rnpX˜n YGnpxqq,Wpx,rnq “ Opp1q.
This is qualitatively the same as the notion of stabilization in Leung (2019c). It is
analogous to what is often referred to as “internal stabilization,” that the ego’s statistic
ξ is unaffected by nodes positioned outside an asymptotically bounded neighborhood
defined by Rξ (Penrose, 2007). In our setting the requirement is weaker, since the
definition of the radius of stabilization only requires that the ego’s statistic is unaf-
fected by the removal of nodes outside the radius but still may be affected by the
addition of new nodes outside.
The next two definitions are analogous to the notions of external and exponential
stabilization given in §4.2.
Definition C.4. ξ is Rξ-externally stabilizing on tX˜nunPN if for all n and x P Rd,
there exists Renpxq ” Repx, τx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq ě 0 such that the following properties
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hold.
(a) Renpxq “ Opp1q uniformly in x, i.e.
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
sup
xPRd
PpRenpxq ą Rq “ 0.
(b) Rep¨q is increasing, i.e. for all x P Rd, n sufficiently large, and H Ď Rd,
Repx, τx,rnX˜n XH,Wpx,rnq ď Repx, τx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq.
(c) Define RX ” RξpX, τX,rnpX˜n Y txuq,WpX,rnq and QX ” QpX,RXrnq. For any
X P X˜n, if
ξ
`
X, τX,rn
`pX˜n Y txuq XQX˘,WpX,rn˘ ‰ ξ`X, τX,rn`X˜n XQX˘,WpX,rn˘ a.s.,
then Qpτx,rnX,RXq Ď Qpx,Renpxqq for any n sufficiently large.
Definition C.5. ξ is Rξ-binomial exponentially stabilizing if for some n˜, c, ǫ ą 0,
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
HĎRd
sup
x,yPRd
P pRξpx, τx,rnpXm´1 XHq Y tyu,Wpx,rnq ě rq ď c exp t´crǫu .
It is Rξ-Poisson exponentially stabilizing if for some n˜, c, ǫ ą 0,
sup
nąn˜
sup
x,yPRd
P pRξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tyu,Wpx,rnq ě rq ď c exp t´crǫu .
C.4 High-Level Conditions
We now state the high-level conditions required for a CLT. The first requires in-
ternal and external stabilization to hold on a variety of different point sets. Let
f¯ “ supx fpxq.
Assumption C.1 (Stabilization). There exists a radius of stabilization Rξ such that
the following statements hold.
(a) For νpnq P rn{2, 3n{2s for all n. We require ξ to be pRξ, Gq-stabilizing on
tXνpnqunPN and tPnf¯unPN for any G “ tGnpxqunPN such that Gnpxq Ď tx1,px,rnyu
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for some x1, y P Rd and all n P N, x P Rd.23
(b) Rξ-externally stabilizing on tXνpnqunPN and tPnf¯unPN, where νpnq ă n and νpnq{nÑ
1.
(c) Rξ is increasing on tXνpnqunPN and tPnf¯unPN for νpnq defined in either part (a)
or (b).
For a law of large numbers, Leung (2019c) only requires a weaker form of (a). The
main additional complication here is the set G, a generalization which is used in the
proofs of Lemmas H.4 and H.11.
Assumption C.2 (Exponential Stabilization). There exists a radius of stabilization
Rξ such that ξ is Rξ-binomial exponentially stabilizing and Rξ-Poisson exponentially
stabilizing.
This strengthens aspects of part (a) of Assumption C.1 by imposing tail conditions
on the radius of stabilization.
Assumption C.3 (Bounded Moments). There exists C ă 8 such that
max
!
E
“
ξ px, τx,rnpXm YGq XHn,Wpx,rnq8
‰
,E
“
ξ
`
x, pPκf¯ YGq XHn,Wpx,rn
˘8 ‰) ă C
for all n P N, m P rn{2, 3n{2s, tHnunPN with Hn Ď Rd, G P ttyu,∅u, and x, y P Rd.
Leung (2019c) only requires 2` ǫ moments for a law of large numbers. We conjecture
that Assumption C.3 can be relaxed to 4` ǫ moments.24
Assumption C.4 (Polynomial Bound). For any X Ď Rd, x P Rd, r P R`,
|ξpx,X ,Wpx,rq| ď c|X |c (C.14)
a.s., for some positive constant c.
23The purpose of Pnf¯ is that τx,rnPnf¯
d“ Pκf¯ by the mapping theorem for Poisson processes (e.g.
Kingman, 1993).
24Indeed, the proof of the Poissonized CLT (Theorem H.1) follows through if we relax
Definition H.3 to 2 ` ǫ moments. However, the moment calculation in Lemma H.5 becomes more
complicated.
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Let ξi be the ith component of ξ. Define
vijpx; rq “ E
“
ξipx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,rqξjpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,rq
‰
,
cijpx, y; rq “ E
“
ξipx,Pκfpxq Y tyu,W˚px,rqξjpy,Pκfpxq Y txu,W˚px,rq
‰
,
mipy; rq “ E
“
ξipx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,rq
‰
,
αprq “ ErΞXpPκfpXq,W˚pX,rqs.
Let αiprq be the ith component of αprq.
Assumption C.5 (Continuity). For any i, j “ 1, . . . , k and x, y P Rd, the quantities
vijpx; rq, cijpx, y; rq, mipy; rq, and αiprq are continuous at r “ 0.
This assumption is used to explicitly compute the limiting asymptotic variance. It
is analogous to Assumption 8(b) in Leung (2019c). We discuss primitive sufficient
conditions in §I.4.
C.5 Main Results
This section states the general CLT used to prove all normal approximations in the
applications. Unlike §3, the setup here does not require the simplifying assumption
that node-level attributes tZiuiPN are i.i.d. conditional on the set of node positions.
We first state the result for the case in which ξ is real-valued.
Theorem C.1 (Univariate CLT). Suppose ξ is R-valued and Assumptions C.1–C.5
hold for the same radius of stabilization Rξ. Define
σ2 “
ż
Rd
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,0q2
‰
fpxq dx
` κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ˆ
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tyu,W˚px,0qξpy,Pκfpxq Y txu,W˚px,0q
‰
´ E “ξpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,0q‰E “ξpy,Pκfpxq,W˚px,0q‰
˙
fpxq2 dxdy. (C.15)
Then σ2 ě αp0q2, and
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2 ´ αp0q2˘ .
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Moreover, if there exists r¯ P p0, κs such that ΞXpPκfpXq,W˚pX,rq has a non-degenerate
distribution for all r P r0, r¯s, then σ2 ą αp0q2.
Proof. See Appendix H.
Non-degeneracy of the add-one cost ΞX should hold for most statistics of empirical in-
terest, since at the very least, the addition ofX to the model adds ξpX,PκfpXq,W˚pX,rq
to the network moment. The addition of X also may affect the node statistics of ex-
isting nodes, but that indirect effect would have to exactly cancel out with the direct
effect of X’s node statistic in order for the add-one cost to be degenerate.
Next we turn to the multivariate case. Let Σ be the kˆk matrix with ij-th entry
equal to
ż
Rd
vijpx; 0qfpxq dx`κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
pcijpx, y; 0q ´mipx; 0qmjpy; 0qq fpxq2 dx dy´αip0qαjp0q.
Theorem C.2 (Multivariate CLT). Suppose Assumptions C.1–C.5 hold for the same
radius of stabilization Rξ for each component of ξ (the radius may be component-
specific). Then
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0,Σq ,
where Σ is positive semidefinite. Moreover, if there exists r¯ P p0, κs such that, for all
r P r0, r¯s and t P Rmzt0u, t1ΞXpPκfpXq,W˚pX,rq has a non-degenerate distribution,
then Σ is positive definite.
Proof. Let t P Rm. Under the assumptions of the theorem, t1Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem C.1. The result follows from the Cramér-Wold
device.
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D General CLT for Static Network Data
D.1 Model
We prove a general CLT for the static model in §7 by deriving primitive sufficient
conditions for Theorem C.2. In §7, we consider a network formation model with
primitives given by the tuple
pV, λ,Xn,W, rnq,
where V is the latent index determining pairwise stability, λ the selection mechanism,
Xn a set of n node positions, W the attribute array, and rn the sparsity parameter.
Here, we need to consider a more general model that conforms with §C.1 and C.5.
Let X Ď Rd be a random set that, with probability one, is at most countable
and consists of unique elements. We consider static models of network formation
characterized by the tuple
pV, λ, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q (D.1)
for x P Rd. We will henceforth interchangeably refer to a node and its position, the
latter of which may effectively be regarded as the label of a node. This is well-defined
because the elements of X are assumed to be unique.
Let A “ λpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q be the pairwise stable network realized under model
(D.1). To emphasize its dependence on the primitives, we may writeApτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q.
We view A as a random mapping from pairs of node positions x1, x2 P τx,rnX to t0, 1u,
representing the presence or absence of a link between the two nodes.
We prove a CLT for network moments of the form
Λpτx,rnXn,Wpx,rnq ”
ÿ
XPτx,rnXn
ψpX, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rn, Apτx,rnXn,Wpx,rn, 1qq
”
ÿ
XPτx,rnXn
ψpX, τx,rnXn,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq,
where the last line abbreviates by suppressing the dependence of A on its first two
arguments, and the node statistic function ψp¨q is Rm-valued.
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D.2 Core Assumptions
In the main text, Assumptions 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 are stated in terms of the finite model
where positions are given by Xn. We will henceforth assume that the conditions hold
for any model of the form (D.1). For conditions ensuring equilibrium existence, see
the discussion in Leung (2019c).
Subcriticality (Assumption 7.4) is one of two key weak dependence conditions
required to verify the stabilization conditions. The second is a decentralized selection
assumption briefly discussed in §7, which corresponds to Assumption 7 of Leung
(2019c). To state this formally, we require several definitions. For x1, x2 P τx,rnX ,
define
Dx1x2p1q “ 1
"
sup
s
V p||x1 ´ x2||, s, Wpx,rnpx1, x2qq ą 0
X inf
s
V p||x1 ´ x2||, s,Wpx,rnpx1, x2qq ď 0
)
,
Note thatDx1x2p1q “ 1 if and only if the potential link between x1 and x2 is non-robust,
in the terminology following (7.3). Interpret Dp1q “ tDx1x2p1q : x1, x2 P τx,rnX u as a
network on τx,rnX , where the set of positions τx,rnX will be left implicit, as it should
be clear from context.
Recall that the components of a network are connected subnetworks that are dis-
connected from all other nodes in the network. For x1 P τx,rnX , let Cpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq Ď
τx,rnX be the set of nodes (i.e. node positions) in the component of Dp1q that con-
tains x1, or for short, the Dp1q-component of x1. Following Leung (2019c), define the
strategic neighborhood of x1 as
C`x1 “ Cpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qqY 
y P τx,rnX : Dy1 P Cpy, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq
s.t. inf
s
V p||y ´ y1||, s,Wpx,rnpy, y1qq ą 0
(
. (D.2)
Let C`pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q be the set of all strategic neighborhoods.
Adapting the definition in Assumption 7.2, the selection mechanism λpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q
is a functional with range equal to the set of pairwise stable networksApτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q.
For C` P C`pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q, let λpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q
ˇˇ
C`
be the restriction of the
range of λ to ApC`,Wpx,rn, 1q, i.e. the set of pairwise stable networks on only C`.
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Assumption D.1 (Decentralized Selection). There exists a selection mechanism
λ1pC`,Wpx,rn, 1q with range ApC`,Wpx,rn, 1q, such that for any strategic neigh-
borhood C` P C`pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q, λpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q
ˇˇ
C`
“ λ1pC`,Wpx,rn, 1q.
This states that the selection mechanism λ is “decentralized” in the sense that it
operates separately across strategic neighborhoods, as dictated by λ1. In particular,
for each such neighborhood C`, the latent process through which the subnetwork of
A on C` is selected does not depend on the positions and attributes of nodes outside
of the neighborhood. As discussed in Leung (2019c), this is satisfied by variants of
myopic best response dynamics.
D.3 Regularity Conditions
We state three regularity conditions required for a CLT. Define
T “ tpx, zq : x P Rd, z P supppΦp¨ | xqqu. (D.3)
Assumption D.2 (D Density). Either (a) p1px, z; x1, z1q “ 0 for any px, z, x1, z1q, or
(b) for Φ˚ defined in Assumption 7.4,
inf
px,zqPT
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q dΦ˚pz1q dx1 ą 0.
If p1px, z; x1, z1q “ 0 everywhere, then this corresponds to a model without strategic
interactions. For models with strategic interactions, part (b) implies D is asymptoti-
cally nondegenerate. That is, there must be a nontrivial share of non-robust potential
links in the network. This is typically easy to show after verifying Assumption 7.4.
See Leung (2019c) for some examples verifying the latter.
For the next assumption, let ψip¨q denote the ith component of ψp¨q. Further
define
vijpx; rq “ E
“
ψipx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,r, Ap1qqψjpx,Pκfpxq,W˚px,r, Ap1qq
‰
,
cijpx, y; rq “ E
“
ψipx,Pκfpxq Y tyu,W˚px,r, Ap1qqψjpy,Pκfpxq Y txu,W˚px,r, Ap1qq
‰
,
mipy; rq “ E
“
ψipy,Pκfpxq,W˚px,r, Ap1qq
‰
.
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Define the add-one cost
ΞXprq “
ÿ
X1PPκfpXqYtXu
ψ
`
X 1,PκfpXq Y tXu,W˚pX,r, Ap1q
˘
´
ÿ
X1PPκfpXq
ψ
`
X 1,PκfpXq,W
˚pX,r, Ap1q
˘
, (D.4)
and let αprq “ ErΞXprqs and αiprq be its ith component.
Assumption D.3 (Continuity). (a) The probability mass/density function associated
with Φp¨ | xq is continuous in x. (b) For any i, j “ 1, . . . , k and x, y P Rd, we have
that vijpx; rq, cijpx, y; rq, mipy; rq, and αiprq are continuous at r “ 0.
This is analogous to Assumption 8 in Leung (2019c), which only requires continuity for
the limiting network moment, since the main result there is a LLN. The assumption
is satisfied if the attributes are i.i.d. conditional on positions, meaning that, in the
notation of §3, Hzp¨, ¨q does not vary in its first argument. In §I.4 we show that for
leading cases of interest, Assumption D.3 is satisfied under weak continuity conditions
on the structural primitives.
Our last regularity condition imposes uniformly bounded moments and the uni-
form polynomial bound.
Assumption D.4 (Bounded Moments).
(a) Recall that f¯ “ supx fpxq. There exists C ă 8 such that
max
 
E
“
ψ px, τx,rnpXm YGq XHn,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq8
‰
,
E
“
ψ
`
x, pPnf¯ YGq XHn,Wpx,rn, Ap1q
˘8 ‰) ă C
for n sufficiently large, m P rn{2, 3n{2s, tHnunPN with Hn Ď Rd, G P ttyu,∅u,
and x, y P Rd.
(b) For any X Ď Rd, x P Rd, r P R`,
|ψpx, τx,rX ,Wpx,r, Aprqq| ď c|X |c
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a.s., for some positive constant c.
The first requirement is analogous to equation (12) in Leung (2019c).
D.4 Main Result
Let Σ be the k ˆ k matrix with ij-th entry equal to
ż
Rd
vijpx; 0qfpxq dx` κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
pcijpx, y; 0q ´mipx; 0qmjpy; 0qq fpxq2 dx dy
´ αip0qαjp0q. (D.5)
Theorem D.1. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.1–7.4, and D.1–D.4,
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0,Σq .
Moreover, if there exists r¯ P p0, κs such that, for all r P r0, r¯s and t P Rmzt0u, t1ΞXprq
in (D.4) has a non-degenerate distribution, then Σ is positive definite.
In §I.4, we explicitly compute Σ for the case of subnetwork counts.
D.5 Sketch of Proof
This section expands on the proof sketch in §7.3. Unlike that discussion where ψ
is only 1-local, for the general K-local case Ji is slightly more complicated. For
x1, x2 P τx,rnX , define
Mx1x2p1q “ 1
"
sup
s
V p||x1 ´ x2||, s,Wpx,rnpx1, x2qq ą 0
*
. (D.6)
Note that Mx1x2p1q “ 1 if and only if the potential link between x1 and x2 in A is
not robustly absent, in the terminology following (7.3). Interpret Mp1q “ tMx1x2p1q :
x1, x2 P τx,rnX u as a network on τx,rnX , where the set of positions X will be left
implicit as it should be clear from context. Observe that Apτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q is a
subnetwork of Mp1q. Let NMp1qpx1, Kq Ď τx,rnX be the set of nodes (node positions)
in the K-neighborhood of x1 in the network Mp1q.
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For the network formation model (D.1), the relevant set of node x1 is
Jx1 ” Jx1pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq “
ď 
C`y : y P NMp1qpx1, Kq
(
. (D.7)
As with C`x1 andNMp1qpx1, Kq, this is a subset of τx,rnX . By Lemma 1 of Leung (2019c)
(restated as Lemma D.1 below), anyK-local node statistic ψpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq
is entirely determined by the union of strategic neighborhoods of nodes in the K-
neighborhood of x1 under the network Mp1q. That is, under Assumptions 7.1, 7.3,
and D.1,
ψpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq “ ψpx1, Jx1,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq. (D.8)
In light of this result, we define the radius of stabilization Rξ for x
1 P τx,rnX as
Rnpx1q ” Rpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq “ max
yPJx1
||x1 ´ y||. (D.9)
This is clearly increasing, since removing nodes from the network only can shrink the
size of Jx1.
For exponential stabilization to hold, the main step is to show that |Jx1| has
exponential tails. We will focus on this step below, as subsequently establishing that
Rnpx1q has exponential tails is mostly a technical matter. The key idea is to explore
Jx1 using a breadth-first search of the network, which may be viewed as a branching
process, and then to use techniques in branching process theory to estimate its size.
First explore the K-neighborhood of a node x1 in Mp1q by starting at x1 and then
repeatedly branching out to neighbors, followed by neighbors of neighbors, etc., in the
manner of a breadth-first search, terminating after K steps in the network. Then for
each node y explored in this fashion, explore C`y by starting at y, iteratively branching
out to neighbors in Dp1q, and indefinitely repeating this breadth-first search. When
there are no more new nodes to explore, then for each z P Cy, we branch out to their
1-neighborhoods in Mp1q, which completes our exploration of C`y .25 Repeating this
for each y P NMp1qpx1, Kq, we have explored Jx1.
Under Assumption 5.1, we can show that Mp1q is sparse by (5.4), and better yet,
thatK-neighborhood sizes have exponential tails. Under Assumption 7.4, the branch-
ing process on Dp1q is subcritical, since the expected number of neighbors of any node
25Technically speaking, the last step ends up overestimating the size of C`y because the 1-
neighborhood of a node z in Mp1q is a superset of the set of nodes linked to z through a robust
link.
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is less than one. Consequently, the process is below the replacement rate and even-
tually reaches extinction in finite time. Hence, |Jx1| “ Opp1q. We can strengthen this
claim to exponential tails with an additional regularity condition (Assumption D.2),
thus verifying exponential stabilization. We formalize these arguments in Lemmas
D.2 and D.3 of Appendix D, showing that |Jx1| is stochastically bounded by a cer-
tain Galton-Walton branching process. The proof that the branching process has
exponential tails in the subcritical regime draws on a line of argument due to Turova
(2012); see Lemma I.4.
The argument for external stabilization is similar. We need to construct
Renpxq “ Opp1q such that Qpx,Renpxqq contains Qpy,Rnpyqq for all nodes y P τx,rnX
such that the removal of x from the network changes y’s node statistic. By (D.8) all
such nodes y must have x in their relevant set, so we can take
Renpxq “ max
 ||x´ z|| : z P τx,rnX and Dy such that x P Jy and ||y ´ z|| ď Rnpyq(.
This is the analog ofRenpXiq in §4.3. Similar to the argument for exponential stabiliza-
tion, the key steps to proving that this is Opp1q are to show (1) |ty : x P Jyu| “ Opp1q
and (2) |Jy| “ Opp1q for any j. Claim (2) is a consequence of exponential stabilization.
We next sketch out the argument for why (1) is plausible under our conditions.
Recall that Jy is constructed as follows. Starting from y, we branch out to
NMp1qpy,Kq. Then for each y1 in the latter set, we branch out to Cy1. Finally, for
each z in the latter set, we branch out to the set of nodes z1 that are linked to z and
whose links are robust (recall the definition of robustness following (7.3)). The set of
nodes thus explored is Jy. We can construct ty : x P Jyu by running this process in
reverse. Starting at x, we branch out to NMp1qpx, 1q, which is a superset of all nodes
robustly linked to x. Then for each y in the latter set, branch out to Cy. Finally, for
each z in the latter set, branch out to NMp1qpz,Kq. The set of nodes thus explored is
Jex ”
 
NMp1qpz,Kq : z P Cy for some y P NMp1qpx, 1q
(
.
By the arguments for exponential stabilization, each of the sets explored in this
process is Opp1q in size, and therefore |Jex| “ Opp1q. Since ty : x P Jyu Ď Jex, claim
(1) follows. We formalize these arguments in Lemma D.3.
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D.6 Proof of Main Result
Proof of Theorem D.1. We apply Theorem C.2, verifying Assumptions C.1–
C.5 component-wise. Assumptions C.3 and C.4 hold under Assumption D.4, and
Assumption C.5 holds under Assumption D.3(b). The challenging conditions to verify
are Assumptions C.1 and C.2. These hold by Lemmas D.2 and D.3 that follow next.
A key step in this proof is the construction of the relevant set. Recall the definition
of Jx1 from (D.7). The next lemma shows that the node statistic of x
1 only depends
on its arguments through the positions and attributes of nodes in Jx1.
Lemma D.1. Under Assumptions 7.1, 7.3, and D.1, (D.8) holds.
Proof. This is Lemma 1 of Leung (2019c). We reproduce the proof using our
notation. Recall that Apτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q is the set of pairwise stable networks
under model (D.1). For any A ” Apτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q in that set, let AC be the
subnetwork of A on C Ď τx,rnX , and Axx1 the potential link between x, x1 in A.
We first show that, under Assumption 7.1, for any strategic neighborhood C` P
C`pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q,
ApC`,Wpx,rn, 1q “ tAC` : A P Apτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1qu. (D.10)
Consider any x1, y P C` and w P τx,rnX with w R C`. Let A P Apτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q
and Ap´wq P Apτx,rnX zw,Wpx,rn, 1q. Since w R C`, by construction, Ax1w and Ayw
are robustly absent, so by Assumption 7.1, these do not enter into
Sp||x1 ´ y||, t||x2 ´ y1|| : x2, y1 P τx,rnX u,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq
(the analog of Sij in the general setup of (D.1)). Then even if w is removed from
the model, the current state of Ax1y remains pairwise stable, or more formally, Ax1y “
1tV p||x1 ´ y||, Sx1yp´wq,Wpx,rnpx, yqq ą 0u, where
Sx1yp´wq “ Sp||x1 ´ y||, t||x2 ´ y1|| : x2, y1 P τx,rnX ztwuu,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq.
Since x1, y, w are arbitrary, (D.10) follows.
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By Assumption 7.3, ψpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq depends on its arguments only
through the positions, attributes, and potential links of nodes in NApx1, Kq. Since
Ax1y ďMx1yp1q, the same statement is true if we replace NApx1, Kq with NMp1qpx1, Kq.
Consider an arbitrary node pair py, wq P NMp1qpx1, Kq. By (D.10) and Assumption D.1,
the realization of Ayw is determined by the positions and attributes of nodes in
C`y YC`w . Hence, ψpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq only depends on its arguments through
the strategic neighborhoods of nodes in NMp1qpx1, Kq. The result follows from the
definition of Jx1.
Recall the definition of the radius of stabilization (D.9). The next lemma estab-
lishes internal stabilization and shows (D.9) is increasing.
Lemma D.2. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.1, 7.3, 7.4, D.1, and D.3(a), Assumption C.1(a)
and (c) hold for any component of the vector-valued node statistic ψ.
Proof. This proof makes use of branching process notation introduced in §I.1. We
will mark clearly when this notation is first used.
Part (c) For any H Ď Rd,
Jx1pτx,rnX XH,Wpx,rnq Ď Jx1pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq, (D.11)
since removing nodes only shrinks the size of the relevant set. Then part (c) of
Assumption C.1 is immediate for radius of stabilization (D.9).
Part (a) We show that (D.9) is bounded in probability under model (D.1) with
X “ X˜n Y tx1, ynu,
where x1 P Rd, yn “ px,rnpyq for y P Rd, and either X˜n “ Pnf¯ for all n, or X˜n “ Xνpnq
for all n.
Step 1. We first prove that for any z P τx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,
|Jzpτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnq| “ Opp1q. (D.12)
By Lemma D.4 below, the relevant set of z is contained in the union of z’s relevant
set when another node z1 is removed from the model and the relevant set of z1 when
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z is removed from the model. Therefore,
Jzpτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnq Ď Jzpτx,rnpX˜n Y tynuq,Wpx,rnq
Y Jτx,rnx1pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuqztzu,Wpx,rnq
Ď Jτx,rnynpτx,rnpX˜n Y tynuqztzu,Wpx,rnq Y Jzpτx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq
Y Jτx,rnx1pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1uqztzu,Wpx,rnq. (D.13)
It suffices to show that each of the sets on the right-hand side has asymptotically
bounded size. Observe that for any y P Rd,
Jτx,rnypτx,rnpX˜n Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq “ Jypτy,rnpX˜n Y tyuq,Wpy,rnq.
This follows because positions enter the model either directly through differences,
e.g. ||τx,rnX ´ τx,rnX 1|| “ ||τy,rnX ´ τy,rnX 1|| for X,X 1 P X˜n, or indirectly through
the attribute process. Thus, the rescaled model (D.1) generates the same network
outcome regardless of the centering value x. Therefore, to show (D.12), it suffices to
show that
|Jypτx,rnX˜n Y tyu,Wpx,rnq| “ Opp1q. (D.14)
The next two steps prove this.
Step 2. The argument for (D.14) is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 in Leung
(2019c), and the main idea is the branching process argument summarized in §D.5.
This step, as well as step 3, make use of the branching process notation in §I.1.
By Lemma I.1, for n sufficiently large, the left-hand side of (D.14) is stochastically
dominated by the branching process size XˆKrnpy, Zpyqq defined in §I.1.2. Recall from
that section that this process is generated through the following three steps: first run a
fixed-depth branching process BKrnpy, Zpyqq defined in (I.7); second, using the notation
defined prior to Lemma I.1 in §I.1.3, generate tXrnpx1, z1q : px1, z1q P BKrnpy, Zpyqqu in-
dependently, conditional onBKrnpy, Zpyqq; and third, conditional on the set of particles
Ψn generated from the second step, draw tX˜1rnpx2, z2q : px2, z2q P Ψnu independently
(X˜1rnpx2, z2q is defined in §I.1).
We next show that XˆKrnpy, Zpyqq is asymptotically bounded. This requires some
new definitions. Take any Xrnpx1, z1q generated in the second step and add all particles
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generated by this process to a set Trnpx1, z1q. (So |Trnpx1, z1q| “ Xrnpx1, z1q.) Define
X
23
rn
px1, z1q “ Xrnpx1, z1q `
ÿ
px2,z2qPTrn px
1,z1q
X˜
1
rn
px2, z2q.
That is, we add to Xrnpx1, z1q the size of each 1-depth branching process generated in
step 3 that is initialized at a particle in Trnpx1, z1q. Then
P
´
Xˆ
K
rn
py, Zpyqq ą B
¯
“ P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B
˛
‚
ď P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą BX |BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1
˛
‚
`P `|BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ą B1˘ .
Since |BKrnpy, Zpyqq| d“ X˜Krnpy, Zpyqq, this is asymptotically bounded by Lemma I.9.
That is, for any ε ą 0, we can choose B1 large enough such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P
`|BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ą B1˘ ă ε{2.
On the other hand,
P
ˆ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą BX |BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1
˙
“ E
„
P
ˆ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B
ˇˇˇ
ˇBKrnpy, Zpyqq
˙
ˆ 1t|BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1u

ď E
„ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇBKrnpy, Zpyqq˘
ˆ 1t|BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1u

. (D.15)
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Given the way in which X23rnpx1, z1q is generated above, we have
X
23
rn
px1, z1q K BKrnpy, Zpyqq
ˇˇ px1, z1q
for n sufficiently large. Hence (D.15) is bounded above by
B1E
„
max
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇx1, z1˘1t|BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1u

. (D.16)
For n sufficiently large, rn ď r1 for some r1 P p0, κs. Thus, |BKrnpy, Zpyqq| d“
X˜
K
rn
py, Zpyqq is stochastically dominated by X˜Kr1 py, Zpyqq, by inspection of the intensity
measure (I.5), since a higher value r1 only changes the process by increasing the
expected number of generated offspring. Hence,
(D.16) ď B1E
«
max
px1,z1qPBK
r1
py,Zpyqq
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇx1, z1˘1t|BKr1 py, Zpyqq| ď B1u
ff
.
(D.17)
Now, assume for the moment that
lim
BÑ8
P
`
X
23
r1 px, Zpxqq ą B
ˇˇ
Zpxq˘ “ 0 a.s. for any x P Rd and r1 sufficiently small.
(D.18)
(We will prove this claim in step 3 below.) Then
lim
BÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
max
px1,z1qPBK
r1
py,Zpyqq
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇx1, z1˘1t|BKr1 py, Zpyqq| ď B1u a.s.“ 0.
Hence, by the bounded convergence theorem, for any ε, B1 ą 0, we can choose B large
enough such that
lim sup
nÑ8
(D.16) ď lim sup
nÑ8
(D.17) ă ε{2.
We have therefore shown that for any ε ą 0, we can choose B large enough such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P
´
|Jypτx,rnX˜n Y tyu,Wpx,rnq| ą B
¯
ă ε, (D.19)
which is (D.14).
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Step 3. We prove (D.18). The argument is the same as step 1. We have
P
`
X
23
rn
px, Zpxqq ą B˘ “ P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
X˜
1
rn
px1, z1q ą B
˛
‚
ď P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
X˜
1
rn
px1, z1q ą BX Xrnpx, Zpxqq ď B1
˛
‚
`P pXrnpx, Zpxqq ą B1q .
By Lemma I.6, for any ε ą 0, we can choose B1 large enough such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P pXrnpx, Zpxqq ą B1q ă ε{2. (D.20)
On the other hand,
P
ˆ ÿ
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
X˜rnpx1, z1; 1q ą BX Xrnpx, Zpxqq ď B1
˙
“ E
„
P
ˆ ÿ
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
X˜rnpx1, z1; 1q ą B
ˇˇˇ
ˇ Trnpx, Zpxqq
˙
ˆ 1t|Trnpx, Zpxqq| ď B1u

ď E
„ ÿ
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
P
´
X˜rnpx1, z1; 1q ą B{B1
ˇˇ
Trnpx, Zpxqq
¯
ˆ 1t|Trnpx, Zpxqq| ď B1u

.
Since X˜1rnpx1, z1q K Trnpx, Zpxqq
ˇˇ px1, z1q, for n sufficiently large, the right-hand side is
bounded above by
B1E
„
max
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
P
´
X˜
1
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇx1, z1¯1t|Trnpx, Zpxqq| ď B1u

. (D.21)
Note that for n sufficiently large, |Trnpx, Zpxqq| d“ Xrnpx, Zpxqq is stochastically domi-
nated by Xr1px, Zpxqq for some r1 P p0, κs by inspection of the intensity measure (I.1).
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Hence,
(D.21) ď B1E
„
max
px1,z1qPTr1px,Zpxqq
P
´
X˜
1
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇ x1, z1¯ 1t|Tr1px, Zpxqq| ď B1u

.
(D.22)
Then using Lemma I.9,
lim
BÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
max
px1,z1qPTrn px,Zpxqq
P
´
X˜
1
r1px1, z1q ą B{B1
ˇˇ
x1, z1
¯
1t|Trnpx, Zpxqq| ď B1u a.s.“ 0.
Hence, by the bounded convergence theorem, for any ε, B1 ą 0, we can choose B large
enough such that
lim sup
nÑ8
(D.21) ď lim sup
nÑ8
(D.22) ă ε{2.
Combined with (D.20), this proves (D.18).
Step 4. Having shown asymptotic boundedness of the relevant set, we can finally
establish that the induced radius of stabilization for x2 P τx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq satisfies
Rpx2, τx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, yuq,Wpx,rnq “ Opp1q. (D.23)
In the remainder of the proof of step 2, we abbreviate the relevant set of x2 as
Jx2 “ Jx2pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnq.
Recall the definition of the radius of stabilization from (D.9). By the law of total
probability, the probability that this radius for node x2 exceeds some constant C is
P
ˆ
max
yPJx2
||x2 ´ y|| ą C
˙
ď P p|Jx2 | ą Bq `P
ˆ
max
yPJx2
||x2 ´ y|| ą CX |Jx2| ď B
˙
.
(D.24)
By steps 1–3, (D.12) holds, so for ε ą 0, we can choose B such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P p|Jx2 | ą Bq ă ε{2. (D.25)
Consider the second probability on the right-hand side of (D.24). Under the event
|Jx2 | ď B, it follows that Jx2 Ď NMp1qpx2, Bq. This is because Jx2 contains nodes
indirectly connected to x2 through either Dp1q or Mp1q. Since Dp1q is a subnetwork
of Mp1q, if Jx2 has at most B nodes, then every node in the set must be no more
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than path distance B away from x2 in Mp1q.
We therefore have
P
ˆ
max
yPJx2
||x2 ´ y|| ą CX |Jx2| ď B
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
yPNMp1qpx2,Bq
||x2 ´ y|| ą C
˙
.
As noted in the previous steps, the size of NMp1qpx2, Bq is stochastically dominated
by that of the fixed-depth branching process BBrnpx2, Zpx2qq (see Lemma I.1). Thus,
the right-hand side of the previous equation is bounded above by
P
ˆ
max
py,zqPBBrn px
2,Zpx2qq
||x2 ´ y|| ą C
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
py,zqPBBκ px
2,Zpx2qq
||x2 ´ y|| ą C
˙
.
By Lemma I.10, the last line converges to zero as C Ñ 8. Therefore, for any ε ą 0
and B ą 0, we can choose C large enough such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P
ˆ
max
yPJx2
||x2 ´ y|| ą CX |Jx2| ď B
˙
ă ε{2. (D.26)
Combining (D.24), (D.25), and (D.26), we have
lim
CÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
P
ˆ
max
yPJx2
||x2 ´ y|| ą C
˙
“ 0,
which establishes (D.23).
The next lemma proves external and exponential stabilization.
Lemma D.3. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.1, 7.3, 7.4, D.1, D.2, and D.3(a), Assump-
tions C.1(b) and C.2 hold for any component of the vector-valued node statistic ψ.
Proof. We first prove Assumption C.2. Consider model (D.1) with X “ X˜n Y
tx,px,rnyu, where either X˜n “ Xm´1 with m P rn{2, 3n{2s for all n, or X˜n “ Pnf¯ for all
n. We need to show that under this model, Rnpxq, defined in (D.9), has exponential
tails, uniformly over n ą n˜, m P rn{2, 3n{2s, and x, y P Rd. By Lemma I.13, this
holds if |Jxpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq| has uniformly exponential tails. This property follows
from Lemma I.14.
We next prove Assumption C.1(b). Consider model (D.1) with X “ X˜n Y txu
where either X˜n “ Xm´1 with m P rn{2, 3n{2s for all n, or X˜n “ Pnf¯ for all
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n. In Lemma D.2, we construct a radius of stabilization using the relevant set
Jxpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq. Recall that this set is defined as the union of the strategic neigh-
borhoods of nodes in x’s K-neighborhood in the network Mp1q. It delineates the set
of nodes such that their removal from the model could potentially change x’s node
statistic. In contrast, the radius of external stabilization Renpxq in Definition C.4 de-
lineates the set of nodes whose node statistics could change due to the removal of x
from the model. We therefore build the relevant set in “reverse” to construct Renpxq.
Then we show it is asymptotically bounded.
Step 1. We define a relevant set Jex for external stabilization as follows. First
initialize Jex as NMp1qpx, 1q. For each x1 in this set, add to Jex the nodes in the
Dp1q-component of x1, namely Cpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq. Finally, for each x2 P
Cpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq, add to Jex the nodes in NMp1qpx2, Kq. By construction,
y P Jex ñ x P Jy. (D.27)
Now, recall that Rnpyq is the radius of stabilization for y given in (D.9). Define
the radius of external stabilization
Renpxq “ max
#
||x´ y|| : y P
ď
y1PJex
Qpy1,Rnpy1qq
+
.
By (D.27), Qpx,Renpxqq contains Qpy,Rnpyqq for all y P τx,rnX such that x P Jy.
Hence, if
ψ
`
y, τx,rnpX˜n Y txuq XQpy,Rnpyqq,Wpx,rn, Ap1q
˘
‰ ψ`y, τx,rnX˜n XQpy,Rnpyqq,Wpx,rn, Ap1q˘ a.s.,
(which implies x P Jy), this in turn implies that Qpx,Renpxqq contains Qpy,Rnpyqq.
Then the only requirements of Definition C.4 left to show are (a) and (b). Require-
ment (b), that the radius of external stabilization is increasing, follows trivially from
the fact that removing nodes from the network can only shrink the sizes of Jex and
Jy1 for any y
1.
Step 2. We show requirement (a) of Definition C.4, i.e. Renpxq “ Opp1q uniformly
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over x P Rd. Under the event |Jex| ď B, note that Jex Ď NMp1qpx,Bq. Hence,
PpRenpxq ą Cq ď Pp|Jex| ą Bq `PpEnq, (D.28)
where
En “
"
|Jex| ď BXmax
"
||x´ y|| : y PYy1PNMp1qpx,BqQ`y1, max
y2PJy1
||y1 ´ y2||˘ ą C**
Consider PpEnq. By the triangle inequality,
max
"
||x´ y|| : y PYy1PNMp1qpx,BqQ`y1, max
y2PJy1
||y1 ´ y2||˘*
ď max  2||x´ y1|| ` ||x´ y|| : y1 P NMp1qpx,Bq, y P Jy1(
ď 2max ||x´ y1|| : y1 P NMp1qpx,Bq(`max  ||x´ y|| : y P Jy1, y1 P NMp1qpx,Bq(.
Define Jx “ Yy1PNMp1qpx,BqJy1. Under the event that Jx has size at most B1 ą B,
we have trivially NMp1qpx,Bq Ď NMp1qpx,B1q. Furthermore, by the discussion in the
paragraph prior to (E.14), Jx Ď NMp1qpx,B1q. Therefore, PpEnq is bounded above by
PpJx ą B1q ` 2P
ˆ
max
yPNMp1qpx,B1q
2||x´ y|| ą C
˙
. (D.29)
By Lemma I.12, for any ε, B1 ą 0, there exists C ą 0 such that
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
P
ˆ
max
yPNMp1qpx,B1q
2||x´ y|| ą C
˙
ă ε{4. (D.30)
Turning to the first part of (D.29), note that
Jx “
ď
y1PNMp1qpx,B`Kq
C`y1 .
This is just the relevant set Jx with K replaced with B`K. We can then apply part
(a) of the proof of Lemma D.2 to obtain that, for any ε, B ą 0 and B1 large enough,
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
PpJx ą B1q ă ε{4. (D.31)
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Combining (D.29), (D.30), and (D.31), we have
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
PpEnq ă ε{2. (D.32)
To complete the proof, in light of (D.28) and (D.32), it suffices to show that for
B large enough,
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
Pp|Jex| ą Bq ă ε{2. (D.33)
This step of the argument is essentially the same as part (a) of the proof of Lemma D.2,
so we only sketch the argument. First, we construct a branching process whose
size stochastically dominates |Jex|. This is done by replacing each NMp1qpx1, Kq with
BKrnpx1, Zpx1qq defined in (I.7) and replacing each Cpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq with
Trnpx1, Zpx1qq defined in step 2 of the proof of Lemma D.2. The sizes of the original
sets are dominated by the sizes of their replacements by arguments in the proof of
Lemma I.1. Second, the sizes of the replacements have exponential tails uniformly
over x1 by Lemmas I.4 and I.8. Then (D.33) follows.
The following lemma is used in Lemma D.2 to verify internal stabilization. It
follows the notation of part (a) of that proof.
Lemma D.4. For any z, z1 P τx,rnX˜n,
Jzpτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnqlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
JzpX q
Ď Jzpτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuqztz1u,Wpx,rnqlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
JzpX´z1q
Y Jz1pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuqztzu,Wpx,rnqlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
Jz1pX´zq
.
Proof. Let M˚p1q (D˚p1q) be defined as the network Mp1q (Dp1q) with node z
removed. Suppose y P JzpX q. If y “ z1, then clearly y P Jz1pX ´ zq, so suppose
y ‰ z1. Then either (a) y P NMp1qpz,Kq or (b) y P C`w for some w P NMp1qpz,Kq.
Consider case (a). If y R JzpX ´z1q, then it means that z1 lies on the path of length K
inMp1q connecting y and z. This implies y P NM˚p1qpz1, Kq. Therefore y P Jz1pX ´zq.
Consider case (b). If y R JzpX ´ z1q, then there are two possibilities. The first is that
z1 lies on some path in Dp1q connecting y and some node w, and z is not on this path.
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The second is that z1 is robustly linked to y in the sense that
inf
s
V p||z1 ´ y||, s,Wpx,rnpz1, yqq ą 0.
.
In the second case, clearly y P NM˚p1qpz1, Kq. In the first case, z1 and y are connected
in D˚p1q. Thus, in either case, y P Jz1pX ´ zq.
E General CLT for Dynamic Network Data
E.1 Model
We prove a general CLT for the dynamic model in §B.1 by applying Theorem C.2.
In §B.1, we consider a network formation model with primitives given by the tuple
pV, V0, λ,Xn,W, rnq,
where V is the latent index in the best-response model (t ą 0), V0 is the latent index
determining pairwise stability in the initial conditions model (t “ 0), λ the selection
mechanism for the initial conditions model, Xn a set of n node positions, W the
attribute array, and rn the sparsity parameter. This section instead considers a more
general model that conforms with §C.1 and C.5.
Let X Ď Rd be a set that, with probability one, is at most countable and consists
of unique elements. In complete analogy to Appendix D, we consider dynamic models
of network formation characterized by the tuple
pV, V0, λ, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q (E.1)
for x P Rd. We will henceforth interchangeably refer to a node and its position, the
latter of which may effectively be regarded as the label of a node. This is well-defined
because the elements of X are assumed to be unique.
Let Atpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q be the network at period t realized by the model. We
view At as a randommapping from pairs of node positions x
1, x2 P τx,rnX to t0, 1u, rep-
resenting the presence or absence of a link between the two nodes. Let Apτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q “
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pA0pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1q, . . . , AT pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, 1qq.
We prove a CLT for network moments of the form
ΛpτX,rnXn,WpX,rnq ”
ÿ
X1PτX,rnXn
ψpX 1, τX,rnXn,WpX,rn, ApτX,rnXn,WpX,rn, 1qq
”
ÿ
X1PτX,rnXn
ψpX 1, τX,rnXn,WpX,rn, Ap1qq,
where the last line abbreviates the previous expression by suppressing the dependence
of A on its first two arguments, and the node statistic function ψp¨q is Rm-valued.
E.2 Main Result
In §B.1, we impose Assumption 7.1 on the initial conditions model, Assumptions
B.1 and B.2 on the dynamic model, and B.3 on the network moments. These are
all stated in terms of the finite model where positions are given by Xn. We will
henceforth assume that they hold for any model of the form (E.1).
Let Σ be defined as in (D.5). In §I.4.3, we explicitly compute Σ for the sample
ASF bounds.
Theorem E.1. Suppose ψ satisfies Assumption B.3 and that Assumptions B.4 and
D.4 hold. Suppose the best-response model satisfies Assumption B.1. Further sup-
pose the initial conditions model defined in Assumption B.2 satisfies Assumptions
7.1, 7.4, D.1, D.2, and D.3 with V replaced by V0 and Φ
˚ replaced by Φ˚˚ (defined in
Assumption B.4). Then
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0,Σq .
Moreover, if there exists r¯ P p0, κs such that, for all r P r0, r¯s and t P Rmzt0u, t1ΞXprq
in (D.4) has a non-degenerate distribution, then Σ is positive definite.
For a sketch of the proof in a simplified example, see §B.1.4.
E.3 Proof of Main Result
Proof of Theorem E.1. We apply Theorem C.2, verifying Assumptions C.1–
C.5 component-wise. Assumptions C.3 and C.4 hold under Assumption D.4, and
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Assumption C.5 holds under Assumption D.3(b). The challenging conditions to verify
are Assumptions C.1 and C.2. These hold by Lemmas E.2 and E.3 that follow next.
In the proof of Theorem D.1 in Appendix D, we construct a “relevant set” Jx
such that node x’s node statistic only depends on its arguments through Jx in the
sense of (D.8). To prove Theorem E.1, we need to define an analogous set JxT ”
JxT pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq, but this is more involved in the dynamic setting. The proof of
the next lemma walks through its construction.
We first need some new notation. In the dynamic setting, for each x P Rd,
we represent Z˜pxq “ pZ˜0pxq, . . . , Z˜T pxqq, where Ztpxq is the attribute vector of a
node positioned at x at time t. We also write Zpxq “ pZ0pxq, . . . , ZT pxqq with
Ztpxq “ Htzpx, Z˜tpxqq for some function Htzp¨q for each t. Likewise, ζpx, x1q “
pζ0px, x1q, . . . , ζT px, x1qq. Given these definitions, we represent the attribute process
as Wpx,rn “ pW0px,rn, . . . ,WTpx,rnq, where for any y, y1 P Rd and t P t0, . . . , T u,
Wtpx,rpy, y1q “
`
Htzppx,ry, Z˜tppx,ryqq, Htzppx,ry1, Z˜tppx,ry1qq, ζtppx,ry,px,ry1q
˘
.
(E.2)
Similarly define W˚t px,rn and W
˚px,rn “ pW˚0px,rn , . . . ,W˚Tpx,rnq.
We next define period-specific analogs of Dp1q and Mp1q in Appendix D. For
x1, x2 P τx,rnX define
Dx1x2,tp1q “ 1
"
sup
s
V p||x1 ´ x2||, s, Wtpx,rnpx1, x2qq ą 0
X inf
s
V p||x1 ´ x2||, s,Wtpx,rnpx1, x2qq ď 0
)
,
Mx1x2,tp1q “ 1
"
sup
s
V p||x1 ´ x2||, s,Wtpx,rnpx1, x2qq ą 0
*
.
Interpret Dtp1q “ tDx1x2,tp1q : x1, x2 P τx,rnX u and Mtp1q “ tMx1x2,tp1q : x1, x2 P
τx,rnX u as networks on τx,rnX . Let Atp1q be the period t observed network under
model (E.1) and Axx1,tp1q the potential link in Atp1q between nodes with positions
x, x1 P τx,rnX . Define node x’s strategic neighborhood in Dtp1q and K-neighborhood
inMtp1q as in the static case, now with the notation C`tx andNMtp1qpx,Kq respectively.
Lemma E.1. Suppose ψ satisfies Assumption B.3, and the initial conditions model
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satisfies Assumptions 7.1 and D.1. Let Jx1T be defined in (E.5) in the proof below.
Then for any x1 P τx,rnX ,
ψpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq “ ψpx1, Jx1T ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq. (E.3)
Proof. An initial hypothesis for the relevant set might be
J0x1T ”
Tď
t“0
ď
yPNMtp1qpx
1,Kq
Tď
t1“0
NMt1p1qpy,Kq. (E.4)
Note that Atp1q is a subnetwork of Mtp1q for any t, so N TA pi, Kq Ď J0iT , the former
defined in (B.8). Unfortunately, despite appearances from Assumption B.3, it is not
the case that (E.3) holds for Jx1t “ J0x1t because we need to account for the dependence
of NAtpx1, Kq for each t on previous period networks due to strategic interactions.
We next characterize the set of nodes on which the realization of NAt1 py,Kq de-
pends. For each y0, z0 P NMt1 py,Kq, the realization of Ay0z0,t1 is determined by po-
sitions and attributes (y0, z0,Wt1px,rnpy0, z0q) and, due to strategic interactions, the
characteristics of node pairs in NMt1´1p1qpy0, Kq YNMt1´1p1qpz0, Kq Ě NAt1´1py0, Kq Y
NAt1´1pz0, Kq by Assumption B.3. Likewise, for each y1, z1 in the latter set, the re-
alization of Ay1z1,t1´1 is determined by own characteristics and those of node pairs in
NMt1´2p1qpy1, Kq Y NMt1´2p1qpz1, Kq. This backward recursion continues until we hit
period 0. Now, for each yt1, zt1 P NM0p1qpyt´1, Kq YNM0p1qpzt´1, Kq, the realization of
Aytzt,0 is determined by the strategic neighborhoods of yt and zt in the initial network,
i.e. C`0yt Y C`0zt . The latter claim follows from Lemma D.1, which uses Assumptions
7.1 and D.1.
We therefore define the following set recursively, following the logic in the previous
paragraph:
Ryt1 “ Ayt1pt1q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YAyt1p0q,
where for t2 ď t1,
Ayt1pt2q “
$’&
’’%
NMt1p1qpy,Kq if t2 “ t1, t1 ‰ 0Ť
zPAyt1pt
2`1qNMt2p1qpz,Kq if 0 ă t2 ă t1Ť
zPAyt1p1q
C`0z if t
2 “ 0.
We have just argued that the realization of the subnetwork of At1p1q on NAt1p1qpy,Kq
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is entirely determined by the positions and attributes of nodes in Ryt1 , for arbitrary
y and t1. Therefore, we define the relevant set
Jx1T ”
Tď
t“0
ď
yPNMtp1qpx
1,Kq
Tď
t1“0
Ryt1 . (E.5)
By construction, this satisfies (E.3).
In light of the previous lemma, the radius of stabilization Rξ for a node positioned
at x1 P τx,rnX corresponds to
RnT px1q ” RT px1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq “ max
yPJx1T
||x1 ´ y||. (E.6)
The next lemma establishes internal stabilization and shows (E.6) is increasing.
Lemma E.2. Suppose the initial conditions model satisfies Assumptions 5.1, 7.4,
and D.1, and the best-response model satisfies Assumption 5.1. Further suppose ψ
satisfies Assumption B.3 and that Assumption 5.2 holds. Then Assumptions C.1(a)
and (c) hold.
Proof. This proof makes use of branching process notation introduced in §I.1.
Part (c). Note that for any H Ď X ,
Jx1T pτx,rnX XH,Wpx,rnq Ď Jx1T pτx,rnX XH,Wpx,rnq, (E.7)
since removing nodes only shrinks strategic neighborhoods and K-neighborhoods.
Then part (c) of Assumption C.1 is immediate for radius of stabilization (E.6).
Part (a). As in the proof of Lemma D.2, due to Lemma E.1 and (E.7), it is
enough to prove stabilization under model (E.1) with
X “ X˜n Y tx1, ynu,
where x1 P Rd, yn “ px,rnpyq for y P Rd, and either X˜n “ Pnf¯ for all n, or X˜n “ Xνpnq
for all n.26
26The use of x1 here and in (E.6) are different. Here x1 is any fixed vector in Rd, which is used to
define X . In (E.6), it is instead a potentially random element in τx,rnX for some unspecified random
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Step 1. We first prove that for any x2 P τx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,
|Jx2T pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnq| “ Opp1q. (E.8)
It suffices to prove that a larger set containing JyT has asymptotically bounded size.
We enlarge JyT by replacing every occurrence of NMtp1qpx1, Kq and C`tx1 in definition
(E.5) with the period-t relevant set of x1, defined as
ď 
C`tx2 : x
2 P NMtp1qpx1, Kq
(
. (E.9)
Note that this is the same definition as the relevant set in the static case (D.7). Then
to show (E.8), it suffices to prove
|J˜x2T pτx,rnX˜n Y tx1, ynu,Wpx,rnq| “ Opp1q.
By Lemma E.4 below, the following analog of (D.13) holds in the dynamic case:
J˜x2T pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynu,Wpx,rnq Ď J˜x2T pτx,rnpX˜n Y tynu,Wpx,rnq
Y J˜τx,rnx1,T pτx,rnpX˜nztx2u Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnq
Ď J˜τx,rnyn,T pτx,rnpX˜nztx2uq,Wpx,rnq Y J˜x2,T pτx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq
Y J˜τx,rnx1,T pτx,rnpX˜nztx2u Y tx1uq,Wpx,rnq. (E.10)
Observe that for any y P Rd,
J˜τx,rny,T pτx,rnpX˜n Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq “ J˜yT pτy,rnpX˜n Y tyuq,Wpy,rnq.
This follows because positions enter the model either directly through differences,
e.g. ||τx,rnX ´ τx,rnX 1|| “ ||τy,rnX ´ τy,rnX 1|| for X,X 1 P X˜n, or indirectly through
the attribute process. Thus, the rescaled model (D.1) generates the same network
outcome regardless of the centering value x. We conclude that, to show (E.8), it
suffices to prove that for any y P Rd,
|J˜yT pτx,rnX˜n Y tyu,Wpx,rnq| “ Opp1q. (E.11)
set X . The use of x1 here conforms with the notation in Assumption C.1, while the use of x1 in (E.6)
conforms with (D.9).
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Step 2. Abbreviate J˜yT ” J˜yT pτx,rnX˜n Y tyu,Wpx,rnq. Recall that
JyT “
Tď
t“0
Tď
t1“0
ď
x1PNMtp1qpy,Kq
Rx1t1.
In step 1, we replace K-neighborhoods and strategic neighborhoods in this definition
with period-t relevant sets. To denote this replacement, we write
J˜yT “
Tď
t“0
Tď
t1“0
ď
x1PN˚
Mtp1q
py,Kq
R˚x1t1.
Since T ă 8, it is enough to show that for any fixed t, t1,
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
x1PN˚
Mtp1q
py,Kq
R˚x1t1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “ Opp1q. (E.12)
We next construct a branching process that stochastically dominates the left-
hand side. The construction follows the recursive definition of the relevant set JyT
in Lemma E.1. The idea is to replace each period-t relevant set (which replaced
K-neighborhoods and strategic neighborhoods when defining J˜yT ) with a branching
process XˆKrnpx1, Zpx1qq defined in §I.1.2. By Lemma I.1, the size of Jx1 is stochastically
dominated by XˆKrnpx1, Zpx1qq, and the same exact argument carries over to period-t
relevant sets. Since the latter sets are Opp1q in size by arguments in Lemma D.2, we
should have |J˜yT | “ Opp1q as desired.
To make this more formal, first recall that XˆKrnpy, Zpyqq is defined in §I.1.2 by
chaining successive branching processes with intensities given by either (I.1) or (I.5).
This definition is motivated by the static model of Appendix D. For the dynamic
model, we need only a slight modification: we replace Φ˚p¨q in the intensity measures
with Φ˚˚p¨q defined in Assumption B.4(d). Other than this modification, we maintain
the same definition of XˆKrnpy, Zpyqq.
We construct the branching process approximation of J˜yT as follows. Initiate
the process at the first generation, which consists of a single node py, Zpyqq. Then
create the second generation, whose size is given by XˆKrnpy, Zpyqq. This is a branching
process estimate of the size of Ayt1pt1q in the definition of (E.5) (where we replace K-
neighborhoods with period-t relevant sets, as above). Next, for each particle py1, z1q
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thus generated, draw XˆKrnpy1, z1q i.i.d. conditional on the previous generation to obtain
the third generation. This is a branching process estimate of the size of Ayt1pt1 ´ 1q.
Repeat this process T times for a generous upper bound. Denote the ultimate size of
this process by X¯Krnpy, Zpyqq.
Following breadth-first search argument in the proof of Lemma I.1, this stochas-
tically dominates the left-hand side of (E.12). Furthermore, in step 1 of part (a) of
the proof of Lemma D.2, we show that XˆKrnpx1, Zpx1qq is asymptotically bounded. The
same argument applies to X¯Krnpy, Zpyqq. This establishes (E.11).
Step 3. Recall the definition of the radius of stabilization RnT pyq from (E.6). By
construction of J˜yT ,
RnT pyq ” max
x1PJyT
||y ´ x1|| ď max
x1PJ˜yT
||y ´ x1||.
We show that the right-hand side is Opp1q. By the law of total probability,
P
˜
max
x1PJ˜yT
||y ´ x1|| ą C
¸
ď P
´
|J˜yT | ą B
¯
`P
˜
max
x1PJ˜yT
||y ´ x1|| ą CX |J˜yT | ď B
¸
. (E.13)
By step 1, for ε ą 0, we can choose B such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P
´
|J˜yT | ą B
¯
ă ε{2.
Consider the second probability on the right-hand side of (E.13). The remainder
of this proof shows that for any ε, B ą 0, we can choose C ą 0 such that
lim sup
nÑ8
P
˜
max
x1PJ˜yT
||y ´ x1|| ą CX |J˜yT | ď B
¸
ă ε{2.
Together with the previous equation, this completes the proof of part (a) of Assumption C.1.
Construct a set J¯yT pBq by replacing each strategic neighborhood C`tx1 in the defi-
nition of J˜yT with NMtp1qpx1, Bq. A key observation is that under the event |J˜yT | ď B,
we have J˜yT Ď J¯yT pBq. This is because Dtp1q is a subnetwork of Mtp1q, so if J˜yT has
at most B nodes, so must each C`tx1. Then every node in this strategic neighborhood
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must be no more than path distance B away from x1 in Mtp1q.
We therefore have
P
ˆ
max
x1PJyT
||y ´ x1|| ą CX |J˜yT | ď B
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PJ¯yT pBq
||y ´ x1|| ą C
˙
. (E.14)
To bound the right-hand side, we construct a branching process on RdˆRdz by replac-
ing each NMtp1qpx1, Hq for H P tB,Ku in the definition of J˜yT with an independent
set of particles BBrnpx1, Zpx1qq, which is defined in (I.7). This is done in the same
manner as step 2 above. Call this branching process BTrnpy, Zpyq;Bq. Following ar-
guments in the proof of Lemma I.1, maxx1PJ¯yT pBq ||y´ x1|| is stochastically dominated
by maxx1PBTrnpy,Zpyq;Bq ||y ´ x1||.
Finally, since rn ď κ, the first term on the right-hand side of (E.14) is bounded
above by
P
ˆ
max
px1,z1qPBTrn py,Zpyq;Bq
||y ´ x1|| ą C
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
px1,z1qPBTκ py,Zpyq;Bq
||y ´ x1|| ą C
˙
.
By Lemma I.10, the last line converges to zero as C Ñ8.
The next lemma proves external and exponential stabilization.
Lemma E.3. Suppose the initial conditions model satisfies Assumptions 5.1, 7.4,
D.1, and D.2, and the best-response model satisfies Assumption 5.1. Further suppose
ψ satisfies Assumption B.3 and that Assumption D.3(a) holds. Then Assumptions
C.1(b) and C.2 hold.
Proof. We first prove Assumption C.2. Consider model (E.1) with X “ X˜n Y
tpx,rnx,px,rnyu, where either X˜n “ Xm´1 with m P rn{2, 3n{2s for all n, or X˜n “ Pnf¯
for all n. We need to show that RT px, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq (see (E.6)) has exponential
tails, uniformly over n, m P rn{2, 3n{2s, and x, y P Rd. By Lemma I.15, this holds
if |Jxpτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq| has uniformly exponential tails. This property follows from
Lemma I.16.
We next prove Assumption C.1(b). Consider model (D.1) with X “ X˜n Y txu
where either X˜n “ Xm´1 for all n, or X˜n “ Pnf¯ for all n. Suppose that y P
JxT pτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq. Then by construction of JxT , either
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1. y lies in the period-0 strategic neighborhood of a node in some M1p1q K-
neighborhood of a node in some M2p1q K-neighborhood of. . . a node in either
NMtp1qpx,Kq or NMt1p1qpy1, Kq for some y1 P NMtpx,Kq and periods t, t1, or
2. y lies in theMt´kp1q K-neighborhood of a node in aMt´k`1p1q K-neighborhood
of. . . a node in either NMtp1qpx,Kq or NMt1p1qpy1, Kq for some y1 P NMtp1qpx,Kq,
periods t, t1, and k ă t.
Let JeyT denote the set of all nodes x that satisfy these two possibilities for a given
node y. Then
x P JeyT ñ y P JxT . (E.15)
Step 1. We show that |JeyT | is bounded in probability uniformly over y. Consider
the set of all nodes y for which case 1 holds. The size of this set is Opp1q uniformly
over x following the line of argument in the proof of step 1 of part (a) in Lemma E.2.
In particular, the size of the strategic neighborhood of a node x is stochastically
dominated by XKrnpx, Zpxqq, which is asymptotically bounded uniformly over x by
Lemma I.4. The size of the Mtp1q-K-neighborhood of a node x is stochastically
dominated by X˜Krnpx, Zpxqq, which is asymptotically bounded uniformly over x by
Lemma I.8. Thus, we can bound the number of nodes in the first case by unions of
independent, uniformly asymptotically bounded, branching processes as in step 2 of
the proof of Lemma E.2. By a similar argument, the set of all nodes x for which case
2 holds is also Opp1q uniformly.
Step 2. Recall that RnT pyq is the radius of stabilization for y given in (E.6).
Define the radius of external stabilization
RenT pxq “ max
$&
%||x´ y|| : y P
ď
y1PJexT
Qpy1,RnT py1qq
,.
- .
By (E.15), Qpx,RenT pxqq contains Qpy,RnT pyqq for all y P τx,rnX such that x P JyT .
Hence, if
ψ
`
y, τx,rnpX˜n Y txuq XQpy,RnT pyqq,Wpx,rn, Ap1q
˘
‰ ψ`y, τx,rnX˜n XQpy,RnT pyq,Wpx,rn, Ap1q˘ a.s.,
which implies x P JyT , then this in turn implies thatQpx,RenT pxqq containsQpy,RnT pyqq.
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Then the only requirements of Definition C.4 left to show are (a) and (b). Require-
ment (b), that the radius of external stabilization is increasing, follows trivially from
the fact that removing nodes from the network can only shrink the sizes of JexT and
Jy1T for any y
1.
We next show requirement (a) of Definition C.4, i.e. RenT pxq “ Opp1q uniformly
over x P Rd. Construct a set J¯eyT pBq by replacing each strategic neighborhood C`tx1
in the definition of JeyT with NMtp1qpx1, Bq. As discussed in the paragraph prior to
(E.14), under the event |JexT | ď B, J¯exT pBq Ě JexT . Hence,
PpRenT pxq ą Cq ď Pp|JexT | ą Bq `P
ˆ
|JexT | ď B
Xmax  ||x´ y|| : y PYy1PJ¯exT pBqQ`y1, maxy2PJy1T ||y1 ´ y2||
˘ ą C(˙. (E.16)
By step 1, for every ε ą 0, there exists B ą 0 such that
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
Pp|JexT | ą Bq ă ε{2. (E.17)
Turning to the second part of the right-hand side of (E.16), by the triangle in-
equality,
max
"
||x´ y|| : y PYy1PJ¯exT pBqQ`y1, maxy2PJy1T ||y1 ´ y2||
˘*
ď max  2||x´ y1|| ` ||x´ y|| : y1 P J¯exT pBq, y P Jy1T(
ď 2max  ||x´ y1|| : y1 P J¯exT pBq(`max  ||x´ y|| : y P Jy1T , y1 P J¯exT pBq(. (E.18)
Define JxT “ Yy1PJ¯exT pBqJy1T . By Lemma I.12, |J¯exT pBq| has exponential tails uni-
formly over x, as does |Jy1T |, uniformly over y1. Then |JxT | inherits this property.
Following the argument in step 2 of Lemma D.3 that leads to (D.29), we then obtain
that, for any ε, B1 ą 0, there exists C ą 0 such that
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
P p(E.18) ą Cq ă ε{2. (E.19)
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Combining (E.17) and (E.19), we have that
lim
CÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
x
PpRenT pxq ą Cq “ 0.
The following lemma is used in Lemma E.2 to verify internal stabilization. It
follows the notation of part (a) of that proof.
Lemma E.4. For any z, z1 P τx,rnX˜n,
J˜zT pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuq,Wpx,rnqloooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon
J˜zT pX q
Ď J˜zT pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuqztz1u,Wpx,rnqlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
J˜zT pX´z1q
Y J˜z1T pτx,rnpX˜n Y tx1, ynuqztzu,Wpx,rnqlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
J˜z1T pX´zq
.
Proof. Let J tzpX q denote the period-t relevant set defined in (E.9) and J tzpX ´ z1q
its analog with node z1 removed from the model. Suppose y P J˜zT pX q. If y “ x, then
clearly y P J˜xT pX ´ zq. Suppose y ‰ x. Then either (a) y P J tzpX q for some t, or
(b) y P J t1wpX q for some t1 and w P J tzpX q for some t. In case (a), if y R J˜zT pX ´ xq,
then by arguments in the proof of Lemma D.4, y P J txpX ´ zq, so y P J˜xT pX ´ zq.
Consider case (b). If y R J˜zT pX ´ xq, then there are two possibilities. The first is
that removing x ends up disconnecting w from J tzpX q. The second is that removing
x ends up disconnecting y from J t
1
wpX q. Visually, in Figure 1, the link from, e.g, w to
z means that w P J tzpX q. Each of the two connections can be broken by removing x
from the model.
z w y
t t’
Figure 1: Relevant set memberships.
In the second case, by arguments in the proof of Lemma D.4, y P J t1x pX ´ zq, and
therefore y P J˜xT pX ´ zq. In the first case, we have w P J txpX ´ zq, and y P J t1wpX q
by arguments in the proof of Lemma D.4. This almost enough to imply that y P
J˜xT pX ´ zq, except that we actually instead need y P J t1wpX ´ zq. This is not implied
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by y P J t1wpX q, since removing z from the network can end up disconnecting w and y.
However, if this is the case, then this contradicts the assumption that y R J˜zT pX ´xq.
Hence, y P J˜xT pX ´ zq.
F Proofs for Applications
This section contains proofs of the CLTs stated in §2.1, 2.2, and B.2. These are special
cases of the general static and dynamic CLTs in Appendix D and E and the proofs
consist of verifying their sufficient conditions.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We apply Theorem E.1. First, since ψi is the period-t
degree, it satisfies Assumption B.3 for K “ 1. Second, Assumption B.4 is a conse-
quence of Assumption 5.1. Third, the best-response model satisfies Assumption B.1
by definition of Sij,t.
Next consider Assumption D.4. Part (b) of the assumption is immediate, since
Aij,t is uniformly bounded. Part (a) requires degrees to have uniformly bounded 8th
moments. This follows from the proof of Lemma I.17 in §I.3 for the case where the
subnetwork Γp¨q being counted is a dyad (linked pair).
Next, note that the initial conditions model has no strategic interactions, so
Assumption 7.1 holds trivially. Furthermore, without strategic interactions, the model
always generates a unique “equilibrium” outcome. Hence, it trivially satisfies Assumption D.1.
Moreover, it satisfies Assumptions 7.4 and D.2, since p1px, z; x1, z1q “ 0 for any
x, z, x1, z1 when the model has no strategic interactions.
Finally, for Assumption D.3, note that Assumption I.5 holds by the continuity
conditions in Assumption 5.2 because the equilibrium is unique. Then Assumption D.3
follows from Assumption 5.2 and Lemma I.21 in §I.4.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We first prove that there exists Σ such that
n´1{2pSpA,Zq1ε´ ErSpA,Zq1εsq dÝÑ N p0,Σq
by applying Theorem D.1. First note that Assumptions 5.3 and 5.4 imply Assumption 7.3,
and Assumption 5.1 holds by assumption.
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Next, observe that the initial conditions model has no strategic interactions,
so Assumption 7.1 holds trivially. Furthermore, without strategic interactions, the
model always generates a unique “equilibrium” outcome. Hence, it trivially satis-
fies Assumptions 7.2 and D.1. Moreover, it satisfies Assumptions 7.4 and D.2, since
p1px, z; x1, z1q “ 0 for any x, z, x1, z1 when the model has no strategic interactions.
Assumption D.4 holds by assumption. For Assumption D.3, note that Assumption I.5
holds by the continuity conditions in Assumption 5.2 because the equilibrium is
unique. Then Assumption D.3 follows from Assumption 5.2 and Lemma I.20 in §I.4.2.
Finally, by a law of large numbers (Theorem 2 of Leung, 2019c), n´1SpA,Zq1SpA,Zq
converges to a finite limit, which is invertible by assumption. The result follows from
Slutsky’s theorem.
Proof of Theorem B.2. By a law of large numbers (Theorem 2 of Leung,
2019c), n´1
ř
i 1tDi “ d, Ti “ t, γi “ γu converges to limnÑ8PpDi “ d, Ti “ t, γi “
γq, and the limit exists. It then remains to show that n´1{2ři Yi1tDi “ d, Ti “
t, γi “ γu is asymptotically normal. For this we apply Theorem D.1. By definition
of the response function rp¨q, outcomes only depend on the 1-neighborhood of the
ego. Hence, Yi1tDi “ d, Ti “ t, γi “ γu is a node statistic satisfying Assumption 7.3.
Assumption D.4 follows from the assumption of outcomes having bounded support.
The remaining conditions of Theorem D.1 hold by assumption.
G HAC Estimator
In this section, we prove consistency of the HAC-type variance estimator introduced
in §6.1. Let hn be a bandwidth and K a real-valued kernel functions. We define
the estimator for the general case m ą 1, but the proof will only focus on the case
m “ 1. Abbreviate ξX “ ξpX, τX,rnXn,WpX,rnq, and recall the definition of θˆpxq
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from Assumption 6.1. Let
vˆ “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ξXξ
1
X ,
θˆ “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ξX ,
cˆ “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
pξXξ1Y ´ θˆpXqθˆpY q1qK p||X ´ Y ||{hnq ,
δˆ “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
pξX ´ θˆpXqqKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq,
σˆ2 “ vˆ ` cˆ,
αˆ “ θˆ ` δˆ.
These definitions are analogous to those made in §6.1. Unlike that section, to reduce
notation, we focus on the case where hn1 “ hn2 “ hn. The next theorem generalizes
Theorem 6.1 to vector-valued network moments, although for simplicity, the proof
only considers the real-valued case.
Theorem G.1. Suppose hn “ snh˜n, where sdn{n Ñ c P p0,8q, h˜dn “ Opn1{4q, and
h˜n Ñ8. Under Assumptions C.1–C.4, 6.1, and 6.2,
σˆ2 ´ αˆαˆ1 pÝÑ Σ,
where Σ is defined in the proof of Theorem C.2.
Proof. We focus on the case m “ 1, where Σ “ σ2 ´ αp0q2.
Step 1. Define
θnpxq “ Erξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqs,
θn “ ErθnpXqs,
αn “ E rΛ pτX,rnPnf Y tXu,WpX,rnq ´ Λ pτX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnqs .
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By Lemma H.4, the variance of the Poissonized model is given by
σ2n “
ż
Rd
E
“
ξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq2
‰
fpxq dx,
` n
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ˆ
E rξpx, τx,rnpPnf Y tyuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpPnf Y txuq,Wpy,rnqs
´ θnpxqθnpyq
˙
fpxqfpyq dx dy.
By Lemma H.2 (also see Lemma G.2 for a similar calculation),27
αn “ E rΛ pτX,rnpPnf Y tXuq,WpX,rnq ´ Λ pτX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnqs “ θn`
n
ż ż
E rξ pτx,rny, τx,rnpPnf Y txuq,Wpx,rnq ´ ξ pτx,rny, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqs fpyq dyfpxq dx
“ θn ` n
ż ż
E rξ py, τy,rnpPnf Y txuq,Wpy,rnq ´ θnpyqs fpyqfpxq dy dx,
where the last line uses (C.3). By the proof of Lemma H.4,
σ2n Ñ σ2. (G.1)
By Lemma G.1 below,
αn Ñ αp0q. (G.2)
Therefore, we only need to find estimators for σ2n and αn.
Step 2. Define
vn “ E
“
ξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq2
‰
,
cn “ n
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E
“
ξpx, τx,rnpPnf Y tyuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpPnf Y txuq,Wpy,rnq
ˆ ´θnpxqθnpyq
‰
fpxqfpyq dx dy
δn “ n
ż ż
E rξ py, τy,rnpPnf Y txuq,Wpy,rnq ´ θnpyqs fpyqfpxq dy dx, (G.3)
By Theorem 3 of Leung (2019c), |vˆ´vn| “ opp1q, and |θˆ´θn| “ opp1q. By Lemma G.3
27Finiteness of the absolute moment (H.16) follows from uniform boundedness of the add-one cost
(Definition H.4), proven in Lemma H.12.
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below,
cˆ´ cn “ opp1q. (G.4)
By Lemma G.6 below,
δˆ ´ δn “ opp1q. (G.5)
This completes the proof.
G.1 Limiting Add-One Cost
The lemmas in the following subsections will often use the definitions given in the
previous proof.
Lemma G.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem G.1, (G.2) holds.
Proof. For any R ą 0, define the event
EnXpRq “
 
τX,rnPnf XQpX,Rq “ PnκfpXq XQpX,Rq
(
,
where PnκfpXq is defined in §C.1. Also for RΛ given in Definition H.1, let
RΛpXq “ maxtRΛpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq,RΛpX,PnκfpXq,WpX,rnqu.
For states of the world in the event EnXpRqX tR ą RΛpXqu, since Λ is RΛ-stabilizing
by Lemma H.11,
ΞXpτX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq “ ΞXpτX,rnPnf XQpX,Rq,WpX,rnq
“ ΞXpPnκfpXq XQpX,Rq,WpX,rnq “ ΞXpPnκfpXq,WpX,rnq.
Therefore, for any ǫ ą 0,
P
`ˇˇ
ΞXpτX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ´ ΞXpPnκfpXq,WpX,rnq
ˇˇ ą ǫ˘ ď PpEnXpRqcq`PpRΛpXq ą Rq,
where EnXpRqc is the complement of EnXpRq. Since Λ is RΛ-stabilizing, we can choose
R large enough such that for all n sufficiently large, PpRΛpXq ą Rq ă ε{2. By
Lemma H.1, for any such R, we can choose n large enough such that PpEnXpRqcq ă
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ε{2. Therefore,
ˇˇ
ΞXpτX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ´ ΞXpPnκfpXq,WpX,rnq
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
Since PnκfpXq
d“ PκfpXq, by Lemma H.3 and the Vitali convergence theorem,
ˇˇ
E rΞXpτX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnqs ´ E
“
ΞXpPκfpXq,WpX,rnq
‰ ˇˇÑ 0.
Finally, by Assumption C.5,
E
“
ΞXpPκfpXq,WpX,rnq
‰Ñ E “ΞXpPκfpXq,WpX,0q‰ .
The next lemma is not used in the proof of Theorem G.1. Instead, it proves a claim
in §5 that states an explicit form for the limiting expected add-one cost α “ αp0q.
Lemma G.2. Define µ8 “
ş
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,0q
‰
fpxq dx. Under uniform
bounded moments (Definition H.4),28
αp0q “ µ8`κ
ż ż
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,Wpx,0q ´ ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,0q
‰
fpxq2 dx dy.
Proof. First note that
αp0q ”
ż
E
“
Λ
`
Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,0
˘´ Λ `Pκfpxq,Wpx,0˘‰ fpxq dx
“
ż
E
»
– ÿ
yPPκfpxqYtxu
ξ
`
y,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,0
˘´ ÿ
yPPκfpxq
ξ
`
y,Pκfpxq,Wpx,0
˘fifl fpxq dx
“ µ8`κ
ż ż
E
“
ξpy,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,Wpx,0q ´ ξpy,Pκfpxq Y tyu,Wpx,0q
‰
fpxq2 dx dy.
The last line follows from Lemma H.2. The lemma requires finiteness of the absolute
moment (H.16). This follows from uniform boundedness of the add-one cost, which
28Sufficient conditions for this assumption are given in Lemma H.12.
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holds under uniform bounded moments (Definition H.4). The last line equals
µ8`κ
ż ż
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y t2x´ y, xu,Wpx,0q ´ ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,0q
‰
fpxq2 dx dy
“ µ8`κ
ż ż
E
“
ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tx, yu,Wpx,0q ´ ξpx,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,0q
‰
fpxq2 dx dy.
The first line subtracts py ´ xq from all positions, which can be done by (C.3) and
the fact that Pλ ` z d“ Pλ for any λ, z. The last line uses a change of variables
px, 2x´ yq ÞÑ px, yq.
G.2 Poissonized Variance Estimator
Lemma G.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem G.1, (G.4) holds.
Proof. Step 1. Define
cˆ1 “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
pξXξY ´ θnpXqθnpY qqK p||X ´ Y ||{hnq .
This is the same as cˆ, except we replace θˆp¨q with its estimand θnp¨q. We have
ˇˇ
cˆ´ cˆ1ˇˇ ď 1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
|θˆpXqθˆpY q ´ θnpXqθnpY q|K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ. (G.6)
By Assumption 6.1, supx |θˆpxq´θnpxq| “ oppn´1{4q, and by the rate conditions on the
bandwidth and Assumption 6.2,
E
«
1
n
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
ˇˇ
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq
ˇˇff ď nK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq
“ Opnn´1n1{4q “ Opn1{4q.
Therefore, (G.6) “ opp1q.
It remains to show that cˆ1 ´ cn pÝÑ 0, where cn is defined in (G.3).
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Step 2. Define
ρm “
ÿ
XPXm
ÿ
Y PXm,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnXm,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqq
ˆ pξpY, τX,rnXm,WpY,rnq ´ θnpY qqK p||X ´ Y ||{hnq .
That is, we construct ρm by replacing every occurrence of Xn in the definition of ncˆ
with Xm. Let ρNn be defined similarly, except we use Pnf instead of Xm. Lemma G.4
below shows that
n´1ρNn ´ cn “ opp1q. (G.7)
It then remains to show that
n´1
ˇˇ
ρNn ´ ρn
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
Fix ε ą 0. We need to show that the following quantity tends to zero as nÑ8:
E
“
1
 
n´1
ˇˇ
ρNn ´ ρn
ˇˇ ą ε(1  ˇˇNn ´ nˇˇ ď n{2(‰looooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
rIs
` E “1  n´1ˇˇρNn ´ ρn ˇˇ ą ε(1  ˇˇNn ´ nˇˇ ą n{2(‰looooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
rIIs
,
where Nn “ |Pnf | d“ Poissonpnq. By Lemma 1.4 of Penrose (2003),
P p|Nn ´ n| ą n{2q Ñ 0,
and therefore rIIs Ñ 0. On the other hand,
rIs “
ÿ
m:|m´n|ďn{2
P
`
n´1
ˇˇ
ρm ´ ρn
ˇˇ ą ε˘PpNn “ mq
“
ÿ
m:|m´n|ďn{2
P
˜
n´1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
m´1ÿ
ℓ“n
pρℓ`1 ´ ρℓq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ε
¸
PpNn “ mq
ď P
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇn´1{4Nn ´ 1´ n?n
ˇˇˇ
ˇ sup
m:|m´n|ďn{2
sup
ℓPrn,m´1s
n´1{4
ˇˇ
ρℓ`1 ´ ρℓ
ˇˇ ą ε
¸
.
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Since n´1{2pNn ´ 1´ nq dÝÑ N p0, 1q by the CLT, the first term in the absolute value
is opp1q. It remains to show that the term multiplying it is Opp1q. Observe that for
any sequence tℓnunPN such that ℓn P rn,m´ 1s and m satisfies |m´n| ď n{2, we have
ℓn{nÑ c P p0,8q. Therefore it is enough to show that
n´1{4
`
ρℓ`1 ´ ρℓ
˘ “ Opp1q
for any ℓ ” ℓn satisfying ℓ{nÑ c P p0,8q. Decompose
n´1{4 pρℓ`1 ´ ρℓq “ rA1s ` rA2s ` rBs,
where
rA1s “ n´1{4
ÿ
XPXℓ
`
ξℓ`1X ξℓ`1 ´ θnpXqθnpXℓ`1q
˘
K p||X ´Xℓ`1||{hnq ,
rA2s “ n´1{4
ÿ
Y PXℓ,Y‰Xℓ`1
`
ξℓ`1ξ
ℓ`1
Y ´ θnpXℓ`1qθnpY q
˘
K p||Xℓ`1 ´ Y ||{hnq ,
rBs “ n´1{4
ÿ
XPXℓ
ÿ
Y PXℓ,Y‰X
`
ξℓ`1X ξ
ℓ`1
Y ´ ξℓXξℓY
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq .
We show that the expectation of each of these terms is Op1q, which completes the
proof.
Step 3. First, since |Kp||X´Y ||{hnq| ď K˚1t||X´Y || ď hnu by Assumption 6.2,
|Er rA1s s| ď n´1{4ℓ |E “`ξℓ`1X ξℓ`1 ´ θnpXqθnpXℓ`1q˘ 1t||X ´Xℓ`1|| ď hnu‰ |
ď n´1{4ℓK˚Pp||X´Y || ď hnq sup
x,x1
ˇˇ
E
“
ξℓ`1X ξℓ`1 ´ θnpXqθnpXℓ`1q
ˇˇ
X “ x,Xℓ`1 “ x1
‰ ˇˇ
.
Notice n´1{4ℓK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq “ Opn´1{4ℓsdnh˜dnq, which is Op1q, since ℓ{nÑ c P
p0,8q. Also,
sup
x,x1
ˇˇ
E
“
ξℓ`1X ξℓ`1 ´ θnpXqθnpXℓ`1q
ˇˇ
X “ x,Xℓ`1 “ x1
‰ ˇˇ
ď sup
x,x1
Erξpx, τx,rnpXℓ Y tx1uq,Wpx,rnq2s
` sup
x,x1
E
“
ξpX, τX,rnXn,WpX,rnq2
ˇˇ
X “ x,Xℓ`1 “ x1
‰
,
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which is Op1q by Assumption C.3. Hence, Er rA1s s “ Op1q. The argument is similar
for rA2s.
Step 4. Next consider rBs. Let RℓX “ RξpX, τX,rnpXℓ´2 Y tY uq,WpX,rnq and
Rℓ`1X “ RξpX, τX,rnpXℓ´2YtXℓ`1, Y uq,WpX,rnq (see Definition C.1). Likewise define
RℓY and R
ℓ`1
Y by switching occurrences of X and Y in the previous definitions. Also
define the event
EnpX, Y,Xℓ`1q “
 
Rℓ`1X ď r´1n ||X ´Xℓ`1||{2XRℓ`1Y ď r´1n ||Y ´Xℓ`1||{2
XRℓX ď r´1n ||X ´Xℓ`1||{2XRℓY ď r´1n ||Y ´Xℓ`1||{2( .
Then |Er rBs s| is bounded above by the absolute value of
n´1{4ℓ2E
“`
ξℓ`1X ξ
ℓ`1
Y ´ ξℓXξℓY
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq 1tEnpX, Y,Xℓ`1qcu
‰
` n´1{4ℓ2E “`ξℓ`1X ξℓ`1Y ´ ξℓXξℓY ˘K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq1tEnpX, Y,Xℓ`1qu‰ . (G.8)
The second term equals
n´1{4ℓ2
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E rpξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpXℓ´2 Y tx, zu,Wpy,rnq
´ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpXℓ´2 Y txuq,Wpy,rnqq
ˆK p||X ´ Y ||{hnq 1tEnpx, y, zqus fpxqfpyqfpzq dx dy dz. (G.9)
Under the event Enpx, y, zq, by Assumption C.1, we have
ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq
“ ξpx, τx,rnppXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq XQpx, ||x ´ z||{2qq,Wpx,rnq
“ ξpx, τx,rnppXℓ´2 Y tyuq XQpx, ||x ´ z||{2qq,Wpx,rnq.
Likewise,
ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx, τx,rnppXℓ´2 Y tyuq XQpx, ||x´ z||{2qq,Wpx,rnq,
and the same equalities hold for ξpy, . . . q. Therefore, (G.9) “ 0.
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Turning to the first term of (G.8), define
gnpx, y, zq “ ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpXℓ´2 Y tx, zuq,Wpy,rnq
´ ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpXℓ´2 Y txuq,Wpy,rnq,
Iℓ`1x py, zq “ 1tRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq ą r´1n ||x´ z||{2u,
Iℓxpyq “ 1tRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq ą r´1n ||x´ z||{2u,
and likewise for Iℓ`1y px, zq and Iℓypxq. The first term of (G.8) is bounded in absolute
value by
n´1{4ℓ2
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E
“|gnpx, y, zqK p||x´ y||{hnq |
ˆ pIℓ`1x py, zq ` Iℓ`1y pyq ` Iℓxpx, zq ` Iℓypxqq
‰
fpxqfpyqfpzq dx dy dz, (G.10)
Split this into four terms, each involving a different one of these four indicator vari-
ables. We will bound the term involving Iℓ`1x py, zq; the argument for the others is
similar. We have
n´1{4ℓ2
ż
Rd
E
“|gnpX, Y, ZqK p||X ´ Y ||{hnq |Iℓ`1X pY, Zq‰
ď n´1{4ℓ2K˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq sup
x,y
ˇˇ
Er|gnpx, y, Zq|Iℓ`1x py, Zqs
ˇˇ
ď n´1{4ℓK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq sup
x,y
Ergnpx, y, Zq2s1{2 sup
x,y
ℓErIℓ`1x py, Zqs1{2.
As shown above, n´1{4ℓK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq “ Op1q. By Assumption C.3, we
can bound supx,y Ergnpx, y, Zq2s1{2 uniformly over n. Lastly, supx,y ℓErIℓ`1x py, Zqs1{2
equals
ℓ
ż
Rd
P pRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ τx,rnpzq||{2q1{2 fpzq dz
“ sup
x,y
ℓrdn
ż
Rd
P pRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq Y twu,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ w||{2q1{2 fppx,rnpwqq dw,
(G.11)
by a change of variables w “ τx,rnpzq. Changing to polar coordinates, the right-hand
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side is bounded above by
ℓrdnf¯
ż 8
0
rd´1 sup
x,y,w
P pRξpx, τx,rnXℓ´2 Y ty, wu,Wpx,rnq ą r{2q1{2 dr,
where f¯ “ supx fpxq. By Assumption C.2, the integral is uniformly bounded. Since
ℓrdn “ Op1q, we have Er rBs s “ Op1q.
Lemma G.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem G.1, (G.7) holds.
Proof. Maintain the definitions in the proof of Lemma G.3. We first show that
n´1ρNn ´ Ern´1ρNns pÝÑ 0. Then we establish that Ern´1ρNns ´ cn Ñ 0.
Step 1. Define
msX “ ξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq1tRξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ď su,
εsX “ ξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq1tRξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ą su.
Decompose
n´1ρNn “
1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
``
mhnX m
hn
Y ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘`mhnX εhnY `mhnY εhnX ` εhnX εhnY ˘
ˆK p||X ´ Y ||{hnq “ H1 `H2 `H3 `H4.
We will show that each of the four terms converges to its expectation.
Step 1. For H1, it suffices to show that its variance converges to zero. Define for
X ‰ Z
χhnX “
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
`
mhnX m
hn
Y ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq ,
χhnX p`Zq “
ÿ
Y PPnfYtZu,Y‰X
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnY p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq ,
mhnX p`Zq “ ξpX, τX,rnpPnf Y tZuq,WpX,rnq
ˆ 1tRξpX, τX,rnpPnf Y tZuq,WpX,rnq ď hnu,
χhnZ p`Zq “ χhnZ , and mhnZ p`Zq “ mhnZ .
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Then H1 “ n´1
ř
XPPnf
χhnX . By Lemma H.2 in §H.3
VarpH1q “ n´1ErpχhnX q2s
`
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
`
E
“
χhnx p`zqχhnz p`xq
‰´ E “χhnx ‰E “χhnz ‰˘ fpxqfpzq dx dz. (G.12)
For more detail, see e.g. (H.17).
By Lemma G.5 below,
sup
x,z
E
“
χhnx p`zq2
‰ “ Oppnhdnq2q, (G.13)
and the same argument goes through with χhnx p`zq replaced with χhnx . Therefore,
n´1ErpχhnX q2s “ Opn´1n2h2dn q “ op1q
by the rate conditions.
Next, decompose the second term on the right-hand side of (G.12) as follows:
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
`
E
“
χhnx p`zqχhnz p`xq
‰´ E “χhnx ‰E “χhnz ‰˘1t||x´ z|| ď 3hnufpxqfpzq dx dz
`
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
`
E
“
χhnx p`zqχhnz p`xq
‰´ E “χhnx ‰E “χhnz ‰˘1t||x´z|| ą 3hnufpxqfpzq dx dz.
(G.14)
To bound the first term of this expression, first observe that
`
E
“
χhnx p`zqχhnz p`xq
‰´ E “χhnx ‰E “χhnz ‰˘1t||x´ z|| ď 3hnu
ď
´
E
“
χhnx p`zq2
‰1{2
E
“
χhnz p`xq2
‰1{2 ` E “pχhnx q2‰1{2E “pχhnz q2‰1{2¯1t||x´z|| ď 3hnu.
Using this fact together with (G.13), the first term of (G.14) is bounded above by
Pp||X ´ Z|| ď 3hnq ˚Opn2h2dn q “ Opn2h2dn h˜dnq “ Oppnsdnq2n´1h˜3dn q.
This is op1q by the rate conditions.
Next consider the second term of (G.14). Note that under the event t||x ´ z|| ą
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3hnu,
χhnx p`zq ”
ÿ
Y PPnf ztXuYtzu
`
mhnx p`zqmhnY p`zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
K p||x´ Y ||{hnq
“
ÿ
Y PPnf ztXu
`
mhnx p`zqmhnY p`zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
K p||x´ Y ||{hnq
“
ÿ
Y PPnf ztXu
`
mhnx m
hn
Y ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
K p||x´ Y ||{hnq . (G.15)
The first equality uses the fact that Kp||x ´ z||{hnq “ 0 if ||x ´ z|| ą 3hn by
Assumption 6.2. The second equality follows because ||x´z|| ą 3hn andRξpx, τx,rnpPnfY
tzuq,Wpx,rnq ď hn is equivalent to ||x´τx,snz|| ą 3h˜n andRξpx, τx,rnpPnfYtzuq,Wpx,rnq ď
snh˜n ď 3h˜n. Since sn and rn are of the same asymptotic order, the latter two state-
ments imply that for n sufficiently large, τx,rnz lies outside Qpx,Rξpx, τx,rnpPnf Y
tzuq,Wpx,rnqq. Therefore, by Assumption C.1, mhnx p`zq “ mhnx .
By Assumption C.1, the right-hand side of (G.15) only depends on nodes whose
positions lie within Qpx, 1.5hnq, since |Kp||x ´ Y ||{hnq| ď K˚1t||x ´ Y || ď hnu by
Assumption 6.2. By the same argument, χhnz p`xq only depends on nodes whose
positions lie in Qpz, 1.5hnq. Since these cubes are disjoint under the event t||x ´
z|| ą 3hnu, by the spatial independence property of the Poisson distribution and
independence of attributes, it follows that χhnx p`zq K χhnz p`xq. Therefore, the second
term of (G.14) is identically zero. Hence, (G.14) “ op1q, and therefore (G.12) “ op1q,
as desired. This completes the argument for H1.
Next, we show H2
L1ÝÑ 0. By Lemma H.2 in §H.3
Er|H2|s ď 1
n
E
»
– ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
ˇˇ
mhnX ε
hn
Y K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq
ˇˇfifl
“ n´1
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E
“ˇˇ
mhnx ε
hn
y
ˇˇ‰
K˚nfpxqnfpyq dx dy
ď CnP pRξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ą hnq ,
where the inequality follows from Assumption C.3. The last line is op1q by Assumption C.2
(see e.g. (G.11)). A similar argument shows that H3, H4 “ opp1q.
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Step 2. We prove Ern´1ρNns ´ cn Ñ 0. Define
mX “ ξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq,
mXp`Zq “ ξpX, τX,rnpPnf Y tZuq,WpX,rnq.
By Lemma H.2,
Ern´1ρNns ” E
»
–1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
`
mXmY ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq
fi
fl
“ n
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
pmxp`yqmyp`xq ´ ErmxsErmysqK p||x´ y||{hnq fpxqfpyq dx dy.
Then
Ern´1ρNns ´ cn “
n
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
pmxp`yqmyp`xq ´ ErmxsErmysq
´
Kp||x´ z||{h˜nq ´ 1
¯
fpxqfpyq dx dy
“ κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ˆ
E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqξpz, τx,rnPnf Y txu,Wpx,rnqs
´ E rξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqsE rξpz, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqs
˙
´
Kp||x´ z||{h˜nq ´ 1
¯
fpxqfppx,rnpzqq dx dz;
see e.g. (H.18). As shown in step 3 of the proof of Lemma H.4, the integrand is
bounded in absolute value by c expt´c1||x ´ z||ǫ{3u for constants c, c1, ǫ ą 0 that
do not depend on n. Furthermore, Kp||x ´ z||{h˜nq converges pointwise to one by
Assumption 6.2. Hence by the dominated convergence theorem, the previous equation
is op1q.
Lemma G.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma G.4, (G.13) holds.
Proof. Recall the definition of θnpXq and χX from the proof of Lemma G.4. By
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definition,
ErχhnX p`Zq2s “ E
„ ÿ
Y PPnfYtZu,Y‰X
ÿ
WPPnfYtZu,W‰X
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnY p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
ˆKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnW p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpW q
˘
Kp||X ´W ||{hnq

.
The right-hand side is the sum of the following five terms:
E
”`
mhnX p`ZqmhnZ ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘2
Kp||X ´ Z||{hnq2
ı
,
E
»
– ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnY p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘2
Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq2
fi
fl , (G.16)
E
„ ÿ
WPPnf ,W‰X
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnZ ´ θnpXqθnpZq
˘
Kp||X ´ Z||{hnq
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnW p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpW q
˘
Kp||X ´W ||{hnq

, (G.17)
E
„ ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnY p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnZ ´ θnpXqθnpZq
˘
Kp||X ´ Z||{hnq

, (G.18)
E
„ ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
ÿ
WPPnf ,W‰Y‰X
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnY p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
˘
ˆKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
`
mhnX p`ZqmhnW p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpW q
˘
Kp||X ´W ||{hnq

. (G.19)
The first term above is Op1q by Assumption C.3. Next consider (G.16). By Corollary
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3.2.3 of Schneider and W. (2008), this equals
n
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E
”`
mhnx p`zqmhny p`zq ´ θnpxqθnpyq
˘2
Kp||x´ y||{hnq2
ı
fpxqfpyqfpzq dx dy dz
´ E
”`
mhnX p`Zq2 ´ θnpXq2
˘2ı
.
The second term on the right is Op1q by Assumption C.3. By the same assumption,
the first term on the right is bounded above by a constant times
nErKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq2s ď nK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq “ Opnhdnq
by Assumption 6.2. Therefore, (G.16)“ Opnhdnq, and by a similar argument, (G.17),(G.18)
“ Opnhdnq. Finally consider (G.19). This is bounded above by
E
„ ÿ
Y PPnf
ÿ
WPPnf
ˇˇ
mhnX p`ZqmhnY p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpY q
ˇˇ
ˆKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
ˇˇ
mhnX p`ZqmhnW p`Zq ´ θnpXqθnpW q
ˇˇ
Kp||X ´W ||{hnq

“ n2
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E
“ˇˇ
mhnx p`zqmhny p`zq ´ θnpxqθnpyq
ˇˇ ¨ ˇˇmhnx p`zqmhnw p`zq ´ θnpxqθnpwqˇˇ‰
ˆKp||x´ y||{hnqKp||x´ w||{hnqfpwqfpxqfpyqfpzq dw dx dy dz
By Assumptions C.3 and 6.2, this is bounded above by a constant times
n sup
x
ż
Rd
1t||x´ y|| ď hnufpyq dy ¨ n sup
x
ż
Rd
1t||x´ w|| ď hnufpwq dw “ Opn2h2dn q.
Therefore, (G.19) “ Opn2h2dn q, and (G.13) holds.
G.3 Add-One Cost Estimator
Lemma G.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem G.1, (G.5) holds.
Proof. Define the following Poissonized version of δˆ:
δˆNn “
1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqqKp||X´Y ||{hnq. (G.20)
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In Lemma G.7 below, we show that
δˆNn ´ δn “ opp1q, (G.21)
so it suffices to prove that δˆ´ δˆNn “ opp1q. Let δˆ1 be defined the same as δˆ, except we
replace θˆpXq with θnpXq. We first show that δˆ1´ δˆ “ opp1q and then δˆNn´ δˆ1 “ opp1q,
which completes the argument.
Step 1. We first show that δˆ1 ´ δˆ “ opp1q. Notice
δˆ ´ δˆ1 ď sup
x
n1{4
ˇˇ
θnpxq ´ θˆpxq
ˇˇ 1
n5{4
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
|Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq|.
Note |Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq| ď K˚1t||X ´ Y || ď hnu by Assumption 6.2, so
n3{4Er|Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq|s ď n3{4Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq “ Opn3{4n´1n1{4q.
Therefore,
1
n5{4
ÿ
XPXn
ÿ
Y PXn,Y‰X
Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq “ Opp1q,
By Assumption 6.1, supx n
1{4|θnpxq ´ θˆpxq| “ opp1q. Therefore, δˆ1 ´ δˆ “ opp1q.
Step 2. It remains to show that δˆNn ´ δˆ1 “ opp1q. Define
δˆm “ 1
n
ÿ
XPXm
ÿ
Y PXm,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnXm,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqqKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq.
Note that δˆ1 “ δˆn.
Fix ε ą 0. We need to show that the following quantity tends to zero as nÑ8:
E
”
1
!ˇˇ
δˆNn ´ δˆ1
ˇˇ ą ε)1  ˇˇNn ´ nˇˇ ď n{2(ılooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
rIs
`E
”
1
!ˇˇ
δˆNn ´ δˆ1
ˇˇ ą ε)1  ˇˇNn ´ nˇˇ ą n{2(ılooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
rIIs
,
where Nn “ |Pnf | d“ Poissonpnq. By Lemma 1.4 of Penrose (2003),
P p|Nn ´ n| ą n{2q Ñ 0,
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and therefore rIIs Ñ 0. On the other hand,
rIs “
ÿ
m:|m´n|ďn{2
P
´ˇˇ
δˆm ´ δˆ1
ˇˇ ą ε¯PpNn “ mq
“
ÿ
m:|m´n|ďn{2
P
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇ
m´1ÿ
ℓ“n
´
δˆℓ`1 ´ δˆℓ
¯ ˇˇˇˇ ą ε
¸
PpNn “ mq
ď P
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇn´1{4Nn ´ 1´ n?n
ˇˇˇ
ˇ sup
m:|m´n|ďn{2
sup
ℓPrn,m´1s
n3{4
ˇˇ
δˆℓ`1 ´ δˆℓ
ˇˇ ą ε
¸
.
Since n´1{2pNn ´ 1´ nq dÝÑ N p0, 1q by the CLT, the first term in the absolute value
is opp1q. It remains to show that the supremum term is Opp1q. Observe that for any
sequence tℓnunPN such that ℓn P rn,m ´ 1s and m satisfies |m ´ n| ď n{2, we have
ℓn{nÑ c P p0,8q. Therefore it is enough to show that
n3{4
`
δˆℓ`1 ´ δˆℓ
˘ “ Opp1q
for any ℓ ” ℓn satisfying ℓ{nÑ c P p0,8q. We can decompose
n3{4
`
δˆℓ`1´δˆℓ
˘ “ n´1{4 ÿ
XPXℓ`1
ÿ
Y PXℓ`1,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnXℓ`1,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqqKp||X´Y ||{hnq
´ n´1{4
ÿ
XPXℓ
ÿ
Y PXℓ,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnXℓ,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqqKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
“ rAs ` rBs ` rCs,
where for ξℓX “ ξpX, τX,rnXℓ,WpX,rnq,
rAs “ n´1{4
ÿ
XPXℓ
`
ξℓ`1X ´ θnpXq
˘
K p||X ´Xℓ`1||{hnq ,
rBs “
´
ξℓ`1Xℓ`1 ´ θnpXℓ`1q
¯
n´1{4
ÿ
Y PXℓ
Kp||Xℓ`1 ´ Y ||{hnq
rCs “ n´1{4
ÿ
XPXℓ
ÿ
Y PXℓ,Y‰X
`
ξℓ`1X ´ ξℓX
˘
K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq .
It remains to show that the absolute value of the expectation of each of these terms
is Op1q.
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Step 3. Since |Kp||X ´ Y ||{hnq| ď K˚1t||X ´ Y || ď hnu,
|Er rAs s| ď n´1{4ℓ sup
x
Er|ξℓ`1X ´θnpXq| |X “ xsK˚P p||X ´Xℓ`1|| ď hnq “ Opn´1{4ℓn´1n1{4q
using Assumptions C.3 and 6.2. Likewise, |Er rBs s| “ Op1q.
The argument for rCs is more involved. LetRℓX “ RξpX, τX,rnpXℓ´2YtY uq,WpX,rnq
and Rℓ`1X “ RξpX, τX,rnpXℓ´2 Y tXℓ`1, Y uq,WpX,rnq (see Definition C.1). Define the
event
EnpX,Xℓ`1q “
 
Rℓ`1X ď r´1n ||X ´Xℓ`1||{2XRℓX ď r´1n ||X ´Xℓ`1||{2( .
Then Er rCs s is bounded in absolute value by
n´1{4ℓ2E
“|ξℓ`1X ´ ξℓX |K p||X ´ Y ||{hnq1tEnpX,Xℓ`1qcu‰
`K˚n´1{4ℓ2E “|ξℓ`1X ´ ξℓX |1tEnpX,Xℓ`1qu‰ . (G.22)
The second term equals
K˚n´1{4ℓ2
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E r|ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq
´ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq|1tEnpx, zqus fpxqfpyqfpzq dx dy dz. (G.23)
Under the event Enpx, y, zq, by Assumption C.1, we have
ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx, τx,rnppXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq XQpx, ||x´ z||{2qq,Wpx,rnq
“ ξpx, τx,rnppXℓ´2 Y tyuq XQpx, ||x´ z||{2qq,Wpx,rnq.
Likewise,
ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx, τx,rnppXℓ´2 Y tyuq XQpx, ||x´ z||{2qq,Wpx,rnq.
Therefore, (G.23) “ 0.
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The first term of (G.22) is bounded in absolute value by
n´1{4ℓ2
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
E
“
gnpx, y, zqKp||x´ y||{hnq
pIℓ`1x py, zq ` Iℓxpyqq
‰
fpxqfpyqfpzq dx dy dz, (G.24)
where
gnpx, y, zq “ |ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq ´ ξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq|,
Iℓ`1x py, zq “ 1tRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq ą r´1n ||x´ z||{2u,
Iℓxpyq “ 1tRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq,Wpx,rnq ą r´1n ||x´ z||{2u.
Split (G.24) into two terms, each involving a different one of the two indicator vari-
ables. We will bound the term involving Iℓ`1x py, zq; the argument for the others is
similar. By Cauchy-Schwarz,
n´1{4ℓ2
ˇˇ
ErgnpX, Y, ZqKp||X ´ Y ||{hnqIℓ`1X pY, Zqs
ˇˇ
ď n´1{4ℓ2K˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq sup
x,y
ˇˇ
Ergnpx, y, ZqIℓ`1x py, Zqs
ˇˇ
ď n´1{4ℓK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq sup
x,y
Ergnpx, y, Zq2s1{2 sup
x,y
ℓErIℓ`1x py, Zqs1{2.
As shown above, n´1{4ℓK˚Pp||X ´ Y || ď hnq “ Op1q. By Assumption C.3, we
can bound supx,y Ergnpx, y, Zq2s1{2 uniformly over n. Lastly, supx,y ℓErIℓ`1x py, Zqs1{2
equals
ℓ
ż
Rd
P pRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y ty, zuq,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ τx,rnpzq||{2q1{2 fpzq dz
“ sup
x,y
ℓrdn
ż
Rd
P pRξpx, τx,rnpXℓ´2 Y tyuq Y twu,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ w||{2q1{2 fppx,rnpwqq dw,
by a change of variables w “ τx,rnpzq. Changing to polar coordinates, the right-hand
side is bounded above by
ℓrdnf¯
ż 8
0
rd´1 sup
x,y,w
P pRξpx, τx,rnXℓ´2 Y ty, wu,Wpx,rnq ą r{2q1{2 dr,
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where f¯ “ supx fpxq. By Assumption C.2, the integral is uniformly bounded. Since
ℓrdn “ Op1q, we have Er rCs s “ Op1q.
Lemma G.7. Under assumptions of Theorem G.1, (G.21) holds.
Proof. Step 1. We first show ErδˆNns ´ δn Ñ 0. The argument is the same as step
2 of the proof of Lemma G.4. The left-hand side equals
E
»
–1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqqKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
fi
fl´ δn
“ n
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
pE rξpx, τx,rnpPnf Y tyuq,Wpx,rnqs ´ θnpxqq pKp||x´ y||{hnq ´ 1q fpxqfpyq dx dy.
By a change of variables z “ τx,rny, this equals
κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
pE rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqs ´ θnpxqq
ˆ
´
Kp||x´ z||{h˜nq ´ 1
¯
fpxqfppx,rnpzqq dx dz. (G.25)
Note that Kp||x ´ z||{h˜nq Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8. By dominated convergence, the previous
equation tends to zero provided that the integrand is dominated by an integrable
function. Define
Rxpzq “ Rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq,
where Rξ is a radius of stabilization satisfying Assumption C.2. By Assumption 6.2,
the kernel function is bounded. Recall that f¯ “ supx fpxq. Then integrand is bounded
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in absolute value by
ˇˇ
E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqs ´ θnpxq
ˇˇpK˚ ` 1qfpxqf¯
“ pK˚ ` 1qfpxqf¯
ˇˇˇ
ˇE rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq1tRxpzq ď ||x´ z||us
´ E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqs1tRxpzq ď ||x´ z||u
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
` pK˚ ` 1qfpxqf¯
ˇˇˇ
ˇE rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq1tRxpzq ą ||x´ z||us
´ E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqs 1tRxpzq ą ||x´ z||u
ˇˇˇ
ˇ.
The first term on the right-hand side is zero because
E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqs1tRxpzq ď ||x´ z||u
“ E rξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqs1tRxpzq ď ||x´ z||u.
by definition of a radius of stabilization. The second term on the right-hand side is
uniformly bounded over n by a constant times PpRxpzq ą ||x ´ z||q1{2 by Cauchy-
Schwarz and Assumption C.3. We have therefore shown that
|(G.25)| ď C
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
PpRxpzq ą ||x´z||q1{2fpxq dx dz “ C
ż 8
0
sup
x,z
PpRxpzq ą rq1{2 dz.
This is finite by Assumption C.2, which establishes the existence of an integrable
envelope. The result follows from dominated convergence.
Step 2. It remains to show δˆNn ´ErδˆNns pÝÑ 0. Recall the definitions of msX and
εsX from step 1 of Lemma G.4. We have
δˆNn ”
1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
pξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq ´ θnpXqqKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq
“ 1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
`
msXKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq ´ θnpXq
˘
` 1
n
ÿ
XPPnf
ÿ
Y PPnf ,Y‰X
εsXKp||X ´ Y ||{hnq. (G.26)
For the first term on the right-hand side, its variance is op1q following the argument
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for VarpH1q “ op1q in step 1 of Lemma G.4. Hence, this term converges to its
expectation. The second term on the right-hand side of (G.26) converges in L1 to
zero following the argument for H2
L1ÝÑ 0 in step 1 of Lemma G.4. This completes
the proof.
H Proof of Master Theorem
This section proves Theorem C.1. We first provide a more detailed sketch of the proof
of Theorem 5.1, which is a corollary of Theorem C.1, expanding on the discussion in
§5.1.
H.1 Detailed Sketch of Proof
H.1.1 Poissonization
We first sketch the proof of the CLT for the Poissonized process (5.3). In the stochastic
geometry literature, there are several methods for obtaining a CLT; see e.g. Yukich
(2013). The one we follow is the martingale method, which first writes network
moments as a martingale difference sequence using the following spatial projection.
Let Qpx, rq be the cube centered at x with side length r. Suppose, for simplicity, that
the support of f is a cube, so that we can partition it into Qpx1, rnq, ..., Qpxkn, rnq,
where x1, ..., xkn are the centers of the cubes, arranged in lexicographic order. Observe
that the number of the cubes, kn, is proportional to n. For example, if supppfq “
r´0.5, 0.5sd and rn “ pκ{nq1{d, the number of the cubes is kn “ n{κ. Recall the
definition of Nn from §5.1. Let Fl be the sigma field generated by elements of XNn
that belong in the set Qpx1, rnq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Qpxl, rnq, where l “ 1, ..., kn. Let F0 be the
trivial sigma field. Then we can represent the centered moments as a telescoping sum
Λpr´1n XNn,W pXNnqq ´ EpΛpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqqq “
knÿ
l“1
δl,
where
δl :“ EpΛpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq |Flq ´ EpΛpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq |Fl´1q. (H.1)
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By definition of δl, Epδl|Fl´1q “ 0 for all l “ 1, ..., kn. Therefore, pδl,Flql“1,...,kl is a
martingale difference sequence with respect to the filtration tFluknl“0.
To establish (5.3), we apply the martingale difference CLT (e.g. Hall and Heyde,
2014, Theorem 3.2) by verifying the following conditions:
sup
n
E
ˆ
1
n
max
1ďlďkn
δ2l
˙
ă 8 (H.2)
n´1{2 max
1ďlďkn
|δl| “ opp1q, (H.3)
1
n
knÿ
l“1
δ2l
pÝÑ σ2. (H.4)
Toward this end, let X 1Nn be an independent copy of XNn and Ql “ Qpxl, rnq. Define
the resampling cost
∆xl “ Λpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq ´ Λ
`
r´1n
`pXNnzQlq X pX 1Nn X Qlq˘ ,W 1pXNnq˘ , (H.5)
where W 1pXNnq “ tpZpxq, Zpyq, ζpx, yqq : x, y P pXNnzQlq X pX 1Nn X Qlqu. This is the
change in network moments from redrawing the positions of nodes in the cube Ql. It
is quite similar to the add-one cost Ξx defined in (5.1).
Since X 1Nn is an independent copy of XNn , we have
δl “ Ep∆xl |Flq @l “ 1, ..., kn.
To prove (H.2) and (H.3), observe that
sup
n
E
ˆ
1
n
max
1ďlďkn
δ2l
˙
ď sup
n
1
n
knÿ
l“1
Epδ2l q ď sup
n
kn
n
max
1ďlďkn
Er∆2xls,
P
ˆ
n´1{2 max
1ďlďkn
|δl| ě ε
˙
ď
knÿ
l“1
1
n2ǫ4
Erδ4l s ď
kn
n2ǫ4
max
1ďlďkn
Er∆4xls.
Using Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, we can obtain uniform bounds on Er∆2xls and Er∆4xls,
which then establishes the two desired conditions.
Next, to verify (H.4), we first approximate δl by δl,R “ Er∆xl,R |Fls defined below:
1
n
knÿ
l“1
δ2l ´ σ2 “
1
n
knÿ
l“1
pδ2l ´ δ2l,Rq `
1
n
knÿ
l“1
δ2l,R ´ σ2, (H.6)
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where
∆xl,R “ Λpr´1n pXNn X Ql,Rq,WQl,Rq
´ Λ
´
r´1n
`pXNn X Ql,RzQlq X pX 1Nn X Qlq˘ ,W 1Ql,R¯ ,
Ql,R :“ Qpxl, Rrnq, and W 1Ql,R “ tpZpxq, Zpyq, ζpx, yqq : x, y P pX 1Nn X Qlq Y pXNn X
Ql,RzQlqu. Note that ∆xl,R is the resampling cost under the locally restricted Poisson
process, XNn X Ql,R.
Given the decomposition (H.6), the required result (H.4) follows if we show
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
E
«
1
n
knÿ
l“1
ˇˇ
δ2l ´ δ2l,R
ˇˇff “ 0, (H.7)
1
n
knÿ
l“1
δ2l,R
pÝÑ σ2. (H.8)
We deduce (H.7) by showing the following:
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
sup
1ďlďkn
E
“p∆xl ´∆xl,Rq2‰Ñ 0,
sup
R,n
sup
1ďlďkn
E
“p∆xl `∆xl,Rq2‰ ă 8.
The first line can be interpreted as a stabilization, except for the resampling cost
rather than node statistics themselves, as in Assumption 4.1. The second line is
analogous to uniformly bounded moments. It is then perhaps unsurprising that these
conditions can be established using (more complicated versions of) Assumptions 4.1
and 4.2. We omit the details in this sketch.
Next, to obtain (H.8), we prove
lim
nÑ8
Var
˜
1
n
knÿ
l“1
δ2l,R
¸
“ 0 for any R, (H.9)
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
1
n
knÿ
l“1
Erδ2l,Rs Ñ σ2. (H.10)
For (H.9), we use the spatial independence property that disjoint subsets of a Poisson
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process are independent; that is, for A,B Ď Rd with AXB “ ∅,
E
»
– ÿ
XPXNn
1tX P AYBu
fi
fl “ E
»
– ÿ
XPXNn
1tX P Au
fi
flE
»
– ÿ
XPXNn
1tX P Bu
fi
fl .
Finally, to show (H.10), it is enough to show
1
n
knÿ
l“1
Erδ2l s “ Var
`
n´1{2Λpr´1n Xn,W q
˘Ñ σ2
due to (H.7). This is the content of Lemma H.4, which consists of 3 steps. First, using
the Slivnyak-Mecke formula (Lemma H.2), we express the middle term in the previous
display as a difference of integrals. This expression holds for any given n. Then we
take the limits of the integrands, sending n Ñ 8, using exponential stabilization
(Assumption 4.1). Finally, we apply the dominated convergence theorem, also using
exponential stabilization.
H.1.2 de-Poissonization
We sketch the de-Poissonization argument, which explains the presence of α2 in the
asymptotic variance. The formal result is Theorem H.2, and the key step being
sketched here corresponds to Lemma H.8, which is a slight modification of Theorem
2.12 in Penrose (2003). It can be shown that under the coupling of §C.1 that
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq ´ ErΛpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqqs
˘
“ n´1{2`Λpr´1n Xn,W q ´ ErΛpr´1n Xn,W qs˘` n´1{2pNn ´ nqα ` opp1q. (H.11)
This has the form of a “Taylor expansion” in the number of nodes. The add-one cost
α is the “derivative” because it captures the change in Λ from increasing the number
of nodes by one. The left-hand side is asymptotically N p0, σ2q by the previous sub-
section. On the other hand, the second term of the right-hand side is asymptotically
N p0, α2q by the well-known normal approximation of a Poisson random variable. Un-
der the coupling, Nn K Xn, and (5.2) follows from an argument using characteristic
functions.
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The key step to proving (H.11) is to establish
n´1E
”`
Λpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,W pXnqq ´ pNn ´ nqα
˘2ıÑ 0. (H.12)
Fix γ ą 0.5. We can write the left-hand side as a telescoping sum, similar to the
martingale difference trick in the previous subsection. In particular, the left-hand
side of (H.12) equals
ÿ
m:|m´n|ďnγ
E
”
n´1
`
Λpr´1n Xm,W pXmqq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,W pXnqq ´ pm´ nqα
˘2ı
PpNn “ mq
`E
”
n´1
`
Λpr´1n XNn ,W pXNnqq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,W pXnqq ´ pNn ´ nqα
˘2
1t|Nn ´ n| ą nγu
ı
.
(H.13)
Consider second term of (H.13). Assumption 4.3 allows us to derive a simple
bound
ˇˇ
Λpr´1n XNn ,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pNn ´ nqα
ˇˇ ď CpN cn ` ncq
for some universal constants C, c ą 0. Hence, the second term of (H.13) is bounded
by a constant times
n2c´1P p|Nn ´ n| ą nγq1{2 .
This tends to zero, since the probability decays exponentially in nγ by Lemma 1.4 of
Penrose (2003).
Turning to the first term of (H.13), for any ε ą 0, for n sufficiently large and
m P rn´ nγ , n` nγs, we claim that
E
”`
Λpr´1n Xm,W pXmqq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,W pXnqq ´ pm´ nqα
˘2ı
” E
»
–˜m´1ÿ
l“n
pΞXpXl,W pXlqq ´ αq
¸2fifl ď εpm´ nq2 ` εn1{2pm´ nq.
Notice that ΞX is the finite-model analog of the add-one cost (5.1), which explains
the appearance of α in the asymptotic variance. The proof of this claim is involved
and crucially uses the stabilization condition (Assumption 4.1). The formal argument
can be found in Theorem H.2. Given the previous equation, the first term of (H.13)
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is bounded by
n´1E
“
εpNn ´ nq2 ` εn1{2|Nn ´ n|
‰ ď n´1ε´n` n1{2 `E|Nn ´ n|2˘1{2¯ “ 2ε.
This establishes (H.12).
H.2 Definitions
We define high-level stabilization and bounded moment conditions for the add-one
cost Ξx, which are analogous to those for ξ made in §C.5. The advantage of these
conditions is that they can be used more directly in the CLT proof. On the other
hand, the relatively more primitive conditions made in §C.5 are easier to interpret
and verify. The bridge between the two are the lemmas in §H.6, which show that the
more primitive conditions imply the high-level conditions here.
Definition H.1. Let X Ď Rd be a random set of a.s. unique elements and x P Rd.
A radius of stabilization RΛpx,X ,Wpx,rq ” RΛpx,X Y txu,Wpx,rq of Λ satisfies
ΞxpX ,Wpx,rq “ ΞxpX XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rq (H.14)
for any r P R`.
In what follows, let tX˜nunPN be a sequence of random subsets of Rd.
Definition H.2. Let RΛp¨q be a radius of stabilization. We say Λ is RΛ-stabilizing
on tX˜nunPN if (a) for any x P Rd,
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
sup
xPRd
P
´
RΛpx, τx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq ą R
¯
“ 0,
and (b) for all x P Rd, n sufficiently large, and H Ď Rd,
RΛpx, τx,rnX˜n XH,Wpx,rnq ď RΛpx, τx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq.
Part (a) is analogous to Definition C.3 and (b) analogous to Definition C.2.
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Definition H.3. Λ has Poisson bounded moments if
sup
nPN
sup
HĎRd
sup
xPRd
E
”
Ξx
`
τx,rnPnf XH,Wpx,rn
˘4ı ă 8.
Definition H.4. Λ has binomial bounded moments if
sup
nPN
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
HĎRd
sup
xPRd
E
”
Ξx
`
τx,rnXm XH,Wpx,rn
˘4ı ă 8.
H.3 CLT for Poissonized Model
We prove a CLT for the Poissonized model, where the set of node positions is given
by Pnf , for the case in which ξ is R-valued. The next subsection “de-Poissonizes”
the result, establishing a CLT for the original binomial model, where the set of node
positions is Xn.
Theorem H.1. Suppose ξ is Rξ-Poisson exponentially stabilizing, Λ has Poisson
bounded moments, and Assumptions C.1, C.3–C.5 hold. Then
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0, σ2q,
where σ2 is defined in (C.15).
The proof appears at the end of this subsection. First we state several lemmas needed
in the proof. The first lemma is the key idea behind the objective method, showing
that binomial and Poisson point sets are asymptotically equivalent on bounded neigh-
borhoods.
Lemma H.1 (Coupling). For any R ą 0, and x P Rd,
lim
nÑ8
P
`
τx,rnXn´1 XQpx,Rq “ τx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq “ Pnκfpxq XQpx,Rq
˘ “ 1. (H.15)
Proof. This follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Penrose and Yukich (2003).
The next lemma will often be used to write expectations over sums involving a
Poisson process as integrals of expectations.
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Lemma H.2 (Slivnyak-Mecke Formula). Let N be the set of all subsets on Rd and
h : Nˆ pRdqm Ñ R. Let P be a Poisson process on Rd with intensity measure µ and
Pm‰ “ tpX1, . . . , Xmq P Pm : Xi pairwise distinctu .
Then
E
»
– ÿ
pX1,...,XmqPPm‰
hpX1, . . . , Xm,Pq
fi
fl
“
ż
Rd
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Rd
E rhpx1, . . . , xm,P Y tx1, . . . , xmuqsµpdx1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpdxmq,
provided that
ż
Rd
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Rd
E
“ˇˇ
hpx1, . . . , xm,P Y tx1, . . . , xmuq
ˇˇ‰
µpdx1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpdxmq ă 8. (H.16)
Proof. When h is non-negative, this follows from Corollary 3.2.3 of Schneider and W.
(2008). For general h, the result follows from writing h as the difference between its
positive part and the negative of its negative part.
Assumption C.3 is a bounded moments condition for the binomial model. The
next lemma shows an analogous condition holds for the Poissonized model.
Lemma H.3. Under Assumptions C.3 and C.4,
sup
nPN
sup
x,yPRd
E
“
ξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tyu,Wpx,rnq8
‰ ă 8.
Proof. This follows from an argument similar to the proof of Lemma H.7 in the
next subsection.
The next lemma is a key result that derives the asymptotic variance.
Lemma H.4. Suppose ξ is Rξ-Poisson exponentially stabilizing and Assumptions
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C.1, C.3–C.5 hold. Then
Var
ˆ
n´1{2
ÿ
X1Pr´1n Pnf
ξpX 1, r´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
˙
Ñ σ2.
Proof. Step 1. We first expand the variance. By (C.3),
Var
¨
˝n´1{2 ÿ
X1Pr´1n Pnf
ξpX 1, r´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
˛
‚
“ 1
n
E
»
–
¨
˝ ÿ
X1PPnf
ξpX 1, τX1,rnPnf ,WpX1,rnq
˛
‚
2fi
fl´ 1
n
E
»
– ÿ
X1PPnf
ξpX 1, τX1,rnPnf ,WpX1,rnq
fi
fl
2
.
By the law of iterated expectations (conditioning on Pnf), (C.3), and Lemma H.2 in
§H.3,
E
»
– ÿ
X1PPnf
ξpX 1, τX1,rnPnf ,WpX1,rnq
fi
fl “ r´dn κE rξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnqs ,
where X is defined in the coupling in §C.1, and the right-hand side recalls (C.3). We
also have
E
»
–
¨
˝ ÿ
X1PPnf
ξpX 1, τX1,rnPnf ,WpX1,rnq
˛
‚
2fi
fl “ r´dn κE “ξpX, τX,rnPnf ,WpX,rnq2‰
` r´2dn κ2E rξpX, τX,rnpPnf Y tY uq,WpX,rnqξpY, τY,rnpPnf Y tXuq,WpY,rnqs ,
where X, Y are defined in the coupling in §C.1. Combining these three equations, the
variance equals
ż
Rd
E
“
ξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq2
‰
fpxq dx
` r´dn κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ˆ
E rξpx, τx,rnpPnf Y tyuq,Wpx,rnqξpy, τy,rnpPnf Y txuq,Wpy,rnqs
´ E rξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqsE rξpy, τy,rnPnf ,Wpy,rnqs
˙
fpxqfpyq dx dy. (H.17)
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We use (C.3) to switch the dilation τy,rn to τx,rn, and then apply a change of variables
y “ px,rnpzq. Then the second term equals
κ
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ˆ
E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqξpz, τx,rnPnf Y txu,Wpx,rnqs
´ E rξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqsE rξpz, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqs
˙
fpxqfppx,rnpzqq dx dz.
(H.18)
Step 2. We next compute the limits of the integrands. Let x1 P tx, zu and
p P t1, 2u. For any R ą 0, define the event
Enx pRq “
 
τx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq “ Pnκfpxq XQpx,Rq
(
.
Define
R˜ξpx1q “ maxtRξpx1, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq,Rξpx1,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnqu.
For states of the world in the event Enx pRq X tR ą R˜ξpx1qu, by definition of R˜ξpx1q,
ξpx1, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx1, τx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq
“ ξpx1,Pnκfpxq XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq “ ξpx1,Pnκfpxq,Wpx,rnq.
Therefore, for any ǫ ą 0,
P
`ˇˇ
ξpx1, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq ´ ξpx1,Pnκfpxq,Wpx,rnq
ˇˇ ą ǫ˘
ď PpEnx pRqcq `PpR˜ξpx1q ą Rq, (H.19)
where Enx pRqc is the complement of Enx pRq.
By Assumption C.1(c) and the coupling construction in §C.1,
R˜ξpx1q ď Rξpx1,Pκf¯ ,Wpx,rnq,
and the right-hand side is Opp1q by Assumption C.1(a). Hence,
lim
RÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
PpR˜ξpx1q ą Rq “ 0.
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By Lemma H.1, for any R ą 0,
lim
nÑ8
PpEnXpRqcq “ 0.
Combining these with (H.19), we have
ˇˇ
ξpx1, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq ´ ξpx1,Pnκfpxq,Wpx,rnq
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0.
Since Pnκfpxq
d“ Pκfpxq, by Lemma H.3 and the Vitali convergence theorem,
ˇˇ
E rξpx1, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqps ´ E
“
ξpx1,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnqp
‰ ˇˇÑ 0
for any x1 P tx, zu. By Assumption C.5,
E
“
ξpx1,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rnqp
‰ “ E “ξpx1,Pκfpxq,W˚px,rnqp‰Ñ E “ξpx1,Pκfpxq,W˚px,0qp‰ ,
so by the triangle inequality, the right-hand side is the limit ofE rξpx1, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnqps.
By a similar argument,
E rξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnqξpz, τx,rnPnf Y txu,Wpx,rnqs
Ñ E “ξpx,Pκfpxq Y tzu,W˚px,0qξpz,Pκfpxq Y txu,W˚px,0q‰ .
Also, since f is continuous, fppx,rnpzqq Ñ fpxq.
Step 3. It remains to construct a dominating function for the integrands, so that
we can pass the limits through the integrals. This argument follows Lemma 4.2 of
Penrose (2007). To simplify notation, define
ξ`x “ ξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq,
ξ`z “ ξpz, τx,rnPnf Y txu,Wpx,rnq,
ξx “ ξpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq,
ξz “ ξpz, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq,
ξ˜`x “ ξ`x 1 tRξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq ď ||x´ z||{3u ,
ξ˜`z “ ξ`z 1 tRξpz, τx,rnPnf Y txu,Wpx,rnq ď ||x´ z||{3u .
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Since ξ is Rξ-stabilizing,
ξ˜`x “ ξpx, τx,rnPnf XQpx, ||x´ z||{3q,Wpx,rnq
ˆ 1 tRξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq ď ||x´ z||{3u
and likewise for ξ˜`z . Hence, ξ˜
`
x K ξ˜`z , since they are determined by points of τx,rnPnf
in disjoint cubes, whose attributes are jointly independent by construction. This
implies Erξ˜`x ξ˜`z s “ Erξ˜`x sErξ˜`z s, so that
Erξ`x ξ`z s “ Erξ˜`x sErξ˜`z s ` Erξ˜`x pξ`z ´ ξ˜`z qs ` Erpξ`x ´ ξ˜`x qξ`z s, (H.20)
ErξxsErξzs “ Erξ˜`x sErξ˜`z s ` Erξ˜`x sErξz ´ ξ˜`z s ` Erξx ´ ξ˜`x sErξzs.
By Cauchy-Schwarz,
E
”
|pξ`x ´ ξ˜`x qξ`z |
ı
“ E “|ξ`x ξ`z |1 tRξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ z||{3u‰
ď Erpξ`x q4s1{4Erpξ`z q4s1{4P pRξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ z||{3q1{2
Lemma H.3 and the assumption that ξ is Rξ-Poisson exponentially stabilizing imply
the existence of positive constants c1, c2 such that, for n sufficiently large, the last
line is bounded above by c1 exp t´c2||x´ z||ǫ{3u. By a similar argument,
E
”
|pξ`z ´ ξ˜`z qξ˜`x |
ı
ď c1 exp t´c2||x´ z||ǫ{3u .
Likewise,
Erξx ´ ξ˜`x s “ E
“
ξ`x 1 tRξpx, τx,rnPnf Y tzu,Wpx,rnq ą ||x´ z||{3u
‰
ď c3 exp t´c4||x´ z||ǫ{3u
and similarly for Erξz ´ ξ˜`z s. Thus, combining all equations from (H.20) onwards, we
have ˇˇ
Erξ`x ξ`z s ´ ErξxsErξzs
ˇˇ ď c5 exp t´c6||x´ z||ǫ{3u
for some constants c5, c6 ą 0. It follows that
|(H.18)| ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇκf¯
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
c5 exp t´c6||x´ z||ǫ{3u fpxq dx dz
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 8,
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as desired.
The Poisson bounded moments condition is stated in terms of the add-one cost
Ξx. We translate this into an analogous condition for the resampling cost ∆x. The
latter is more directly useful to prove a CLT, whereas the former is simpler to verify.
Lemma H.5. If Λ has Poisson bounded moments (Definition H.3), then it satisfies
the bounded moments condition:
sup
nPN
sup
Rą1
sup
xPRd
E
”
∆x
`
τx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rn
˘4ı ă 8. (H.21)
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 3.1 in Penrose and Yukich (2001). Fix n P N
and x P Rd. Let P 1nf be an independent copy of Pnf and Qx “ Qpx, 1q. Then
∆x
`
τx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rn
˘ “ Λpτx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq
´ Λ `tτx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQxu Y tτx,rnP 1nf XQxu,Wpx,rn˘
´ Λ`τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx,Wpx,rn˘
` Λ ``tτx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQxu Y tτx,rnP 1nf XQxu˘ zQx,Wpx,rn˘ , (H.22)
since the sum of the last two terms on the right-hand side is zero. By the spatial
independence property of the Poisson point process, the sum of the first and third
elements on the right-hand side of (H.22) has the same distribution as the sum of the
second and fourth elements:
Λpτx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq ´ Λ
`
τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx,Wpx,rn
˘
d“ Λ `τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx Y τx,rnP 1nf XQx,Wpx,rn˘
´ Λ ``tτx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQxu Y tτx,rnP 1nf XQxu˘ zQx,Wpx,rn˘ . (H.23)
Consider the set τx,rnPnf XQx, whose elements we arbitrarily label X1, . . . , XNx .
For R ą 1, we can rewrite
Λpτx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq ´ Λ
`
τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx,Wpx,rn
˘
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as
řNx´1
i“0 dipx,Rq, where
dipx,Rq “ Λ
`
τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx Y tX1, . . . , Xi`1u,Wpx,rn
˘
´ Λ`τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx Y tX1, . . . , Xiu,Wpx,rn˘. (H.24)
Therefore, in light of (H.23), it suffices to show that
sup
n
sup
Rą1
sup
xPRd
E
»
–˜Nx´1ÿ
i“0
dipx,Rq
¸4fifl ă 8.
Note that Nx is a Poisson random variable; let µx denote its mean and cpµxq “
27pµ3xeµx ` µ2x ` µxq. Some analysis yields (see Lemma 3.1 of Penrose and Yukich,
2001, for details)
E
»
–˜Nx´1ÿ
i“0
dipx,Rq
¸4fifl ď cpµxq 8ÿ
i“0
PpNx “ iqErdipx,Rq4s
ď cpµxq sup
xPRd
E
“
Ξxpτx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq4
‰
.
The result follows from Poisson bounded moments and the fact that cpµxq is uniformly
bounded above over n, x.
The next lemma is a technical result showing that if the add-one cost Ξx is sta-
bilizing in the sense of Definition H.2, then the resampling cost ∆x given in (C.6) is
similarly stabilizing. The latter is more directly relevant for proving the CLT, while
it is easier to derive sufficient conditions for the former. Let Qx “ Qpx, 1q.
Lemma H.6. Suppose Λ is RΛ-stabilizing on tPnfunPN. Then for all x P Rd, there
exists n˜ P N such that for all n ą n˜, there exists a non-negative random variable
RnΛpxq such that (a) for all R ě RnΛpxq,
∆x pτx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq “ ∆x pτx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq .
and (b)
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
sup
xPRd
P pRnΛpxq ą Rq “ 0.
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Proof. By (H.22) and (H.23), it is enough to prove
Λpτx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq ´ Λ
`
τx,rnPnfzQx,Wpx,rn
˘
“ Λpτx,rnPnf XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq
´ Λ`τx,rnPnf XQpx,RqzQx,Wpx,rn˘. (H.25)
for all R ě RnΛpxq.
Let X1, . . . , XNn enumerate the points of Pnf X Qpx, rnq. By the mapping theo-
rem (e.g. Kingman, 1993), Nn is stochastically dominated by the number of points
in Pκ supx fpxq X Qp0, 1q, which does not depend on n. Hence Nn “ Opp1q. As in
Lemma H.5,
Λpτx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq ´ Λpτx,rnPnfzQx,Wpx,rnq “
Nn´1ÿ
i“0
di, (H.26)
where
di ” Λ
`
τx,rnpPnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xi`1uq,Wpx,rn
˘
´ Λ`τx,rnpPnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xiu,Wpx,rn˘
“ Λ`τXi`1,rnpPnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xi`1uq,WpXi`1,rn˘
´ Λ`τXi`1,rnpPnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xiuq,WpXi`1,rn˘,
using (C.3).
Note that the distribution of τXi`1,rnpPnfzQpx, rnqYtX1, . . . , Xi`1uq equals the dis-
tribution of τXi`1,rnPnf conditional on the event that |τXi`1,rnPnf XQpx, rnq| “ i. De-
note this event by En, and note that infnPpEnq ą 0. RecallingRΛ from Definition H.2,
let
R˜i ” RΛpXi`1, τXi`1,rnPnf ,WpXi`1,rnq,
Now, by part (b) of Definition H.2, RΛp¨q is increasing, so
R˜i ě RΛpXi`1, τXi`1,rn
`
PnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xi`1u
˘
,WpXi`1,rnq
ě RΛpXi`1, τXi`1,rn
`
PnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xiu
˘
,WpXi`1,rnq.
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Then since Λ is RΛ-stabilizing, there exists n˜ P N such that for all n ą n˜ and R ě R˜i,
di “ Λ
`
τXi`1,rn
`
Pnf XQpXi`1, RrnqzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xi`1u
˘
,WpXi`1,rn
˘
´ Λ `τXi`1,rn`Pnf XQpXi`1, RrnqzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xiu˘,WpXi`1,rn˘ (H.27)
for almost any state of the world in En.
DefineRQpxq to be the largest radius such thatQpx,RQpxqrnq containsYNni“1QpXi, R˜irnq.
Then
sup
xPRd
PpRQpxq ą Rq ď sup
x
P
˜
Nnÿ
i“1
R˜i ą R XNn ă n˜
¸
` sup
x
PpNn ą n˜q
ď n˜ sup
x
P pRΛpx, τx,rnpPnfzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xiuq,Wpx,rnq ą R{n˜q`sup
x
PpNn ą n˜q.
Since Nn “ Opp1q uniformly over x, we can choose n˜ large enough such that PpNn ą
n˜q ă ε{2. Since Λ is RΛ-stabilizing, for any such n˜, we can choose n and R large
enough such that the first term on the right-hand side is less than ε{2, establishing
that RQpxq “ Opp1q uniformly over x. This proves part (b) of this lemma.
Since Λ is RΛ-stabilizing, for almost any state of the world in En, for any R ą
RQpxq,
(H.27) “ Λ `τXi`1,rn`Pnf XQpx,RrnqzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xi`1u˘,WpXi`1,rn˘
´ Λ `τXi`1,rn`Pnf XQpx,RrnqzQpx, rnq Y tX1, . . . , Xiu˘,WpXi`1,rn˘ .
Substituting this into (H.26) yields (H.25).
Proof of Theorem H.1. By Lemma H.5, (H.21) holds, a result we will invoke
repeatedly.
We prove the CLT using the martingale method, partly following the proof of The-
orem 13.27 of Penrose (2003). We will rewrite Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq´E rΛpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnqs
as the sum of a martingale difference sequence. Toward this end, partition Rd into
cubes with side length rn. Label those that intersect the support of f as Q1, . . . , Qkn,
with respective centers x1, . . . , xkn labeled in increasing lexicographic order. For each
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ℓ “ 1, . . . , kn, define Fℓ as the σ-field generated by the points of
P1X
# ď
1ďmďℓ
tQm ˆ r0,8qu
+
,
keeping in mind the coupling defined in §C.1. We can then define the martingale
differences δℓ “ E
“
∆xℓ
ˇˇ
Fℓ
‰
, where
∆xℓ “ Λ
`
r´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rn
˘´ Λ `r´1n `pPnfzQℓq Y pP 1nf XQℓq˘ ,Wp0,rn˘ .
Notice δℓ “ E rΛ pr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq |Fℓs ´ E rΛ pr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq |Fℓ´1s, and
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
‰ “ knÿ
ℓ“1
δℓ.
Furthermore, tδℓuknℓ“1 is a martingale difference sequence with filtration tFℓuknℓ“0, where
F0 is the trivial σ-algebra. By orthogonality of martingale differences,
Var
`
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
˘ “ knÿ
ℓ“1
Erδ2ℓ s. (H.28)
We complete the proof by verifying the conditions for a CLT for martingale difference
arrays (Hall and Heyde, 2014, Theorem 3.2). There are three such conditions, the
first of which is
sup
nPN
E
„
max
1ďℓďkn
1
n
δ2ℓ

ă 8. (H.29)
The left-hand side is bounded above by
sup
nPN
1
n
knÿ
ℓ“1
Erδ2ℓ s ď sup
nPN
kn
n
max
1ďℓďkn
E
“
∆2xℓ
‰
. (H.30)
This is finite by the bounded moments condition (H.21) and the fact that kn “ Opnq,
thereby establishing (H.29).
The second condition needed for a martingale difference CLT is
n´1{2 max
1ďℓďkn
|δℓ| pÝÑ 0. (H.31)
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By Markov’s inequality,
P
ˆ
n´1{2 max
1ďℓďkn
|δℓ| ě ǫ
˙
ď
knÿ
ℓ“1
1
n2ǫ4
Erδ4ℓ s,
which tends to zero by the arguments for finiteness of (H.30). This proves (H.31).
The last condition required for a martingale difference CLT is
1
n
knÿ
ℓ“1
δ2ℓ
pÝÑ σ2. (H.32)
We will approximate n´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ by several quantities in order to derive σ
2. This
requires the following definitions. Let Qℓ,R “ Qpxℓ, Rrnq for any odd integer R ą 0,
and define δℓ,R “ E
“
∆xℓ,R
ˇˇ
Fℓ
‰
, where
∆xℓ,R “ Λ pτxℓ,rnpPnf XQℓ,Rq,Wpxℓ,rnq
´ Λ `τxℓ,rn `pPnf XQℓ,RzQℓq Y pP 1nf XQℓq˘ ,Wpxℓ,rn˘ .
Our argument will proceed in three steps. First, we show that the difference
between n´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ,R and n
´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ converges in L1 to zero as we take n and R to
infinity. In step two, we show that for any fixed R, the variance of n´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ,R tends
to zero as n Ñ 8. Then it remains to show convergence of the mean. By step 1,
the difference between the means of n´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ,R and n
´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ converges to zero
as we take n and R to infinity. Finally in step 3, we show convergence of the latter
mean:
1
n
knÿ
ℓ“1
Erδ2ℓ s “
1
n
VarpΛpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnqq Ñ σ2.
Step 1. We show that for n and R large, n´1
řkn
ℓ“1 δ
2
ℓ converges in L1 to its
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localized analog δℓ,R. We have
E
«ˇˇˇ
ˇ1n
knÿ
ℓ“1
pδ2ℓ ´ δ2ℓ,Rq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
“ E
«ˇˇˇ
ˇ1n
knÿ
ℓ“1
pδℓ ´ δℓ,Rq pδℓ ` δℓ,Rq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
ď 1
n
knÿ
ℓ“1
E
“ˇˇ
E
“
∆xℓ ´∆xℓ,R
ˇˇ
Fℓ
‰
E
“
∆xℓ `∆xℓ,R
ˇˇ
Fℓ
‰ ˇˇ‰
ď kn
n
sup
x
E
“p∆x ´∆x,Rq2‰1{2E “p∆x `∆x,Rq2‰1{2 .
Note that kn “ Opnq, and by (H.21), supxPRd Erp∆x `∆x,Rq2s is uniformly bounded
over n and R. Hence it remains to show
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
sup
x
E
“p∆x ´∆x,Rq2‰ “ 0.
If RΛ is an increasing radius stabilization in the sense of part (b) of Definition H.2,
then for Pnf Ď Pnf¯ ,
RΛpx, τx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq ď RΛpx, τx,rnPnf¯ ,Wpx,rnq.
By Lemma H.11, Λ is RΛ-stabilizing on tPnf¯unPN for some radius of stabilization RΛ.
Hence, the right-hand side of the previous equation is Opp1q uniformly over x. It
follows that Λ is RΛ-stabilizing on tPnfunPN.
By (C.3)
∆x “ Λ pτx,rnPnf ,Wpx,rnq ´ Λ
`
τx,rn
`pPnfzQxq Y pP 1nf XQxq˘ ,Wpx,rn˘
By Lemma H.6, there exists a non-negative random variable RnΛpxq such that ∆x “
∆x,R for all R ě RnΛpxq, and
lim
RÑ8
lim
nÑ8
sup
x
PpRnΛpxq ą Rq “ 0. (H.33)
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Hence,
sup
x
E
“p∆x ´∆x,Rq2‰ “ sup
x
E
“p∆x ´∆x,Rq2 1tR ă RnΛpxqu‰
ď sup
x
E
“p∆x ´∆x,Rq4‰1{2 sup
x
PpRnΛpxq ą Rq1{2.
By (H.21), supxPRd Erp∆x ´ ∆x,Rq4s is uniformly bounded over n and R. Hence by
(H.33), the right-hand side tends to zero as we take n and then R to infinity.
Step 2. Note that if ||xℓ ´ xm|| ą 2Rrn, then δℓ,R K δm,R by the spatial in-
dependence property of the Poisson process. By the bounded moments condition
(H.21),
Var
˜
1
n
knÿ
ℓ“1
δ2ℓ,R
¸
ď cn´2knpR ` 1q2 Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Step 3. This follows from Lemma H.4.
H.4 CLT for Binomial Model
This section proves a CLT for the original binomial model of interest by “de-Poissonizing”
the CLT for the Poissonized model proven in the previous subsection. We continue
to assume that ξ is R-valued.
Definition H.5. Λ satisfies the uniform polynomial bound if for any X Ď Rd with
a.s. unique elements, x P Rd, and r P R`,
|ΛpX ,Wpx,rq| ď c|X |c (H.34)
a.s., for some positive constant c.
Results in the previous section made use of the Poisson bounded moments assump-
tion. The next lemma shows that binomial bounded moments is a sufficient condition.
A later result (Lemma H.12) will then show that binomial bounded moments holds
under the more primitive bounded moments and exponential stabilization conditions
in §C.5.
Lemma H.7. If Λ has binomial bounded moments (Definition H.4) and satisfies the
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uniform polynomial bound (Definition H.5), then Λ has Poisson bounded moments
(Definition H.3).
Proof. To ease notation, for any X Ď Rd, let
ΞxpX q ” Ξxpτx,rnX XH,Wpx,rnq.
Let Nn “ |Pnf |. Note that Nn „ Poissonpnq. We have
ErΞxpPnfq4s “ ErΞxpPnf q41t|Nn ´ n| ą n{2us ` ErΞxpPnfq41t|Nn ´ n| ď n{2us
ď `ErΞxpPnfq8sPp|Nn ´ n| ą n{2q˘1{2 ` 3n{2ÿ
m“n{2
PpNn “ mqErΞxpXmq4s
ď `c8ErN8cn sPp|Nn ´ n| ą n{2q˘1{2 ` sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
ErΞxpXmq4s,
where the last line uses the uniform polynomial bound. The second term on the last
line is uniformly bounded over n,H, x by binomial bounded moments. The first term
only depends on n, and it is uniformly bounded over n because by Lemma 1.4 of
Penrose (2003),
Pp|Nn ´ n| ą n{2q ď expt´n{9u.
The next four lemmas are used to “de-Poissonize” Theorem H.1. The line of
argument is considered “now standard” in the stochastic geometry literature (Yukich,
2013, p. 25), and the results are minor modifications of theorems in chapter 2.5 of
Penrose (2003). The first result states high-level conditions for de-Poissonization.
Lemma H.8. Suppose that for some σ2 ě 0,
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0, σ2q. (H.35)
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Further suppose there exist α P R and γ ą 0.5 such that
lim
nÑ8
ˆ
sup
n´nγďmďn`nγ
ˇˇ
E rΞXpXm,Wp0,rnqs ´ α
ˇˇ˙ “ 0, (H.36)
lim
nÑ8
ˆ
sup
n´nγďmăm1ďn`nγ
ˇˇ
E rΞXpXm,Wp0,rnqΞXpXm1,Wp0,rnqs ´ α2
ˇˇ˙ “ 0, (H.37)
lim
nÑ8
ˆ
sup
n´nγďmăm1ďn`nγ
n´1{2E
“
ΞXpXm,Wp0,rnq2
‰˙ “ 0. (H.38)
If Λ satisfies the uniform polynomial bound (Definition H.5), then α2 ď σ2 and
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0, σ2 ´ α2q.
Proof. This follows verbatim from the proof of Theorem 2.12 in Penrose (2003),
with ξn ” Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq and Rm,n ” ΞXpXm,Wp0,rnq. For completeness, we
reproduce the argument here.
Let Nn “ |Pnf |. We first prove that
E
”
n´1
`
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pNn ´ nqα
˘2ıÑ 0 (H.39)
as nÑ8. The left-hand side equals
ÿ
m:|m´n|ďnγ
E
”
n´1
`
Λpr´1n Xm,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pm´ nqα
˘2ı
PpNn “ mq
`E
”
n´1
`
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pNn ´ nqα
˘2
1t|Nn ´ n| ą nγu
ı
.
(H.40)
Let ε ą 0. By (H.36)–(H.38), for n sufficiently large and m P rn, n` nγs,
E
”`
Λpr´1n Xm,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pm´ nqα
˘2ı
“ E
»
–˜m´1ÿ
l“n
pΞXpXl,Wp0,rnq ´ αq
¸2fifl ď εpm´ nq2 ` εn1{2pm´ nq.
A similar argument also applies to m P rn ´ nγ, ns. Then the first term of (H.40) is
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bounded by
n´1E
“
εpNn ´ nq2 ` εn1{2|Nn ´ n|
‰ ď n´1ε´n` n1{2 `E|Nn ´ n|2˘1{2¯ “ 2ε.
Turning to the second term of (H.40), by the uniform polynomial bound,
ˇˇ
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pNn ´ nqα
ˇˇ ď c1pN c2n ` nc2q
for some universal constants c1, c2 ě 0. Hence, the second term of (H.40) is bounded
by a constant times
n2c2´1P p|Nn ´ n| ą nγq1{2 ,
which tends to zero, since the probability decays exponentially in n2γ´1 by Lemma
1.4 of Penrose (2003). This establishes (H.39).
To derive the limit of n´1VarpΛpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnqq, consider the identity
n´1{2Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq “ n´1{2Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ` n´1{2pNn ´ nqα
` n´1{2 `Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ pNn ´ nqα˘ .
The variance of the last term tends to zero by (H.39). The variance of the second
term on the right-hand side is α2 and is independent of the first term by the coupling
construction in §C.1. Therefore,
σ2 ” lim
nÑ8
n´1Var
`
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
˘ “ lim
nÑ8
`
n´1Var
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
˘` α2˘ ,
which implies n´1VarpΛpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnqq Ñ σ2 ´ α2 ě 0.
Using (H.35) and (H.39),
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
‰` pNn ´ nqα˘ dÝÑ N p0, σ2q.
Since n´1{2pNn ´ nqα dÝÑ N p0, α2q, using independence of Nn discussed above, it
follows that
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N p0, σ2 ´ α2q
by an argument using characteristic functions. Finally, we can replace ErΛpr´1n Pnf ,Wp0,rnqs
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with ErΛpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnqs in the previous expression by (H.39).
Note that the presence of Wp0,rn in the previous proof does not affect the argu-
ment relative to Penrose’s. This will also hold (possibly after minor modifications) in
the remaining lemmas of this subsection. The next lemma states intermediate-level
conditions that imply the high-level conditions in the previous lemma.
Lemma H.9. Suppose there exists a sequence of pairs of i.i.d. random variables
tp∆n,∆1nqunPN such that for any sequence tνpnq, ν 1pnqunPN satisfying νpnq ă ν 1pnq and
νpnq{n, ν 1pnq{nÑ 1, we have
max
 |ΞXpXνpnq,Wp0,rnq ´∆n|, |ΞXpXν1pnq,Wp0,rnq ´∆1n|( pÝÑ 0. (H.41)
If Λ has binomial bounded moments and
Er∆ns Ñ Er∆s, (H.42)
for some random variable ∆, then Er∆s ă 8 and (H.36)–(H.38) hold with α “ Er∆s
and γ “ 0.75.
Proof. This follows almost verbatim from the proof of Lemma 2.13 in Penrose
(2003), except with three minor modifications. First, Rνpnq,n in our context is ΞXpXνpnq,Wp0,rnq.
Second, we replace (2.48) with
ˇˇ
Rνpnq,nRν1pnq,n ´∆n∆1n
ˇˇ pÝÑ 0,
Third, (2.49) also uses (H.42).
The next lemma provides sufficient conditions for the asymptotic variance to be
non-degenerate. Define
Ξ˜i,n “ Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n pXnztXiuq,Wp0,rnq,
Ξ˜´i,n “ Λpr´1n pXn`1ztXiuq,Wp0,rnq ´ Λpr´1n pXnztXiuq,Wp0,rnq.
Lemma H.10. Suppose there exists a sequence of random variables t∆nunPN such
that (a) if ∆1n denotes an independent copy of ∆n, then for any sequence tνpnqunPN
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satisfying νpnq ď n and νpnq{nÑ 1,
max
!
|ΞXpXνpnq´1,Wp0,rnq ´∆n|, |Ξ˜´νpnq,n ´∆1n|
)
pÝÑ 0, (H.43)
(b) ∆n is asymptotically non-degenerate, and (c)
P
´
ΞXpXνpnq´1,Wp0,rnq ‰ Ξ˜νpnq,n
¯
Ñ 0. (H.44)
If Λ has binomial bounded moments, then
lim inf
nÑ8
1
n
Var
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
˘ ą 0.
Proof. This follows almost verbatim from the proof of Lemma 2.14 in Penrose
(2003), except for four minor modifications. First, we setRνpnq´1,n ” ΞXpXνpnq´1,Wp0,rnq,
Gi,n “ Ξ˜i,n, and G˜i,n “ Ξ˜´i,n. Second, we define the martingale difference sequence as
Di,n “ EirΛpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnqs ´ Ei´1rΛpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnqs,
where Eir¨s ” Er¨ |X1, . . . , Xis. Third, we replace convergence in distribution state-
ments involving ∆,∆1 with convergence in probability statements involving ∆n,∆
1
n.
For instance, we replace Ri´1,n
dÝÑ ∆ with |Ri´1,n ´∆n| pÝÑ 0. Fourth, we use the
assumption that Λ has binomial bounded moments in place of his (2.47). Fifth, in
our case, argument (2.56) uses our assumption (b) of asymptotic non-degeneracy of
∆n.
We now state the main result of this subsection. Define
∆prq “ ΞXpPκfpXq,WpX,rq and ∆˚prq “ ΞXpPκfpXq,W˚pX,rq.
Theorem H.2. Suppose Λ is RΛ-stabilizing (Definition H.2) on tX˜nunPN, where ei-
ther X˜n “ Pnf¯ for all n or X˜n “ Xνpnq for all n, for any sequence tνpnqunPN satisfying
νpnq ă n and νpnq{n Ñ 1. Further suppose (H.35) holds, Λ has binomial bounded
moments and satisfies the uniform polynomial bound (Definition H.5), and Er∆˚prqs
is continuous at r “ 0. Then σ2 ě Er∆˚p0qs2, and
n´1{2
`
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq ´ E
“
Λpr´1n Xn,Wp0,rnq
‰˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2 ´ Er∆˚p0qs2˘ .
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Moreover, if there exists r¯ P p0, κs such that ∆˚prq has a non-degenerate distribution
for all r P r0, r¯s, then σ2 ą Er∆˚p0qs2.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.16 of Penrose (2003). We verify the
conditions of Lemma H.9 and H.10 with ∆n ” ∆prnq and ∆ ” ∆˚p0q. First, since
Er∆˚prqs is continuous at r “ 0 and rn Ñ 0, (H.42) holds. Second, if there exists r¯ P
p0, κs such that ∆˚prq has a non-degenerate distribution for all r P r0, r¯s, then ∆˚prnq
is asymptotically non-degenerate, which verifies assumption (b) of Lemma H.10. It
thus suffices to prove that if tpνpnq, ν 1pnqqunPN is a sequence satisfying νpnq ă ν 1pnq,
νpnq ă n, and νpnq{n, ν 1pnq{nÑ 1, that (H.41), (H.43), and (H.44) hold.
We first extend the coupling in §C.1. Let X and Y be independently drawn
from f , and let P2 be a Poisson process with intensity two on R
d ˆ r0,8q, with
P2 K X, Y . Independently mark points of P2 “cardinal” with probability 0.5 and
“white” otherwise. Let P1 be the cardinal points and Q1 the white points. Then by
thinning, these are independent Poisson processes with unit intensity.
• Finite Model. As in the coupling construction in §C.1, construct Pnf from
P1. Again, Pnf can be equivalently represented as a set of Nn i.i.d. random
vectors X1, . . . , XNn with density f , where Nn is a Poisson random variable
with intensity n, and X1, X2, . . . are independent of Nn. Remove from Pnf the
last maxtNn ´ pn ´ 2q, 0u vectors, and add maxtn ´ 2 ´ Nn, 0u vectors drawn
i.i.d. from f . Define Xm by replacing the νpnq ` 1 and ν 1pnq ` 1 terms in this
sequence by X, Y , respectively.
• X’s Limit Model. Let FX be the half-space of points in R
d closer to X than to Y
and FY its complement. Let P
X
nfpXq be the restriction of P1 to FX ˆ r0, nfpXqs
and QYnfpXq the restriction of Q1 to FY ˆ r0, nfpXqs. Let Pn,`κfpXq be the image
of PXnfpXq YQYnfpXq under pw, tq ÞÑ X ` r´1n pw´Xq for w P Rd and t ą 0. Then
Pn,`
κfpXq
d“ PκfpXq for all n.
• Y ’s Limit Model. Analogously, let PYnfpY q be the restriction of P1 to FY ˆ
r0, nfpY qs and QXnfpY q the restriction of Q1 to FX ˆ r0, nfpY qs. Let Pn,`κfpY q be
the image of PYnfpY q YQXnfpY q under pw, tq ÞÑ Y ` r´1n pw ´ Y q. Then
Pn,`
κfpXq K Pn,`κfpY q
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for any n by the spatial independence property of Poisson processes.
By spatial independence and definition of W,
Wp0,rnpPn,`κfpXqq K Wp0,rnpPn,`κfpY qq.
Therefore, the following two random variables are independent:
∆prnq ” ΞXpPn,`κfpXq,Wp0,rnq and ∆1prnq ” ΞY pPn,`κfpY q,Wp0,rnq.
Also notice that the coupling construction preserves the original joint distribution of
the add-one costs ΞXpXνpnq,Wp0,rnq,ΞY pXν1pnq,Wp0,rnq.
We now prove (H.41). For any R ą 0, define the event
EnXpRq “
!
τX,rnXνpnq XQpX,Rq “ Pn,`κfpXq XQpX,Rq
)
.
Also define
RΛpXq “ maxtRΛpX, τX,rnXνpnq,WpX,rnq,RΛpX,Pn,`κfpXq,WpX,rnqu.
For states of the world in the event EnXpRq X tR ą RΛpXqu, by (C.3) and definition
of RΛpXq,
ΞXpXνpnq,Wp0,rnq “ ΞXpτX,rnXνpnq,WpX,rnq
“ ΞXpτX,rnXνpnq XQpX,Rq,WpX,rnq
“ ΞXpPn,`κfpXq XQpX,Rq,WpX,rnq “ ΞXpPn,`κfpXq,WpX,rnq.
Therefore, for any ǫ ą 0,
P
´ˇˇ
ΞXpτX,rnXνpnq,WpX,rnq ´ ΞXpPn,`κfpXq,WpX,rnq
ˇˇ ą ǫ¯
ď PpEnXpRqcq `PpRΛpXq ą Rq, (H.45)
where EnXpRqc is the complement of EnXpRq. Since Λ isRΛ-stabilizing, by the coupling
construction in §C.1,
RΛpXq ď maxtRΛpX, τX,rnXνpnq,WpX,rnq,RΛpX,Pκf¯ ,WpX,rnqu.
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The right-hand side is Opp1q by definition of RΛ-stabilization. Hence, we can choose
R large enough such that for all n sufficiently large, PpRΛpXq ą Rq ă ε{2. By
Lemma H.1, for any such R, we can choose n large enough such that PpEnXpRqcq ă
ε{2. Combining these facts with (H.45), we have |ΞXpτX,rnXνpnq,WpX,rnq´∆prnq| pÝÑ
0. By an identical argument, |ΞY pτY,rnXν1pnq,WpY,rnq ´∆1prnq| pÝÑ 0.
This establishes (H.41). The proof of (H.43) and (H.44) is similar.
H.5 Proof of Theorem C.1
This proof draws on several intermediate results stated next in the next three sub-
sections. It suffices to verify the five assumptions of Theorem H.2.
First, we verify convergence of the Poissonized model (H.35) using Theorem H.1.
To apply this theorem, we only need to verify that Λ has Poisson bounded moments,
since the remaining conditions are directly implied by Assumptions C.1–C.5. By
Assumptions C.1–C.3, we can apply Lemma H.12 to establish that Λ has binomial
bounded moments. Poisson bounded moments then follows from Lemma H.7, which
uses Assumption C.4. This verifies (H.35).
Second, by Assumption C.1, we can apply Lemma H.11 to establish that for some
radius of stabilization RΛ, Λ is RΛ-stabilizing on tX˜nunPN, where either X˜n “ Pnf¯ for
all n, or X˜n “ Xνpnq for all n and any sequence tνpnqunPN satisfying νpnq ă n and
νpnq{nÑ 1.
Third, as previously established, Λ has binomial bounded moments. Fourth, the
uniform polynomial bound follows from Assumption C.4. Lastly, Er∆˚prqs is contin-
uous at r “ 0 by Assumption C.5. This verifies the assumptions of Theorem H.2 and
therefore completes the proof.
H.6 Some Lemmas
This subsection collects several results for verifying the assumptions of the CLTs in
the previous two subsections. The first lemma provides lower-level conditions under
which Λ is RΛ-stabilizing in the sense of Definition H.2. Recall that f¯ “ supx fpxq.
Lemma H.11. Under Assumption C.1, for any x P Rd and sequences tνpnqunPN
satisfying νpnq ă n and νpnq{nÑ 1, Λ is RΛ-stabilizing on tPnf¯unPN and tXνpnqunPN
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for some radius of stabilization RΛ.
Proof. We only prove this for Pnf¯ , as Xνpnq is similar. Fix x P Rd. By (C.3),
Λ
`
τx,rnPnf¯ Y txu,Wpx,rn
˘ “ Λ`Pnf¯ Y txu,Wp0,1˘
”
ÿ
X1PPnf¯Ytxu
ξ
`
X 1,Pnf¯ Y txu,Wp0,1
˘
“
ÿ
X1PPnf¯Ytxu
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rnpPnf¯ Y txuq,WpX1,rn
˘
.
Then
Ξx
`
τx,rnPnf¯ ,Wpx,rn
˘ “ ÿ
X1PPnf¯Ytxu
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rnpPnf¯ Y txuq,WpX1,rn
˘
´
ÿ
X1PPnf¯
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rnPnf¯ ,WpX1,rn
˘
. (H.46)
Recalling Definition C.1, let
RξpX 1q ” RξpX 1, τX1,rnpPnf¯ Y txuq,WpX1 ,rnq.
By Assumption C.1(a), (H.46) equals
ξ
`
x, τx,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rξpxqrnq˘,Wpx,rn˘
`
ÿ
X1PPnf¯ :
xPQpX1,RξpX
1qrnq
“
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpX 1,RξpX 1qrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘
´ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`Pnf¯ XQpX 1,RξpX 1qrnqq,WpX1,rn˘‰ . (H.47)
Recalling Renpxq from Definition C.4, let R ě Renpxq. By definition of Renpxq, we
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have Qpτx,rnX 1,RξpX 1qq Ď Qpx,Rq. Then
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpX 1,RξpX 1qrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘
“ ξ `τx,rnX 1, τx,rn`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpX 1,RξpX 1qrnq˘,Wpx,rn˘
“ ξ `τx,rnX 1, τx,rnpPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rn˘
“ ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘ ,
where the first and third equalities use (C.3). Plugging this into (H.47), we obtain
ξ
`
x, τx,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq˘,Wpx,rn˘
`
ÿ
X1PPnf¯ :
xPQpX1,RξpX
1qrnq
“
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘
´ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`Pnf¯ XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘‰ . (H.48)
Now, suppose this quantity remains the same if we replace the summation in the
expression with one over the larger set X 1 P Pnf¯ X Qpx,Rrnq, for any R ě Renpxq.
Then by rescaling as in (H.46), we would have
(H.48) “ Ξxpτx,rnPnf¯ XQpx,Rq,Wpx,rnq,
which implies thatRΛ “ Renpxq is a radius of stabilization for Λ. Definition H.2 would
then follow by using the fact thatRenpxq “ Opp1q uniformly in x by Assumption C.1(b).
Thus, it suffices to show that we can indeed replace the summation in this way.
Observe that in summing over the larger set X 1 P Pnf¯ X Qpx,Rrnq, the sum-
mation is expanded to include differences involving tX 1 P Pnf¯ X Qpx,Rrnq : x R
QpX 1,RξpX 1qrnqu. It suffices to show that for such X 1 and n sufficiently large, with
probability one,
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘
“ ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`Pnf¯ XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘ . (H.49)
This would confirm that expanding the summation in (H.48) does not change the
expression.
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Recall that Qpτx,rnX 1,RξpX 1qq Ď Qpx,Rq. Also, by Assumption C.1(c),
RξpX 1q ě RQpX 1q ” RξpX 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rnq. (H.50)
Therefore, by definition of Rξ,
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘
“ ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq XQpX 1,RQpX 1qrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘ . (H.51)
Since x R QpX 1,RξpX 1qrnq Ě QpX 1,RQpX 1qrnq by definition of X 1 above, we can
drop txu from the right-hand side, i.e.
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`pPnf¯ Y txuq XQpx,Rrnq XQpX 1,RQpX 1qrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘
“ ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`Pnf¯ XQpx,Rrnq XQpX 1,RQpX 1qrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘ . (H.52)
Now, replace QpX 1,RQpX 1qrnq on the right-hand side of this expression with any
set S that contains QpX 1,RξpX 1qrnq, which can be done for free by definition of Rξ.
By (H.50) and Assumption C.1(c),
ξ
`
X 1, τX1,rn
`
Pnf¯ XQpx,Rrnq X S
˘
,WpX1,rn
˘ “ ξ `X 1, τX1,rn`Pnf¯ XQpx,Rrnq˘,WpX1,rn˘ .
Combining this with (H.51) and (H.52), we obtain (H.49), and the proof is complete.
Our last lemma provides sufficient conditions for Λ to have binomial bounded
moments in the sense of Definition H.4.
Lemma H.12. If ξ is Rξ-binomial exponentially stabilizing and Assumption C.3
holds, then Λ has binomial bounded moments.
Proof. Fix x and H . For X 1 P Xm X H , let Rm,npX 1q ” RξpX 1, τX1,rnpXm X H Y
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txuq,WpX1,rnq (see Definition C.1). Using (C.3) and the definition of Rξ,
Ξxpτx,rnpXm XHq,Wpx,rnq “ ξ px, τx,rnpXm XH Y txuq,Wpx,rnq
`
ÿ
X1PXmXH:
xPQpX1,Rm,npX1qrnq
rξ pX 1, τX1,rnpXm XH Y txuq,WpX1,rnq
´ξ pX 1, τX1,rnXm XH,WpX1,rnqs ,
as in (H.47). It suffices to show that each of the two terms being summed on the
right-hand side has uniformly bounded fourth moments. This holds for the first term
by Assumption C.3. Write the second term as
mÿ
i“1
ψnpXi,Xm XH, xq1tx P QpXi,Rm,npXiqrnq, Xi P Hu.
For some C ą 0,
E
»
–˜ mÿ
i“1
ψnpXi,Xm XH, xq1
 
x P QpXi,Rm,npXiqrnq, Xi P H
(¸4fifl
ď CE “ψnpX,Xm XH, xq8‰1{2
˜
mÿ
i“1
P px P QpXi,Rm,npXiqrnqq1{8
¸4
.
by expanding the sum and repeatedly applying Cauchy-Schwarz. By Assumption C.3,
E rψnpX,Xm XH, xq8s1{2 is uniformly bounded.
Turning to the second term in the product, we have
mÿ
i“1
P px P QpXi,Rm,npXiqrnqq1{8
“ m
ż
Rd
P
`
r´1n ||x´ y|| ď Rξpy, τy,rnpXm´1 XH Y txuq,Wpy,rnq
˘1{2
fpyq dy
“ mrdn
ż
Rd
P p||z ´ y|| ď Rξpy, τy,rnpXm´1 XHq Y tzu,Wpy,rnqq1{8 fppy,rnpzqq dy,
(H.53)
by a change of variables z “ τy,rnpxq. Changing to polar coordinates, (H.53) is
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bounded above by
3
2
κf¯
ż 8
0
rd´1P pRξpy, τy,rnpXm´1 XHq Y tzu,Wpy,rnq ě rq1{8 dy,
using the fact that m P rn{2, 3n{2s. The right side is finite since ξ is Rξ-binomial
exponentially stabilizing.
I Lemmas for Verifying High-Level Conditions
Results in this section are used in Appendix D and E to establish primitive conditions
for the assumptions of Theorem C.2. The exposition that follows often makes use of
notation defined in Appendix D and prior to Lemma E.1.
I.1 Branching Processes
The relevant sets defined for the static and dynamic models, respectively (D.7) and
(E.5), are unions of components in the network Dtp1q and K-neighborhoods inMtp1q.
In the static case, these networks are defined in §D.2 and D.5, while for the dynamic
case, see §E.3. To establish stabilization (Assumptions C.1 and C.2), we need to
estimate the sizes of these sets. As discussed in §D.5, we utilize a common technique
in random graph theory and show that their sizes are stochastically dominated by ap-
propriate branching processes. This is advantageous because establishing tail bounds
on the offspring count (i.e. the size) of a branching process is simpler.
I.1.1 Definitions
We first define a branching process used to bound the sizes of components in Dp1q.
Let x P Rd, z P Rdz and r ě 0. Recall the definition of Φ˚ from Assumption 7.4
and p1px, z; x1, z1q from (7.2). Let f¯ “ supxPRd fpxq. Define Xrpx, zq as the size of the
branching process on Rd`dz starting at a particle of type px, zq, where the offspring
of a type px1, z1q node is given by a Poisson point process on Rd ˆRdz with intensity
dϕrpx1, z1; x2, z2q ” κf¯p1` rqp1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2. (I.1)
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In brief, this branching process is generated as follows. We initialize the process
at the “first generation,” which consists of a single particle px, zq P Rd ˆ Rdz . The
second generation consists of the “offspring” of px, zq, which is the Poisson point
process described above. We refer to each point of this process as a particle. The
third generation consists of the offspring of the second-generation particles, which are
realized according to a Poisson point process distributed as above. These processes are
drawn independently conditional on the second-generation “parent” particles. This
process is repeated indefinitely. The number of particles ultimately generated is
Xrpx, zq.
This process is of interest because the expected number of offspring of a particle
of type px, zq is
κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q dΦ˚pz1q dx1 (I.2)
by (I.1). By comparison, the expected conditional degree of a node in Dp1q with
position x and attribute vector z is
pn´ 1qErp1px, z;X,ZpXqqs “ pn ´ 1q
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1qfpx1q dΦpz1 | x1q dx1
ď nrdn
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1qfppx,rnx1q dΦpz1 |px,rnx1q dx1
nÑ8ÝÑ κfpxq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q dΦpz1 | xq dx1, (I.3)
which is bounded above by (I.2). The proof of Lemma I.1 below clarifies the relation
between the size of the component in Dp1q of a node px, zq and the branching process
size Xrnpx, zq.
Remark I.1. The offspring distribution of px1, z1q can be equivalently represented as
follows, which will be useful for later results. Partition of Rd into cubes with side
length one centered at integer-valued elements of Rd, and label the elements of the
partition arbitrarily 1, 2, . . . . For each partition k, draw Nk „ Poissonpκf¯p1 ` rqq,
independently across partitions. Conditional on Nk, draw positions X1, . . . , XNk i.i.d.
and uniformly distributed on the partition. Draw attributes and random shocks the
same as above, independently across partitions. Let pXi, Ziq be an offspring of px1, z1q
with probability p1px1, z1;Xi, Ziq for all i “ 1, . . . , Nk and partitions k.
For intuition on this representation, observe that if we replace f¯ with fpxq and
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Φ˚p¨q with Φp¨ |px,0x2q and set r “ 0, then the resulting number of offspring has the
same distribution as the 1-neighborhood of a node with type x1, z1 in the network
Dp1q under the limit model pV, λ,Pκfpxq Y txu,W˚px,0, 1q.
We next define a fixed-depth branching process used to bound the sizes of K-
neighborhoods in Mp1q. Let
p˜1px, z; x1, z1q “ P
ˆ
sup
s
V p||Xi ´Xj||, s, Zi, Zj, ζijq ą 0
ˇˇ
Xi “ x, Zi “ z,Xj “ x1, Zj “ z1
˙
.
(I.4)
This is the conditional linking probability for a pair of nodes in the network Mp1q.
Let X˜Kr px1, z1q denote the size of the branching process on Rd`dz that terminates
after K ` 1 generations, starting at a particle of type px1, z1q, whose the offspring
distribution is given by a Poisson point process on Rd`dz with intensity
dϕ˜rpx1, z1; x2, z2q “ κf¯p1` rqp˜1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2. (I.5)
This is generated the same way as Xrpx, zq, except the intensity measure is different,
and once the pK ` 1q-th generation is born, no further offspring are generated. As
with Xrpx, zq, this process is of interest because the expected number of offspring of
a particle of type px, zq is an upper bound on the conditional expected degree of a
node px, zq in Mp1q by calculations similar to (I.3). The proof of Lemma I.1 below
clarifies the relation between the size of the K-neighborhood in Mp1q of a node px, zq
and the branching process size X˜Krnpx, zq.
I.1.2 Stochastic Dominance
We state a lemma used in Appendix D to verify Assumption C.1. In particular,
it shows that sizes of relevant sets are stochastically dominated by the sizes of
certain branching processes. It follows that strategic neighborhoods and Mp1q-K-
neighborhoods are also stochastically dominated. Then using results from the pre-
vious subsection, we can establish that the sizes of relevant sets are asymptotically
bounded or have exponential tails.
Let x, y P Rd, and νpnq satisfy νpnq ă n, νpnq{n Ñ 1. We assume the network is
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realized according to model (D.1) with
X “ X˜n Y tpx,rnpyqu, X˜n P tPnf¯ ,Xνpnqu @n. (I.6)
Let Dp1q and Mp1q be respectively the network of non-robust and non-robustly-
absent links under this model. Also recall from that section the definition of the Dp1q-
component of a node positioned at x1 P τx,rnX , denoted Cx1 ” Cpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq
and strategic neighborhood C`x1 . Recall from §D.4 the definition of the Mp1q-K-
neighborhood NMp1qpx1, Kq, relevant set Jx1, and radius of stabilization Rnpx1q.
Let Jypτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq be the relevant set of the node positioned at y under model
in part (a) of the proof of Lemma D.2. The next lemma shows that this set is
stochastically bounded by the following branching process. For an initial particle
py, Zpyqq, let
BKr py, Zpyqq (I.7)
be the set of particles in a branching process after K generations with intensity
given by (I.5). This is our branching-process approximation of the K-neighborhood
of a node in Mp1q. Then to approximate Dp1q-component sizes, for each particle
px1, z1q P BKr py, Zpyqq, initiate independent branching processes with intensities given
by (I.1) whose sizes consequently have the same distribution as Xrpx1, z1q. Lastly, for
each particle generated by the latter process, initiate a branching process that runs
for only one generation with intensity given by (I.5). Let XˆKr py, Zpyqq denote the size
of the overall process.
Lemma I.1. For any ǫ ą 0 and n sufficiently large,
Pp|Jypτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq| ą ǫq ď PpXˆKrnpy, Zpyqq ą ǫq.
Since Jypτx,rnX ,Wpx,rnq contains C`y and NMp1qpy,Kq, this same statement holds for
these quantities.
Proof. We will show that |Cpy, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq| is stochastically dominated
by the branching process Xrnpy, Zpyqq. A similar argument shows that |NMp1qpy,Kq|
is stochastically dominated by X˜KrnpX,ZpXqq. The conclusion of the lemma then
follows.
Condition on Zpyq “ z. We first establish stochastic dominance for X “ Xνpnq Y
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tpx,rnpyqu. We can estimate Cpy, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq, the size of node py, zq’s Dp1q-
component, using a standard breadth-first search argument on Dp1q starting at node
py, zq.29 That is, we branch out to py, zq’s 1-neighborhood in Dp1q (her “offspring”),
recording the number of neighbors as B1pnq. Then we successively branch out to
the 1-neighborhood of one of her neighbors, not including nodes previously visited, to
obtain recording the total newly explored neighbors as B2pnq. We repeat this process
indefinitely. Then
ř8
m“1Bmpnq ` 1 “ |Cpy, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Dp1qq|.
At each step m of the breadth-first search, we explore the 1-neighborhood of a
node of type px1, z1q. Conditional on this type, the number of newly explored nodes
Bmpnq is stochastically dominated by B1mpnq „ Binomialpn´ 1, prnpx1, z1qq, where
prnpx1, z1q “ Erprnpx1, z1;X,ZpXqqs
“
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px1, z1; x2, z2qΦpz2 |px,rnpx2qqrdnfppx,rnpx2qq dx2,
since this is the distribution of the number of neighbors. (Recall the definition of prp¨q
from (7.2).) The right-hand side uses a change of variables px1, x2q ÞÑ px ` r´1n px1 ´
xq, x` r´1n px2 ´ xqq.
Then
ř8
m“1Bmpnq and
ř8
m“1B
1
mpnq can be coupled such that the latter is a.s.
larger than the former. Furthermore, the latter is the size of a multi-type branching
process started at px, zq in which we replace each particle of type px1, z1q in the next
generation with a set of particles with i.i.d. types in Rd ˆ Rdz , and the number of
such particles is distributed Binomialpn´ 1, prnpx1, z1qq.
It is a fact that, for n sufficiently large, a Binomialpn ´ 1, prnpx1, z1qq random
variable is stochastically dominated by a Poissonpnp1`rnqprnpx1, z1qq random variable
(see e.g. Bollobás et al., 2007, Theorem 12.5). By definition, Xrnpx, zq is the size of a
multi-type branching process started at px, zq with conditional offspring distribution
Poissonpnp1` rnqp¯rnpx1, z1qq, where
p¯rnpx1, z1q “
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px1, z1; x2, z2qΦpz2 |prnpx2qqrdnf¯ dx2 ě prnpx1, z1q.
It follows that for n sufficiently large,
ř8
m“1B
1
mpnq is stochastically dominated by
Xrnpx, zq, as desired.
29See e.g. the proof of Theorem 6.1 of Meester and Roy (1996) or that of Lemma 9.6 of
Bollobás et al. (2007).
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This establishes the claim for the binomial model. For the Poisson model X P
tPnf¯ Y tpx,rnpyqu, the offspring distribution is exactly Poisson, so the size of the
breadth-first search can be directly bounded by Xrnpx, zq.
I.1.3 Tail Bounds
The lemmas below are used to show that the sizes of the branching processes defined
in the previous subsection have exponential tails, following a line of argument due to
Turova (2012). Let gαr px1, z1q “ ErαXrpx1,z1qs, and let Tr be the functional satisfying
pTr ˝ hqpx1, z1q “
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
hpx2, z2qdϕrpx2, z2; x1, z1q.
Lemma I.2. For any α ě 1, gαr satisfies
gαr “ α exp tTrpgαr ´ 1qu . (I.8)
Proof. This is a standard branching-process argument. Recall the representation
of the offspring distribution from Remark I.1. In the kth partition of Rd, label the
offspring lying in that partition k1, k2, . . . , kNk, where Nk is the total offspring in the
partition. Let pXkj, Zkjq be the type of offspring kj. We assign a special label of 0 to
the initial particle px1, z1q, so that pX0, Z0q “ px1, z1q. Finally, let
D0,kjp1q “ 1
!
inf
s
V p||X0 ´Xkj||, s, Z0, Zkj, ζ12q ď 0
X sup
s
V p||X0 ´Xkj||, s, Z0, Zkj, ζ12q ď 0
*
.
Then we have
Xrpx1, z1q d“ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
Nkÿ
j“1
D0,kjp1qXrpXkj, Zkjq,
Letting µkpxq denote the probability law associated with the uniform distribution on
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partition k, we have by the monotone convergence theorem
gαr px1, z1q “ E
”
α
ř8
k“1
řNk
j“1D0,kjp1qXrpXkj ,Zkjq`1
ı
“ E
«
α
8ź
k“0
`
E
“
αD0,kjp1qXrpXkj ,Zkjq
ˇˇ
Nk
‰˘Nkff
“ E
«
α
8ź
k“0
ˆż
Rd
ż
Rdz
pgαr px1, z1qp1px1, z1; x2, z2q ` 1´ p1px1, z1; x2, z2qq
dΦ˚pz2q dµkpx2q
˙Nkff
“ α
8ź
k“0
exp
"
κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
pgαr px2, z2q ´ 1qp1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dµkpx2q
*
“ α exp
"
κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
pgαr px2, z2q ´ 1qp1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2
*
. (I.9)
The second line uses the assumption that attributes and positions are i.i.d. given Nk.
The third line uses the fact that
ErwPoissonpλqs “ eλpw´1q
(e.g. Bollobás et al., 2007, proof of Theorem 12.5). Finally, the last line equals
α exptTrpgαr px1, z1q ´ 1qu,
as desired.
Lemma I.3. Let α ě 1. If there exists a function h ě 1 such that
h ě αexp tTrph ´ 1qu ,
then there exists a function 1 ď g ď h solving (I.8).
Proof. We follow the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 in Turova (2012). Let
Γ denote the functional g ÞÑ α exp tTrpg ´ 1qu. Since Γ is monotonic and Γh ď h
by the assumption of this lemma, h ě Γh ě Γ2h ě . . . Since h ě 1, pΓhqpx, zq “
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α exp tpTrpg ´ 1qqpx, zqu ě α ě 1, which implies Γkh ě 1. Hence the limit
h ě g ” lim
kÑ8
Γkh ě 1,
exists. It remains to show that g is a solution to (I.8). We have
Γg “ α exp tTrpg ´ 1qu “ α exp
!
lim
kÑ8
TrpΓkh´ 1q
)
“ lim
kÑ8
ΓpΓkhq “ g,
where the second equality uses monotone convergence and the third uses the contin-
uous mapping theorem.
The next lemma is one of our main results in this section, establishing that the
size of the branching process has exponential tails. Define
ψrpx1, z1q “ κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ˆż
Rdz
p1px1, z1; x2, z2q2 dΦ˚pz2q
˙1{2
dx2,
and recall the definition of T from (D.3).
Lemma I.4. Fix x P Rd. Recall the definition of T from (D.3). Suppose Assumptions
7.4 and D.3(a) hold. Then for some α ą 1,
sup
px1,z1qPT
gαr px1, z1q ă 8,
for r sufficiently small, provided that for such r,
inf
px1,z1qPT
ψrpx1, z1q ą 0, (I.10)
sup
x1PRd
ż
Rdz
eaψrpx
1,z1q dΦ˚pz1q ă 8. (I.11)
for some a ą 0.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.5 in Turova (2012). It is enough to
construct a finite function h ě 1 uniformly bounded on T , satisfying the conditions
of Lemma I.3. Define
γǫ “ Trpeǫψr ´ 1q.
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By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
γǫpx1, z1q ď κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ˆż
Rdz
p1px1, z1; x2, z2q2 dΦ˚pz2q
˙1{2
dx2loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ψrpx1,z1q
ˆ sup
x2PRd
ˆż
Rdz
peǫψrpx2,z2q ´ 1q2 dΦ˚pz2q
˙1{2
looooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Kpǫq
. (I.12)
Note that Kpǫq is differentiable on r0, a{4s by dominated convergence and (I.11). For
ǫ small, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
K 1pǫq ď sup
x2PRd
ˆż
Rdz
ψrpx2, z2q2exp t2ǫψrpx2, z2qu dΦ˚pz2q
˙1{2
.
For ǫ small enough, this is finite by (I.11). The previous equation yields
lim
ǫÓ0
K 1pǫq ď sup
x2PRd
ˆż
Rdz
ψrpx2, z2q2 dΦ˚pz2q
˙1{2
“ βr, (I.13)
where the last equality uses two changes of variables and (C.3) to center positions
relative to x1 rather than x in the definition of ψrpx2, z2q. By Assumption 7.4 for r
sufficiently small, βr ă 1. Then by the mean value theorem, for ǫ sufficiently small,
Kpǫq ă βr ǫ,
which, by (I.12), implies
γǫ ă βr ǫ ψr. (I.14)
Fix α ą 1 and define ψ˜r “ αψr and
γ˜ǫ ” αTrpeǫψ˜r ´ 1q “ αTrpeǫαψr ´ 1q “ αγαǫ.
By (I.14), for ǫ sufficiently small,
γ˜ǫ “ αγαǫ ď α2 ǫ βr ψrpx1, z1q. (I.15)
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Now define the function
h “ αpeα ǫψr ´ 1q ` 1.
By (I.11), suppx1,z1qPT hpx1, z1q ă 8 for ǫ small enough. To complete the proof, it
suffices to show that
α exp tTrph ´ 1qu ď h. (I.16)
Using (I.15),
α exp tTrph´ 1qu “ α exp
 
αTrpeα ǫψr ´ 1q
( “ α exp tγ˜ǫu ď α exp  α2 ǫ βr ψr( .
(I.17)
Suppose α P p1, δ{βrq for some δ P pβr, 1q. Then α exp tα2 ǫ βr tu ď α exp tα ǫ δ tu for
any t ě 0.
Under (I.10), ψrpx1, z1q ą b for some positive b and all px1, z1q P T , which implies
the same holds for ψ˜r. Therefore, there exists α P p1, δ{βrq such that
α exp
 
α2 ǫ βr ψr
( ď αˆexp tα ǫ δ ψru ´ α ´ 1
α
˙
“ α pexp tǫ αψru ´ 1q ` 1 “ h.
(I.18)
Thus, (I.17) and (I.18) establish (I.16).
Lemma I.5. Suppose f is bounded away from zero and infinity, and part (a) of
Assumption D.2 holds. Under Assumption 5.1, (I.10) and (I.11) hold for some a ą 0
and any r ě 0 and x P Rd.
Proof. Equation (I.10) follows from part (a) of Assumption D.2, Jensen’s inequality,
and the assumption that f is bounded away from zero.
Since f¯ ă 8, equation (I.11) holds if
sup
px,zqPT
ż
Rd
ˆż
Rdz
p1px, z; x1, z1q2 dΦ˚pz1q
˙1{2
dx1 (I.19)
is finite. This holds because Assumption 5.1 implies
p1px, z, ; x1, z1q ď Φ˜ζpV˜ ´1p||x´ x1||, 0qq,
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and therefore
(I.19) ď sup
x
ż
Rd
Φ˜ζpV˜ ´1p||x´ x1||, 0qq dx1,
which is finite by Assumption 5.1.
Our last lemma for Xrpx1, z1q proves a weaker result than Lemma I.4 under weaker
conditions. It states that this process is asymptotically bounded.
Lemma I.6. Suppose Assumptions 7.4 and D.3 hold. Then if r is sufficiently small,
PpXrpx1, z1q “ 8q “ 0 for any px1, z1q P T , with T defined in (D.3).
Proof. This is Lemma 5 of Leung (2019c).
The remaining set of lemmas concern the fixed-depth branching process that ap-
proximate K-neighborhood sizes on Mp1q. The first lemma shows that Mp1q is a
sparse network.
Lemma I.7. Under Assumption 5.1,
sup
xPRd
ż
Rdz
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p˜1px, z; x1, z1q dΦ˚pz1q dx1 dΦ˚pzq ă 8. (I.20)
Proof. By Assumption 5.1, for all z, z1 P supppZiq,
p˜1px, z; x1, z1q ď Φ˜ζ
´
V˜ ´1p||x´ x1||, 0q
¯
.
Since this is decaying exponentially in ||x´x1||, it follows that the integral is finite.
The next lemma shows that X˜Kr px1, z1q has exponential tails.
Lemma I.8. Define g˜α,Kr px1, z1q “ ErαX˜Kr px1,z1qs. If Assumption 5.1 holds, then there
exists α ě 1 such that suprďκ supxPRd suppx1,z1qPT Erg˜α,Kr px1, z1qs ă 8 for any K, with
T defined in (D.3).
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Proof. Following the argument for (I.9),
g˜α,Kr px1, z1q
“ α exp
"
κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
pg˜α,K´1r px2, z2q ´ 1qp˜1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2
*
“ α exptT˜rpg˜α,K´1r px1, z1q ´ 1qu, (I.21)
where T˜r is the functional satisfying
pT˜rhqpx1, z1q “
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
hpx2, z2qϕ˜rpx1, z1; x2, z2q.
Let Γ : g ÞÑ α exptT˜rpg ´ 1qu. Then
g˜α,Kr “ ΓKα, (I.22)
by (I.21) and the fact that X˜0rpx1, z1q “ 1.
Now, Γα equals
αeα´1exp
"
κp1` rqf¯
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p˜1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2
*
.
By Lemma I.7, this is bounded by αeα´1C for some universal constant C ă 8. Like-
wise, Γ2α “ pαeα´1Cqeαeα´1C´1C ă 8, and repeating this argument, suppx,zqPT ΓKα ă
8. Combined with (I.22), this proves the claim.
The next lemma for X˜Kr px1, z1q proves a weaker result than Lemma I.8, showing
that the quantity is asymptotically bounded.
Lemma I.9. Suppose that (I.20) holds. Then PpX˜Kr px1, z1q “ 8q “ 0 for any K,
r P r0, κs, and px1, z1q P T , with T defined in (D.3).
Proof. Let ρKpx1, z1q “ PpX˜Kr px1, z1q “ 8q. Following the argument for (I.9) (and
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recalling the notation used in the proof of Lemma I.2)
ρKpx1, z1q “ 1´ E
«
8ź
j“1
D0,kjp1qp1´ ρK´1pXkj, Zkjqq
ff
“ 1´ E
«
8ź
k“0
E rD0,kjp1qp1´ ρK´1pXkj, ZkjqqsNk
ff
“ 1´ exp
"
´κf¯p1` rq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p1px1, z1; x2, z2qρK´1px2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2
*
.
Now, ρ0px1, z1q “ 0, since after zero generations, there is exactly one particle. Hence,
by the previous equation and (I.20), ρ1px1, z1q “ 0, and by induction, ρKpx1, z1q “ 0,
as desired.
Lemma I.10. Under Assumptions 5.1 and D.3(a), for any x, x1, y P Rd and K ą 0,
lim
CÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
P
ˆ
max
px1,z1qPBKκ py,Zpyqq
||y ´ x1|| ą C
˙
“ 0.
Proof. Fix x, x1, y P Rd and K ą 0. Define
ρˆκpy, Zpyq;K,Cq ” P
ˆ
max
px1,z1qPBKκ py,Zpyqq
||y ´ x1|| ą C
˙
.
For this max to exceed C, it must be that py, Zpyqq has some offspring px1, z1q for
which either ||y´x1|| ą C{2, or maxpx2,z2qPBK´1κ px1,z1q ||x1´x2|| ą C{2. Thus, following
the argument in the proof of Lemma I.9, ρˆκpy, Zpyq;Kq is bounded above by
κf¯ p1`κq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
ρˆκpx1, z1;K´1, C{2qp˜1px1, z1; x2, z2q dΦ˚pz2q dx2`ρˆκpx1, z1; 1, C{2q.
(I.23)
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Consider the second term. By Markov’s inequality,
P
ˆ
max
px1,z1qPB1κpy,Zpyqq
||y ´ x1|| ą C{2
˙
ď P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPB1κpy,Zpyqq
||y ´ x1|| ą C{2
˛
‚
ď 2C´1κf¯ p1` κq
ż
Rd
ż
Rdz
p˜1py, Zpyq; x2, z2q||x1 ´ x2|| dΦ˚pz2q dx2.
By Lemma I.7, the right-hand side is finite. Thus ρˆκpx1, z1; 1, Cq Ñ 0 as C Ñ 8.
Now consider the first term in (I.23). We can bound this using the exact same ar-
gument above for ρˆκpy, Zpyq;K,Cq and repeat until we arrive at ρˆκpx1, z1; 1, C{2K´1q.
This tends to zero as C Ñ 8 by the argument above. Therefore, for arbitrary K ą 0,
ρˆκpx1, z1;K,Cq Ñ 0 as C Ñ8.
I.2 Exponential Tails
We prove various exponential tail bounds on neighborhood sizes and maximum dis-
tances between nodes. These results are used to verify Assumption C.2. We assume
the network is realized according to model (D.1) with
X “ X˜n Y tx, yu, x, y P Rd, X˜n P
 
Pnf¯ ,Xm´1
( @n,
with m P rn{2, 3n{2s. Recall from Appendix D the definitions of Dxx1p1q andMxx1p1q,
Dp1q-components Cx1, strategic neighborhoods C`x1 ,Mp1q-K-neighborhoodsNMp1qpx1, Kq,
and relevant sets Jx1.
The first lemma shows that the distance between the ego and any alter in her
Mp1q-1-neighborhood has exponential tails.
Lemma I.11 (1-Neighborhoods). Under Assumption 5.1, there exist constants n˜, a1, a2, ǫ ą
0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,1q
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď a1e´a2rǫ.
Proof. First observe that for x1 P NMp1qpx, 1q, then V pr´1n ||x´x1||, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ζℓpxqℓpx1qq ą
0 by Assumption 5.1. If r´1n ||x´x1|| ą r for r and n large enough, then V pr, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ζpx, x1qq ą
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0 by Assumption 5.1. Thus, choosing n, r large enough,
P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,1q
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PX :Mxx1p1q“1
V pr, s¯, z¯, z¯1, ζpx, x1qq ą 0
˙
ď E
«ÿ
x1PX
Mxx1p1q1
!
ζpx, x1q ą V˜ ´1pr, 0q
)ff
ď E
«ÿ
x1PX
1
!
ζpx, x1q ą V˜ ´1pr´1n ||x´ x1||, 0q
)
1
!
ζpx, x1q ą V˜ ´1pr, 0q
)ff
,
where the second and third lines use Assumption 5.1. The last line equals
κ
ż
Rd
P
´
ζpx, x1q ą max
!
V˜ ´1p||x´ x1||, 0q, V˜ ´1pr, 0q
)¯
fppx,rnpx1qq dx1
`P
´
ζpx, yq ą max
!
V˜ ´1p||x´ y||, 0q, V˜ ´1pr, 0q
)¯
,
where we use Lemma H.2 for the case X˜n “ Pnf¯Ytx, yu. The second term is bounded
above by Ppζpx, yq ą V˜ ´1pr, 0qq, which does not depend on x, y,m, n (since ζ ’s are
i.i.d.), and decays to zero exponentially quickly in r by Assumption 5.1. The first
term is bounded above by
κf¯
ż 8
0
Φ˜ζ
´
max
!
V˜ ´1pu, 0q, V˜ ´1pr, 0q
)¯
ud´1 du
“ κf¯
ż 8
r
Φ˜ζ
´
V˜ ´1pu, 0q
¯
ud´1 du` κf¯
ż r
0
Φ˜ζ
´
V˜ ´1pr, 0q
¯
ud´1 du
ď c1κf¯
ˆż 8
r
ud´1e´c2u
ǫ
du` r
d
d
e´c2r
ǫ
˙
, (I.24)
where the inequality follows from Assumption 5.1. After integration by parts, we
have that the last line is Oprde´c2rǫq with constants that do not depend on x, y,m, n.
This proves the claim.
The next lemma extends the previous lemma to arbitrary K-neighborhoods.
Lemma I.12 (K-Neighborhoods). Under Assumption 5.1, there exist constants n˜, a1, a2, ǫ ą
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0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,Kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď a1e´a2rǫ.
Proof. Let NMp1qpx,K;´yq denote x’s Mp1q-K-neighborhood in the model where
y is removed from the node set X . Observe that
P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,Kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,Kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą rX y R NMp1qpx,Kq
˙
`P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,Kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą rX y P NMp1qpx,Kq
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,K;´yq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
`P `r´1n ||x´ y|| ą r{2X y P NMp1qpx,K;´x1q˘
`P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpy,K;´xq
r´1n ||y ´ x1|| ą r{2
˙
.
We prove the exponential bound for the first term on the last line; the argument
for the others is the same, since
P
`
r´1n ||x´ y|| ą r{2X y P NMp1qpx,K;´x1q˘ ď P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,K;´x1q
r´1n ||x´ y|| ą r{2
˙
.
Thus, the remainder of this proof considers the model in which y is removed from X .
Abusing notation, we will simply denote this set by X .
Let N BMp1qpx,Kq be the set of nodes x1 at exactly path distance K away from x.
We have
P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,Kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď
Kÿ
k“1
P
˜
max
x1PN B
Mp1q
px,kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
¸
.
We next bound Ppmaxx1PN B
Mp1q
px,Kq r
´1
n ||x´ x1|| ą rq for any arbitrary K.
Note that if maxx1PN B
Mp1q
px,Kq r
´1
n ||x ´ x1|| ą r, then there must exist x0 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰
xK P X with x0 “ x such that for all k “ 1, . . . , K, we have r´1n ||xk´1 ´ xk|| ą r{K
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and Mxk´1xkp1q “ 1. These two events imply ζpxk´1, xkq ą V˜ ´1pr{K, 0q. Therefore,
P
˜
max
x1PN B
Mp1q
px,Kq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
¸
ď P
´Yx0‰¨¨¨‰xKPX ,x0“xXKk“1 !ζpxk´1, xkq ą V˜ ´1pr{K, 0q XMxk´1,xkp1q “ 1)¯
ď E
„ ÿ
x0‰¨¨¨‰xKPX ,x0“x
Kź
k“1
P
´
ζpxk´1, xkq ą max
!
V˜ ´1pr´1n ||xk´1 ´ xk||, 0q, V˜ ´1pr{K, 0q
)¯
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ρnpxk´1,xk;r{Kq

ď
ż
Rd
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Rd
ρnpx, x1; r{Kq ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ρnpxK´1, xK ; r{Kqgpx1q dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ gpxKq dxK ,
(I.25)
where g : x ÞÑ nf¯ for the case X “ Pnf¯ and g : x ÞÑ pm ´ 1qfpxq for the case
X “ Xm´1. (For the former case, the last inequality follows from Lemma H.2.)
Furthermore,
(I.25) ď sup
x1
1
ρnpx, x11; r{Kq
˜
sup
x1
2
ż
Rd
ρnpx1, x12; r{Kqgpx1q dx1
¸K´1
ď
ˆ
sup
x
ż
Rd
ρnpx, y; r{Kqgpx1q dy
˙K´1
ď
ˆ
c1κf¯
ˆż 8
r{K
ud´1e´c2u
ǫ
du` pr{Kq
d
d
e´c2pr{Kq
ǫ
˙˙K´1
by (I.24). The right-hand side is Oppr{KqKde´c2Kpr{Kqǫq by the proof of Lemma I.11.
Since K is arbitrary and fixed, the result follows.
The next lemma shows that if the size of the relevant set in the static model has
uniformly exponential tails, then so does the radius of stabilization.
Lemma I.13. Suppose there exist constants n˜, b1, b2, ǫ1 ą 0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P p|Jx| ą rq ď b1e´b2rǫ1 . (I.26)
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Then under Assumption 5.1, there exist constants a1, a2, ǫ2 ą 0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P
ˆ
max
x1PJx
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď a1e´a2rǫ2 .
Proof. By the law of total probability,
P
ˆ
max
x1PJx
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PJx
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r X |Jx| ď m
˙
`P p|Jx| ą mq .
We derive an exponential tail bound for the first term on the right-hand side. Under
the event |Jx| ď m, the path distance between any pair of nodes in Jx is at most m.
Furthermore, Dxx1p1q ďMxx1p1q for all x, x1 P X . Therefore,
P
ˆ
max
x1PJx
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r X |Jx| ď m
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PNMp1qpx,mq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď a1e´a2pr{mqǫ
by Lemma I.12, where a1, a2 do not depend on x,m, n. Choosing m “ r1{2 and
applying (I.26) completes the proof.
The next lemma shows that the size of the relevant set in the static model has
exponential tails.
Lemma I.14. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.4, D.2, and D.3(a), there exist positive
constants n˜, b1, b2, ǫ such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P
´
|Jxpτx,rnX˜n Y tx, yu,Wpx,rnq| ą r
¯
ď b1e´b2rǫ.
Proof. As argued in (D.13),
Jxpτx,rnX˜nYtx, yu,Wpx,rnq Ď Jxpτx,rnX˜nYtxu,Wpx,rnqYJypτx,rnX˜nYtyu,Wpx,rnq.
It suffices to show that |Jypτx,rnpX˜n Y txuq,Wpx,rnq| has exponential tails in r, uni-
formly over n,m, x, y. By Lemma I.1, this quantity is stochastically dominated by
Xˆ
K
rn
py, Zpyqq, which we next show has exponential tails.
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By step 2 of the proof of Lemma D.2,
P
´
Xˆ
K
rn
py, Zpyqq ą B
¯
“ P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B
˛
‚
ď P
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą BX |BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1
˛
‚
`P `|BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ą B1˘ . (I.27)
Since |BKrnpy, Zpyqq|
d“ X˜Krnpy, Zpyqq, by Lemma I.8, the last term on the right-hand
side is decreasing to zero exponentially quickly as B1 Ñ8, uniformly over x, n. Also
by step 2 of the same proof, in particular (D.16) and (D.17),
P
ˆ ÿ
px1,z1qPBKrn py,Zpyqq
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą BX |BKrnpy, Zpyqq| ď B1
˙
ď B1E
«
max
px1,z1qPBK
r1
py,Zpyqq
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B{B1 ˇˇx1, z1˘1t|BKr1 py, Zpyqq| ď B1u
ff
ď B1 sup
px1,z1qPT
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B˘ . (I.28)
By step 3 of the proof of Lemma D.2, following the same argument above,
sup
px1,z1qPT
P
`
X
23
rn
px1, z1q ą B˘ ď sup
px1,z1qPT
P pXrnpx1, z1q ą B2q
` sup
px2,z2qPT
P
´
X˜
1
rn
px2, z2q ą B{B2
¯
. (I.29)
By Lemma I.8, the second term on the right-hand side decays to zero exponen-
tially quickly as B Ñ 8, uniformly over n. Next, in the case where part (a) of
Assumption D.2 holds, the first term on the right-hand side equals zero a.s. If in-
stead part (b) holds, then by Lemma I.4 (whose conditions hold by Lemma I.5), the
term instead decays to zero exponentially quickly as B2 Ñ 8, uniformly over n. By
properly choosing the rates of B,B1, B2 to diverge, combining (I.27), (I.28), and (I.29)
yields the desired result.
The last two lemmas are analogs of Lemmas I.13 and I.14 for the dynamic model.
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We assume the network is realized according to model (E.1) with
X “ X˜n Y tx, yu, x, y P Rd, X˜n P
"
Pnf¯ ,Xm´1
*
@n,
with m P rn{2, 3n{2s. Recall from Appendix E the definitions of Dxx1,tp1q, Mxx1,tp1q,
Dtp1q-components Ctx1, strategic neighborhoods C`tx1,Mtp1q-K-neighborhoodsNMtp1qpx1, Kq,
and relevant sets Jx1T . The first lemma shows that if the size of the relevant set in
the dynamic model has uniformly exponential tails, then so does the radius of stabi-
lization.
Lemma I.15. Suppose Assumption 5.1 applies to both V0 and V . Further suppose
there exist constants n˜, b1, b2, ǫ1 ą 0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P p|JxT | ą rq ď b1e´b2rǫ1 . (I.30)
Then there exist constants a1, a2, ǫ2 ą 0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P
ˆ
max
x1PJxT
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď a1e´a2rǫ2 .
Proof. By the law of total probability,
P
ˆ
max
x1PJxT
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď P
ˆ
max
x1PJxT
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą rX |JxT | ď m
˙
`P p|JxT | ą mq .
We derive an exponential tail bound for the first term on the right-hand side. Consider
any state of the world in the event t|JxT | ď mu. Note that Dxx1,0p1q ď Mxx1,0p1q for
any x, x1 P X . Then by construction of JxT , for any node x1 P JxT , there exist m1 ď m
and a sequence of nodes x0, . . . , xm1 and time periods t0, . . . , tm1´1 such that x0 “ x,
xm1 “ x1, and Mxαxα`1,tα “ 1 for any α “ 0, . . . , m1. Let N˜ TMpx,mq be the set of
nodes (i.e. their positions in X ) for which such an m1 and sequence of nodes exist.
Let N TMp1qpx,mq be the set of positions of nodes in N˜ TMpx,mq. Then
P
ˆ
max
x1PJxT
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą rX |JxT | ď m
˙
ď P
˜
max
x1PNT
Mp1q
px,mq
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
¸
.
By an argument similar to Lemma I.12, there exist positive constants a1, a2 that
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do not depend on x,m, n such that the right-hand side of the previous equation is
bounded by a1e
´a2pr{mqǫ . Therefore, we have
P
ˆ
max
x1PJxT
r´1n ||x´ x1|| ą r
˙
ď a1e´a2pr{mqǫ `P p|JxT | ą mq .
Choosing m “ r1{2 and employing (I.30) completes the proof.
The next lemma shows that the size of the relevant set in the dynamic model has
exponential tails.
Lemma I.16. Under the assumptions of Lemma E.3, there exist constants n˜, b1, b2, ǫ ą
0 such that
sup
nąn˜
sup
mPrn{2,3n{2s
sup
x,yPRd
P p|JxT | ą rq ď b1e´b2rǫ. (I.31)
Proof. Recall from (E.10) of the proof of Lemma E.2 that
JxT pτx,rnpX˜nYtx, yu,Wpx,rnq Ď JxT pτx,rnpX˜nYtxu,Wpx,rnqYJyT pτx,rnpX˜nYtyu,Wpx,rnq.
Further recall that JxT Ď J˜xT . Then it suffices to show that |J˜xT pτx,rnpX˜nYtxuq,Wpx,rnq|
has exponential tails in r, uniformly over n,m, x.
Recall that J˜xT is a finite union of period-t relevant sets for all periods t. We show
that these relevant sets are stochastically dominated by branching processes that are
independent conditional on the initial particle. We then show that these processes
have uniformly exponential tails. Then the result follows from an argument similar
to the proof of Lemma I.14.
Let x1 P τx,rnX˜nYtxu. First consider the case x1 “ x. We will write Ctxpτx,rnX˜nY
tx, yuq and NMtp1qpx,K; τx,rnX˜n Y tx, yuq to emphasize dependence on the set of
node positions. By the proof of Lemma I.1, for n chosen large enough, we have
that |Ctxτx,rnpX˜n Y txuq| and |NMtp1qpx,K; τx,rnX˜n Y txuq are respectively stochas-
tically dominated by Xrnpx, Zpxqq and X˜Krnpx, Zpxqq defined in §I.1. If part (a) of
Assumption D.2 holds, then Xrnpx, Zpxqq trivially has exponential tails, uniformly in
x, Zpxq. If part (b) of Assumption D.2 holds, then we can apply Lemma I.4 to estab-
lish exponential tails. This lemma requires Assumptions 7.4 and D.3(a) to hold, as
well as equations (I.10) and (I.11). By Lemma I.5, the latter two equations hold, since
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f is bounded away from zero and infinity. Furthermore, by Lemma I.8, X˜Krnpx, Zpxqq
has exponential tails, uniformly in x, Zpxq.
Next, consider x1 ‰ x. We have
Ctx1pτx,rnX˜n Y txuq Ď Ctx1pτx,rnX˜nq Y Ctxpτx,rnpX˜nztx1u Y txuqq
(see e.g. the proof of Lemma D.4). Observe that Ctxpτx,rnpX˜nztx1uYtxuqq Ď Ctxpτx,rnpX˜nY
txuqq. Thus, it is enough to uniformly bound the size Ctxpτx,rnpX˜nYtxuqq over x and
the size of Ctx1pτx,rnX˜nq for arbitrary x1 ‰ x. The former is already done above. For
the latter, note that
|Ctx1pτx,rnX˜nq| ” |Ctx1pτx,rnX˜n,Wpx,rnq| “ |Ctx1pτx1,rnX˜n,Wpx1,rnq|,
which is the same as the x1 “ x case. By a similar argument, we also obtain uniformly
exponential tails for NMtp1qpx1, K; τx,rnpX˜n Y txuqq for x1 ‰ x.
I.3 Bounded Moments
In this subsection, we verify Assumption D.4 for some leading cases of interest. For
static models of strategic network formation, Sheng (2014) constructs bounds on the
true parameters using subnetwork counts. Our first result shows that these counts,
after proper scaling, satisfy the bounded moments assumption.
Consider model (D.1) with X “ X˜n Y Gn X Hn for X˜n P tPnf¯ ,Xνpnqu, νpnq P
rn{2, 3n{2s, Hn Ď Rd, Gn P ttx, ynu, txuu, and yn P ty,px,rnpyqu for y P Rd. Let Ap1q
be the network generated by this model. Subnetwork counts are defined as follows.
Denote the subnetwork of Ap1q on tX1, . . . , XKu Ď τx,rnX by
ΓpX1, . . . , XK ; τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq.
Let SK be the set of all possible (labeled) connected subnetworks on K nodes. Sub-
network counts are given by
ÿ
X1,...,XKPτx,rnX
1tΓpX1, . . . , XK ; τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq “ su
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for s P SK . Define the node statistic
ψX1 ” ψpX1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq
”
ÿ
X2,...,XKPτx,rnX
1tΓpX1, X2, . . . , XK ; τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq “ su. (I.32)
Lemma I.17. Under Assumption 5.1, (I.32) satisfies Assumption D.4.
Proof. Assumption D.4 requires the 8th moment of ψx to be uniformly bounded.
Observe that, since ψx is a count, it is larger when the set of node positions is larger,
so it is enough to consider Hn “ Rd for all n and Gn “ tx, ynu. We only work out
the case X˜n “ Xνpnq, as the argument for Pnfpxq is entirely the same. Since Ap1q is a
subnetwork of Mp1q, the node statistic ψx is bounded above by its analog with Ap1q
replaced with Mp1q. This in turn is bounded above by
ψ˜x ”
ÿ
x2Pτx,rnX
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
xKPτx,rnX
Mx,x2p1qMx2,x3p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨MxK´1,xKp1q (I.33)
(possibly after applying some permutation of node labels). This is because s P SK ,
meaning that we are counting connected subnetworks. Their counts are weakly
smaller than those of “minimally connected” subnetworks, those that become dis-
connected after the removal of any link, and (I.33) is a bound on the count of these
subnetworks.
Let ψ˜xp´ynq denote ψ˜x but with node yn removed from the network, and likewise
define ψ˜ynp´xq. Then ψ˜x ď ψ˜xp´ynq ` ψ˜ynp´xq (see e.g. Lemma D.4). By the proof
of Lemma I.1, ψ˜xp´ynq is stochastically dominated by a universal constant times
the size of the fixed-depth branching process X˜Krnpx, Zpxqq defined in §I.1. Likewise,
ψ˜ynp´xq is stochastically dominated by X˜Krnpyn, Zpynqq. By Lemma I.8, the size of
either branching process has uniformly exponential tails, and uniformly bounded 8th
moments follow.
For the dynamic case, the next proposition verifies bounded moments for sample
analogs of the bounds on the ASF discussed in §B.1.1. We consider model (E.1) with
X , Gn, Hn defined as in the previous proposition. Recall from §B.1 the definition of
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Sij,t, which is defined under the model
pV, V0, λ,X ,W, rnq. (I.34)
Note that both this model and model (E.1) generate equivalent network time series.
Thus we let SXiXj ,t denote the analog of Sij,t generated under (E.1). Likewise, we
let AˆXiXj ,tpsq “ Aˆijpsq and PXiXj psq “ Pijpsq. Let ψ1,x “
ř
x1Pτx,rnX
Aˆxx1psq and
ψ2,x “
ř
x1Pτx,rnX
pAˆxx1psq ` Pxx1psqq. These are implicitly functions of s, but we
suppress the dependence for notational economy.
Lemma I.18. Suppose Sij,t satisfies (B.11), and let sˇ P supppSˇij,tq. Under Assumption 5.1,
ψ1,x and ψ2,x satisfy Assumption D.4 for s P tp0, 0, sˇq, p1, 0, sˇq, p0, 1, sˇqu.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma I.17 above, it is enough to consider Hn “ Rd and
Gn “ tynu. We focus on the case X “ Xνpnq, as the other case is similar.
Note that Aˆxx1psq ď
řT
t“t0`1
Mxx1,tp1q. Let ψxt “
ř
x1PX Mxx1,tp1q. Let ψ˜xtp´ynq
denote ψ˜xt but with node yn removed from the model, and likewise define ψ˜yntp´xq.
Then ψ˜xt ď ψ˜xtp´ynq ` ψ˜yntp´xq. Since T ă 8 it is enough to show that ψ˜xtp´ynq
and ψ˜yntp´xq have uniformly exponential tails. This follows because, as in the proof
of Lemma I.17, the statistic is stochastically dominated by the size of the fixed-
depth branching process X˜1rnpx, Zpxqq. This process has uniformly exponential tails
by Lemma I.8.
It remains to show that
ř
x1Pτx,rnX
Pxx1psq, defined under model (I.34) has uni-
formly bounded 8th moments. If s “ p0, ℓ, sˇq for any ℓ P t0, 1u, then Pxx1psq “ 1
implies Axx1,t “ 1 for all t “ t0 ` 1, . . . , T . Thus, Pxx1psq ď Mxx1,t0`1p1q, and the
proof proceeds the same as the previous paragraph. If s “ p1, 0, sˇq, then Pxx1psq “ 1
implies maxy Axy,tAx1y,tp1 ´ Axx1,tq “ 1 for all t “ t0 ` 1, . . . , T . Thus, Pxx1psq ďř
yPτx,rnX
Mxy,t0`1Mx1y,t0`1. Summing the latter over x
1 P τx,rnX , we obtain an up-
per bound on
ř
x1Pτx,rnX
Pxx1psq. This upper bound is stochastically dominated by a
universal constant times the size of the fixed-depth branching process X˜2rnpx, Zpxqq.
This has uniformly exponential tails by Lemma I.8. Therefore,
ř
x1Pτx,rnX
Pxx1psq has
uniformly bounded 8th moments.
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I.4 Continuity
In this subsection, we discuss primitive conditions for Assumption C.5 for some lead-
ing cases of interest. We first consider the static model (D.1), where X “ Pnfpxq
(because then τx,rnX
d“ Pκfpxq). Initially we will focus on the leading case of subnet-
work counts, defined in the previous subsection, and then turn to the sample ASF
bounds. The method of proof should generalize to other moments of interest.
Recall the definition of ψp¨q in (I.32), where řx1Pτx,rnX ψpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq
is proportional to a subnetwork count on K nodes. In Assumption C.5, we consider
a vector of m different subnetwork counts, so we will let ψkpx1, τx,rnX ,Wpx,rn, Ap1qq
denote the kth element of that vector, gk denote the subnetwork motif being counted
by the kth element, and dpkq denote the number of nodes in that subnetwork. We can
explicitly compute the limits in that assumption as follows. Let xpiq “ pxi2 , . . . , xidpiqq
and xpjq “ pxj2, . . . , xjdpjqq. We have
vijpx; rq “ E
“
ψipx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,r, Ap1qqψjpx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
“
ż
xpiq
ż
xpjq
P
ˆ
Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gi
X Γpx,xpjq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gj
˙
ˆ pκfpxqqdpiq`dpjq´2 dxpiq dxpjq,
cijpx, y; rq “ E
“
ψipx,Pκfpxq Y tyu,Wpx,r, Ap1qqψjpy,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
“
ż
xpiq
ż
xpjq
P
ˆ
Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq, y,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gi
X Γpy,xpjq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq, y,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gj
˙
ˆ pκfpxqqdpiq`dpjq´2 dxpiq dxpjq,
mipx; rq “ E
“
ψipx,Pκfpxq,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
“
ż
xpiq
P
`
Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gi
˘pκfpxqqdpiq´1 dxpiq,
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mjpy; rq “ E
“
ξjpy,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rq
‰
“
ż
xpjq
P
`
Γpy,xpjq;Pκfpxq Y ty,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gj
˘pκfpxqqdpjq´1 dxpjq,
αiprq “ E
»
– ÿ
X1PPκfpXqYtXu
ψipX 1,PκfpXq Y tXu,WpX,rnq
´
ÿ
X1PPκfpXq
ψipX 1,PκfpXq,WpX,rnq
fi
fl
“
ż
x
ż
x1
ż
xpiq
„
P
`
Γpx1,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx, x1,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gi
˘
´P `Γpx1,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx1,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq “ gi˘

pκfpxqqdpiq´1fpxq2 dxpiq dx1 dx.
These are obtained by applying the law of iterated expectations (conditioning on
Pκfpxq) and Lemma H.2.
The assumptions of Theorem D.1 (other than Assumption D.3) ensure that the
integrands in all of these expressions are dominated by an integrable function. See in
particular step 3 in the proof of Lemma H.4 and also Lemma H.12. Hence, it suffices
to establish that the integrands are continuous at r “ 0.
I.4.1 Mean Example
We first consider in isolation the integrand of mipx; rq. This case is covered in §D.2 of
Leung (2019c), but we reproduce the main points here in order to provide intuition
for the next subsection. There, we show the existence of a continuous selection
mechanism such that all integrands above have the desired continuity property.
Let A˜dpiq be the set of all possible (labeled) subnetworks on dpiq nodes and the
subnetwork distribution
PdpiqpG; rq “ P
`
Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,r, 1q P G
˘
,
where G Ď A˜dpiq. Our aim is to derive conditions guaranteeing the existence of a
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selection mechanism such that
PdpiqpG; rq is continuous at r “ 0 (I.35)
for any such G. Then under the additional assumption that this selection mechanism
rationalizes the data, Assumption D.3(b) then follows from Assumption D.4 and the
dominated convergence theorem by taking G “ tgu for some connected subnetwork
g.
To derive primitive conditions for existence, we need some additional notation.
Let A˜dpiq be the set of all possible (labeled) subnetworks on dpiq nodes and Edpiqprq ”
EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,rq be the set of subnetworks on dpiq nodes that can be
supported in a pairwise stable network under the limit model
pV, λ,Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,r, 1q. (I.36)
By this we mean that this is the set of subnetworks g P A˜dpiq for which there exists a
network A on PκfpxqYtx,xpiqu such that A is pairwise stable and the subnetwork of A
on nodes x,xpiq coincides with g. Let ∆pSq denote the set of probability distributions
supported on a set S. Then ∆pEdpiqprq is the set of subnetwork selection mechanisms
on A˜dpiq.
30
The subnetwork distribution Pdpiqp ¨ ; rq is an element of the set
Pdpiqprq “
!
P 1dpiqp ¨ ; rq P ∆pA˜dpiqq : D σdpiqp ¨ ;Pκfpxq,Wpx,rq P ∆
`
Edpiqprq
˘
such that P 1dpiqpG; rq “ ErσdpiqpG;Pκfpxq,Wpx,rqs @G Ď A˜dpiq
)
.
As discussed in Leung (2019c), this is the set of distributions on A˜dpiq that can
be generated by some subnetwork selection mechanism, and therefore, implicitly,
some selection mechanism λ. In the absence of strategic interactions, the model is
complete, and therefore this set is a singleton. Consequently, (I.35) follows from
Assumption D.3(a). However, when the model is incomplete, there need not be any
relationship between the subnetwork count distribution selected from Pdpiqprq and
that selected from Pdpiqpr1q. We next derive primitive conditions under which these
30By “selection mechanism” we mean the more standard notion of a conditional distribution over
the equilibrium set and not in the sense of the definition of λ in Assumption 7.2.
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selections can be “chosen continuously” as r varies, thereby establishing the existence
of λ such that (I.35) holds.
Define the limit capacity Lp ¨ ; rq : G Ď A˜dpiq ÞÑ r0, 1s as the set function
LpG; rq “ P `Edpiqprq XG ‰ ∅˘ .
Note that LpG; rq is the probability that all subnetworks in G can be supported
in a pairwise stable network under the limit model. We can likewise define the
capacity under the binomial model where Xn is the position set. Let Edpiqpx`r´1n pXn´
xq,Wpx,rnq be the set of subnetworks on K nodes that can be supported in a pairwise
stable network under the binomial model
pV, λ, x` r´1n pXn ´ xq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,r, 1q.
Define the finite capacity
LnpG; rq “ P
`
Edpiqpx` r´1n pXn ´ xq,Wpx,rq XG ‰ ∅
˘
.
Assumption I.1 (Continuous Finite Capacity). For any n, LnpG; rq is continuous
in r P r0, κs, for all G P Adpiq.
This assumption is primitive and can be verified using Assumption D.3(a) and con-
tinuity conditions on V and the distribution of ζij.
Lemma I.19. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.1, 7.4, and I.1, there exists a continuous
selection of the correspondence Pdpiqprq. That is, there exists Pdpiqp ¨ ; ¨ q such that for
all r P r0, κs, we have Pdpiqp ¨ ; rq P Pdpiqprq, and PdpiqpG; rq is continuous in r P r0, κs
for all G P A˜K.
This is Theorem 5 of Leung (2019c), whose proof proceeds in two steps. First, we
show that the conclusion of the theorem holds if the limit capacity is continuous (see
Leung, 2019c, Assumption 10). Then we show that continuity of the limit capacity
follows from the assumptions of the theorem. For the first step, the set Pdpiqprq can
be characterized as the core of the Choquet capacity Lp ¨ ; rq (see Definition 1 of
Galichon and Henry, 2011). If this capacity is continuous in r, we can show that the
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correspondence Pdpiqprq is lower hemicontinuous in r. Then by Michael’s selection
theorem, there exists a continuous selection Pdpiqp ¨ ; rq. For the second step, to show
that the limit capacity inherits the continuity property of the finite capacity, we prove
that the latter converges to the limit capacity as n Ñ 8, uniformly over values of r
in some neighborhood of zero. The main step in showing convergence is establishing
a stabilization property for the finite capacity. The intuition is that the equilibrium
subnetwork on dpiq nodes is entirely determined by the union of the nodes’ strategic
neighborhoods, which are asymptotically bounded in size by step 1, part (a) of the
proof of Lemma D.2. By arguments in step 2 of that proof, the radius of stabilization
is also asymptotically bounded.
I.4.2 Static Model
In the previous section, we state primitive conditions under which a selection mecha-
nism exists such that the integrand of mipx; rq is continuous at r “ 0. We now state
conditions for existence such that all the integrands listed at the start of this section
are continuous. The argument is the same as the previous section, and we only need
to modify our definitions.
Recall that A˜k is the set of all possible (labeled) subnetworks on k nodes. As noted
in the previous section, A˜dpiq contains the support of Γpx,xpiq;PκfpxqYtx,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq.
For brevity we call A˜dpiq its super-support. We next state analogous super-supports
for the following (vectors of) subnetworks that occur across all the integrands:
ˆ
Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
Γpx,xpjq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
˙
,
ˆ
Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq, y,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
Γpy,xpjq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiq, y,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
˙
,
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Γpx,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
Γpy,xpjq;Pκfpxq Y ty,xpjqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
Γpx1,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx, x1,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
Γpx1,xpiq;Pκfpxq Y tx1,xpiqu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq.
For future purposes, define Γmprq as the vector of all six of these vectors. Their
corresponding super-supports are respectively A˜dpiqˆA˜dpjq, A˜dpiqˆA˜dpjq, A˜dpiqˆA˜dpjq,
A˜dpiq, A˜dpjq, A˜dpiq, and A˜dpiq. Let A˜ij be the Cartesian product of all six of the sets
above and A˜m “Śmi“1Śmj“1 A˜ij.
Assumption I.2 (Continuous Selection Mechanism). For any Gm Ď A˜m,
PmpGm; rq ” P pΓmprq P Gmq
is continuous at r “ 0.
Under this condition, Assumption D.3(b) follows from Assumption D.4 and the dom-
inated convergence theorem by appropriately choosing Gm. However, this assumption
may be incoherent, as nothing guarantees the existence of a selection mechanism such
that the assumption holds. The remaining aim of this section is to derive conditions
guaranteeing existence.
In the previous section, we define EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiqu,Wpx,rq, the set of sub-
networks on dpiq nodes that can be supported in a pairwise stable network under the
limit model (I.36). We next make analogous definitions for each of the respective
subnetwork vectors listed above:
• EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,rq ˆ EdpjqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,rq,
• EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiq, yxpjqu,Wpx,rq ˆ EdpjqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiq, y,xpjqu,Wpx,rq,
• EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,rq,
• EdpjqpPκfpxq Y ty,xpjq,xpjqu,Wpx,rq,
• EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx, x1,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,rq,
• EdpiqpPκfpxq Y tx1,xpiq,xpjqu,Wpx,rq.
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By analogy to the definition of A˜m, let Eijprq be the Cartesian product of the above
sets and Emprq “Śmi“1Śmj“1 Eijprq.
The subnetwork distribution Pmp ¨ ; rq is an element of the set
Pmprq “
!
P˜mp ¨ ; rq P ∆pA˜mq : D σmp ¨ ; rq P ∆ pEmprqq
such that P˜mpGm; rq “ ErσmpGm; rqs @Gm Ď A˜m
)
.
Define the limit capacity Lmp ¨ ; rq : Gm Ď A˜m ÞÑ r0, 1s as the set function satisfying
LmpGm; rq “ P pEmprq XGm ‰ ∅q .
Let Emn prq be the binomial model analog of Emprq, where we replace Pκfpxq with
x` r´1n pXn ´ xq. Define the finite capacity
Lmn pGm; rq “ P pEmn prq XGm ‰ ∅q .
Assumption I.3 (Continuous Finite Capacity). For any n, Lmn pGm; rq is continuous
in r P r0, κs, for all Gm P A˜m.
As with Assumption I.1, this condition can be verified using Assumption D.3(a) and
continuity conditions on V and the distribution of ζij.
Lemma I.20. Under Assumptions 5.1, 7.1, 7.4, D.3(a) and I.3, there exists a con-
tinuous selection of the correspondence Pmprq. That is, there exists Pmp ¨ ; ¨ q such
that for all r P r0, κs, we have Pmp ¨ ; rq P Pmprq, and PmpGm; rq is continuous in
r P r0, κs for all Gm P A˜m.
We omit the proof, as the argument is directly analogous to the proof of Lemma I.19.
See §G.2 of Leung (2019c) for details. There is an added complication for proving
convergence of the finite capacity to the limit capacity, since Emprq is a Cartesian
product of multiple equilibrium sets. Fortunately, as in the previous section, these
sets are entirely determined by unions of strategic neighborhoods by (D.8). The
associated radius of stabilization is therefore asymptotically bounded by arguments
in Lemma D.2.
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I.4.3 Dynamic Model
We consider the sample analogs of the lower and upper bounds for the ASF introduced
in §B.1.1:
ψ1pXi,Xn,W,Aprnqq “
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
Tÿ
t“t0`1
LstpXi, Xj ,Xn,W,Aprnqq,
ψ2pXi,Xn,W,Aprnqq “
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
j‰i
˜
Tÿ
t“t0`1
LstpXi, Xj ,Xn,W,Aprnqq ` UspXi, Xj,Xn,W,Aprnqq
¸
,
where
LstpXi, Xj,Xn,W,Aprnqq “ 1tSij P Stpsq X Aij,t “ 1u,
UspXi, Xj ,Xn,W,Aprnqq “ 1tSij P S¯psqu.
The limits in the covariance matrix are given by
v12px; rq “ E
“
ψ1px,Pκfpxq,Wpx,r, Ap1qqψ2px,Pκfpxq,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
“
Tÿ
t“t0`1
Tÿ
t1“t0`1
ż
x1
ż
x2
E
“
Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
ˆ Lst1px, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰pκfpxqq2 dx1 dx2
`
Tÿ
t“t0`1
ż
x1
ż
x2
E
“
Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
ˆ Uspx, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰pκfpxqq2 dx1 dx2,
c12px, y; rq “ E
“
ψ1px,Pκfpxq Y tyu,Wpx,r, Ap1qqψ2py,Pκfpxq Y txu,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
“
Tÿ
t“t0`1
Tÿ
t1“t0`1
ż
x1
ż
x2
E
“
Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
ˆ Lst1py, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰pκfpxqq2 dx1 dx2
`
Tÿ
t“t0`1
ż
x1
ż
x2
E
“
Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
ˆ Uspy, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰pκfpxqq2 dx1 dx2,
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m1px; rq “ E
“
ψ1px,Pκfpxq,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
“
Tÿ
t“t0`1
ż
x1
E
“
Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
κfpxq dx1,
m2py; rq “ E
“
ξ2py,Pκfpxq,Wpx,rq
‰
“
Tÿ
t“t0`1
ż
x1
E
“
Lstpy, x1,Pκfpxq Y ty, x1u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
κfpxq dx1
`
ż
x1
E
“
Uspy, x1,Pκfpxq Y ty, x1u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
κfpxq dx1,
α1prq “ E
»
– ÿ
X1PPκfpXqYtXu
ψ1pX 1,PκfpXq Y tXu,WpX,rnq
´
ÿ
X1PPκfpXq
ψ1pX 1,PκfpXq,WpX,rnq
fi
fl
“
ÿ
t“t0`1
ż
x
ż
x1
ż
x2
„
E
“
Lstpx1, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq
‰
´ E“Lstpx1, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq‰

pκfpxqq2fpxq dx2 dx1 dx.
These are obtained by applying the law of iterated expectations (conditioning on
Pκfpxq) and Lemma H.2.
The assumptions of Theorem E.1 (other than Assumption D.3) ensure that the
integrands in all of these expressions are dominated by an integrable function. See
in particular step 3 in the proof of Lemma H.4 and also Lemma H.12. Hence, it
suffices to establish that the integrands are continuous at r “ 0. The integrands are
all derived from combinations of the following random variables for any x P supppfq,
y, x1, x2 P Rd, t P tt0 ` 1, . . . , T u:
• Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Lst1px, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Uspx, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
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• Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Lst1py, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Uspy, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, y, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Lstpx, x1,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Lstpy, x1,Pκfpxq Y ty, x1u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Uspy, x1,Pκfpxq Y ty, x1u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Lstpx1, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Lstpx1, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Uspx1, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq,
• Uspx1, x2,Pκfpxq Y tx1, x2u,Wpx,r, Ap1qq.
Recall the definition of Sij from §B.1.1. Each Usp¨q is a deterministic functional of
some Sij under the indicated limit model, and each Lstp¨q by some Sij and Aij,t. Call
these the determinants of Usp¨q and Lstp¨q.
Let Ψprq be the vector of all determinants of all the above random variables, over
all t P tt0`1, . . . , T u, for fixed x, y, x1, x2. Assume that the support of Sij is uniformly
contained in a closed set, and let S be the support of Ψprq, which is also closed.
Assumption I.4 (Continuous Selection Mechanism). For any S Ď S,
P pS; rq ” P pΨprq P Sq
is continuous at r “ 0.
Under this condition, Assumption D.3(b) follows from Assumption D.4 and the dom-
inated convergence theorem by appropriately choosing S. However, as in the static
case, nothing guarantees the existence of a selection mechanism for the initial condi-
tion such that this assumption holds. The remaining aim of this section is to derive
conditions guaranteeing existence.
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Consider the first random variable in the itemized listed above. Let Estpx, x1,PκfpxqY
tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,rq be the set of possible realizations of the determinants of this ran-
dom variable under the initial conditions model
pV0, λ,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, 1q
and best-response model
pV,Pκfpxq Y tx, x1, x2u,Wpx,r, 1q.
This set is typically non-singleton due to multiple equilibria in the initial conditions
model.
Define analogous sets for all determinants of all the random variables in the item-
ized list, over all t P tt0 ` 1, . . . , T u, and let Eprq be the Cartesian product of these
sets. Then P pS; rq is an element of the set
Pprq “
!
P˜ p ¨ ; rq P ∆pSq : D σp ¨ ; rq P ∆ pEprqq such that P˜ pS; rq “ ErσpS; rqs @S Ď S
)
.
Define the limit capacity Lp ¨ ; rq : S Ď S ÞÑ r0, 1s as the set function satisfying
LpS; rq “ P pEprq X S ‰ ∅q .
Let Enprq be the binomial model analog of Eprq, where we replace Pκfpxq with x `
r´1n pXn ´ xq. Define the finite capacity
LnpS; rq “ P pEnprq X S ‰ ∅q .
Assumption I.5 (Continuous Finite Capacity). For any n, LnpS; rq is continuous
in r P r0, κs, for all S P S.
As with Assumption I.3, this condition can be verified using Assumption D.3(a) and
continuity conditions on V and the distribution of ζij.
Lemma I.21. Suppose (B.11) and Assumption I.5 hold. Further suppose the initial
conditions model satisfies Assumptions 5.1, 7.1, 7.4, and D.3(a) and the best-response
model satisfies Assumptions 5.1 and B.1. Then there exists a continuous selection of
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the correspondence Pprq. That is, there exists P p ¨ ; ¨ q such that for all r P r0, κs, we
have P p ¨ ; rq P Pprq, and P pS; rq is continuous in r P r0, κs for all S P S.
We omit the proof, as the argument is directly analogous to the proof of Lemma I.20.
Convergence of the finite capacity follows because under (B.11), the node statistics
satisfy Assumption B.3. Then by Lemma E.1, the realization of node i’s statistics
are entirely determined by the relevant set JiT . The associated radius of stabilization
is asymptotically bounded by arguments in Lemma E.2.
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